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.EESTR,ACT'

As the density of integrated circuit technology increases, so does the practicality of

employing on-line checking schemes, and the necessity for doing so due to the expecta-

tion of soft failures which elude off-line resting. This thesis investigates on-line checking

strategies for a particular class of circuit, namely the programmable logic array (PLA)'

AsuccinctefformodelfornonconculTentPLA'sisformulatedfromadetailed

analysis of errors due to a comprehensive fault model' This error model consists of:

single-bit errors, one or more rightmost outputs held at zero, and the bitwise OR of two

codewords (i.e. anerror of type q)'

Two new on-line checking schemes for nonconcurent PLA's are presented' Both

share a common base consisting of parity checked outputs and specifying the rightmost

two outputs in a l-out-of-2 code. One scheme defines extra PLA outputs so that the

parity check also detects effors of type (. The other scheme, called oR-k' uses a

function dependent checker to recognize errors of type [. oulput codewords must be

unordered. The checker realizes a positive (unate) function' Both schemes have the

advantage that the design of testable PLA's is based on just the set of output patterns

normally produced, rather than the entfue PLA specifîcation'

These schemes are compared to existing on-iine checking strategies, including those

designed to detect all modeiled errors (1.e. schemes based on unidirectional error

detecting codes, and those based on the PLA's physical structure), and others with only

partial eilor covetage (eg.low cost residue codes)' Quantitative figures of merit are

determined for schemes with partial coverage'

The proposed schemes are found superior to schemes which use a checker on all

product lines of a nonconcurrent PLA. An oR-k checker is faster, and usually smaller'

than Berger and mod 3 code checkers'

The increase in number of product telrns to achieve nonconculrency is found in

practice to be nearly the same as that required to encode the PLA with unordered outputs'

Algorithms for transforming a PLA into a nonconcuffent form aIe plesented' but "limited

concturency,'is shown to be a more useful as well as more easily obtained form' An OR-

ft testable pLA with limited concurency is shown to be strongly fault secure.
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to Ðebbíe

"I know what you're thinking about," said Tweedle-

dum; "but it isn't so, nohow."

"Contrariwise," continued Tweediedee, "if it was so,

it might be; and if it were so, it would be; but as it isn't,

it ain't. That's logic."

Lewis Carroll, Through the Inoking Glass
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Chapten 3.

[NT'R.ÛÐ{JCT'TON

tr."X. TFIE PR.OtsT,EM

The world is increasingly dependent upon things controlled by micro-electronic

integrated circuits. Along with the continual push for products with increased

functionality, there exists a growing concern for reliability. This concern may be

addressed in two ways with respect to digital eiectronic circuits. One is to periodically

subject a circuit to a series of tests to determine if it behaves as originally intended' The

other is to design circuits which have the capability to continually check that their own

operation is correct. The subject of this dissertation is the analysis and self-checking

design of a particular class of digital electronic circuit, the programmable logic array'

The stnrcture of a programmable logic array, or PLA, will be described in detail later'

For the moment, consider a PLA as a number of signal lines arranged in rows and

columns in a regular fashion. The regular rodcolumn organization of a PLA resembles

the structure of memory circuits which have a storage cell situated at each intersection

point. Some of a pLA's columns represent inputs to the circuit, while the remaining

columns serve as its output lines. There is no electrical connection between a row and

column line at the point where they cross, unless a transistor is specifically placed at that

crosspoint. A pLA may be configured to realize a set of arbitrary Boolean functions by

appropriate placement of such transistors. The minimum number of rows (which are

called product terms) required to realize a function depends on the function'

Minimization algorithms exist which attempt to obtain a rcalization requiring minimal

number of rows, and possibly using a minimal number of crosspoint transistols' It is

reiatively straightforward to produce a chip layout for a PLA once one has a minimized

-i- Chapter I



specification for the function, and the layout plocess is easiiy automated' The PLA layout

is very dense, i.e. thereis relatively tittle unused chip area internal to the PLA boundary'

However, a PLA realization is often larger in area than a random logic design for the

same function.

A pLA is essentially a two-level AND/OR array which directly realizes a Boolean

function expressed in sum-of-products normal form. A random logic synthesis of the

same function is not restricted to two levels of logic gates, and a variety of logic gate

types may be used. The random logic realization of the function typically requires fewer

logic gates than does a PLA, and these gates are often hand crafted into a physical

implementation where the dimensions, placement and interconnection of all

semiconductor devices are chosen to best utilize available chip area, and to obtain

acceptable opelating performance (i.e. speed, power dissipation, acceptable noise

matgin, etc.). The trade-off between PLA and random logic implementations is mainly

one of design effort versus chip area.

Although the idea of using regular array structures to realize logic functions had been

known for some time, it was not until 1975 that the use of PLA's was considered feasible.

Fleisher and Maissel [Flei75] argued that the advent of computerized minimization

algorithms made the design process easier, and that improved technology, which allowed

increased circuitry per chip, made the area penalty less significant. They also suggested

that as the systems being designed were becoming increasingly complex, a systematic

design methodology, such as the one for PLA's, was required. Fleisher and Maissel are

widely cited for describing various technology implementations and structures for PLA's'

Today, technology and design complexity continue to advance. Random iogic circuit

design continues to be popular, due in part to sophisticated computer-aided design (CAD)

software tools running on powerful workstations. Such tools include programs which fit

logical circuits to gate afrays or standard cells, silicon compilers, and automated

placement and routing. Despite these, the PLA is still a viable option on a designer's

-2- Chapter 1



palette. High profile commercial products such as microprocessors often use PLA's in

their implementations. Kuban and Salick [Kuba84] describe the Motorola MC68020 as

having several PLA's driving, in total, over 200 outputs' Intel's 80386 also incorporates

pLA,s, three of which have inpulproduct/output lines numbering 731350116,161I601t8'

andlglt75/12 [Gelsg6]. The BELLMAC-32A microprocessor incorporates eight PLA's

ranging in size ftom25l42ll2to 501190161 ÍLaw8Z}

pLA,s have enjoyed considerable academic attention in the hardware testing

community, primarily because practitioners can take advantage of their regular structure

in the analysis and design of testing strategies'

Most of the testing techniques developed thus far have largely been ignored for

practical commercial chips. Even though current technology permits high density

circuitry, most designers would rather not sacrifice increased functionality for enhanced

testability. For example, major criticism of the proposed IEEE standard Pl149'1' for a

boundary scan design for testability scheme, was directed against the area overhead of up

to 30 percenr [Fitz89]. Low area overhead off-line testing strategies are used for the

pLA's of both the MC68020 and the 80386. For the MC68020, microcode firmware

cooperates which an external tester to apply detefministic test vectors to most of its

PLA's. For the rest, microcode generates an exhaustive test sequence which is

compressed by an on-chip signature register. Results of all tests are routed off chip for

external verification. For the 80386, exhaustive pseudorandom test Sequences (512K

cycles) are generated on-chip using linear feedback shift registers (LFSR), and PLA

fesponses are compressed on-chip using multiple input signature registers (MISR)'

Microcode compales the final signatures to expected values which are stored in ROM'

Lala [Lala86] presents the argument that "conventional (deterministic) test generation

techniques cannot cope with circuits [in general] of VLSI complexity," and' for various

feasons, built-in self-testing based on pseudorandom test sequences and signature
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compression may not be suitable either. On-line checking techniques introduce extra

circuitry to continuously monitor the behaviour of functional blocks' Lala invites

researchers to pick up the torch for on-line checking. Only on-line checking techniques

will be able to cope with transient and intermittent failures which are expected to

predominate in high density VLSI. The challenge is to develop on-line testing methods

which are appropriate for particular circuit structures while keeping additional chip area

low. This dissertation strives to do this within the context of programmable logic arrays.

1"tr.1 Ðissertation Outline

The remainder of chapter I defines general terms and notation used in this

dissertation. Additional technical tenns will be introduced when needed in later chapters'

Several different nomenclatures appear in the literature. Where possible, this work uses a

single terrn oI notation consistently for a given concept, even when referring to details of

papers which use different terminology.

Chapter 2 reviews the literature pertaining to all aspects of PLA testing. Chapter 3

presents an analysis of the expected behaviour of normal and nonconcurrent PLA's under

a specific fault model. Quantitative measures used to evaluate the effectiveness of

partially self-checking schemes are also discussed. Experimental results based on the

error analysis and measures are then shown for mod 3 and parity check schemes'

Chapters 4 and 5 introduce two new strategies for the on-line checking of

nonconcurrent PLA's. In Chapter 4, it is shown how simple parity can be used to detect

e,.,.ors due to all modelled fauits. An algorithm for making a PLA specification

nonconcu11ent is also proposed. Several variations of a strategy called OR-k testing are

developed in ChaPter 5.

chapter 6 contains a comparative evaluation of the new strategies against several

existing on-line checking schemes. Finally, some concluding remarks and topics for

further research are presented in Chapter 7'
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3..2 ÐEFåN{',]'{oNs,eNÐ NÛT'A'T'ÃON

A binary vectoris a tuple of elements from the set {0, 1}' The Hamming distance

(or simply distance) between two binary vectors, denoted d(x'y)' is the number of bit

positions in which they differ. The Hamming weight (or simply weight) of a binary

vector, denoted wt(x),is the number of l-bits in the vectol.' vector a covers vectot b'

denoteda)b,ifallpositionswhicharealinbarealsoaLina.Asetofbinary

vectors is unordered ff no vector covers another' The logical operations AND' OR'

exclusive-oR (EXOR) and complementation, symbolized as a\b'avb'a@b' andã

respectivei y, areperformed bitwise on binary vectors' The difference of two binary

vectors is a_b_a¡l, Notation of the forrn a, does not represent the complementation

operator,assodefinedbysomeauthors.Rathera'representsavariablewhichisdistinct

frombutcloselyrelatedtothevariable¿.Thisnotionislikewiseintendedforother

adornments such asàandã'

An n-bit binary code isa subset of the set of all2" ¡?-tuples' An n-tuple belonging

to a code is called a codeword.. codewords often have some distinctive propefty which is

absent in all noncodewords'

when binary n-tuples correspond to signal lines of electronic circuits' there is a

possibility that some of the bits are incorrect due to circuit malfunction' Use of a code

provides protection against those malfunctions which transform a codeword into a

noncodeword;acheckisrequiredtodeterminewhetherthen-tupleisacodewordornot.

For example, a simple odd pality code contains all n-tuples with odd weight; it detects

any change affecting an odd number of bits'

If one wants to ffeat a pafticular set of r-tuples as a code' and if those tuples have no

inherent distinctive property, then one can map the r-tuples onto n-tuples in such a way

that there exists some property making it easier to distinguish codewords from

noncodewords. For example, a simple odd parity code could be constmcteci from a set of
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arbitrary (n-l)-tuples by adding a check bit so that each n-tuple has odd weight' A code

where the original r-tuple appears embedded in the codeword is said to be sysrematic'

For a non-Systematic code,the r-tuples are mapped onto ie-tuples in such a way that the

original values ale not directly accessible. An inverse mapping must be performed to

recover them. The term systematic is further intended for the case where all 2' r-tuples

need to be encoded. Ifon}y a subset ofthese values is required, then the code is said to be

separable [Jha89a]. A code is unorderedif the set of all codewords comprising the

code is unordered.

A variable, xi, àr(d itS COmplement, 7¡, àrc called literals. A Boolean function

f(x1,x2,..., X*) for which there exists a disjunctive normal form expression (sum-of-

products) where the variable f¡ only appears as an uncomplemented (complemented)

literal is said to be positive (negative) in x¡. If there exists a normal form expression of

/ which is either positive in x¿ or negative in x¡ for each variable, then the function is

called unate. If a unate function is positive (negative) in x¡ for all variables x¡ of f'

then the function is said tobe positive (negative)'

Let s be a set of objects, and lsl denote the number of elements in the set' A

parlitíonof set s is a collection of subsets of s such that the union of all subsets equals

S, and all pairs of subsets have null intersections' A grouping of S is a collection of

subsets whose union also covers,S, but subsets are allowed to intersect' A relation - on a

set S (a,b,ceS ) is called a compatibility relation if it is reflexive (a-a) and

symmetric (a-b = b-a), but not necessarily transitive (a-b,b-c * a'- c)' A

subset T of s is said to be a maximal compatible of the relation - if all elements of T

are mutually compatible (a-b for all a,beT), and it is not possible to enlarge z while

maintaining mutual compatibility (for all ce s-T there exists some øe T such that

afc). The collection of all maximal compatibies is a grouping of S' Note that this

differs from an equivalence relation which is transitive and thus induces a partition of S'
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X..2.X- Frognamrnabtre l-ogic,4rnays

A programmable logic array or PLA is a regular structule which implements a

multi-ouçut combinational logic functionT. Conceptually it is a two ievel AND/OR

circuit directly realizinga set of sum-of-products Boolean expressions' Selected literals

are logically AND'ed together to form product tetmsl P¡, and selected product terrns are

OR'ed together to form outPuts, z¡

The sum-of-products expressions implemented by a PLA are usually determined by a

computer program which takes a set of function specifications and attempts to find a sum-

of-products representation with minimal product terrns and literals. Several minimizers

have been developed, for example: MINI [Hong74], ESPRESSO-II [Bray84], and McBOOLE

[Dage86]. The size of a PLA may be reduced through folding which attempts to

"determine pelmutations of the rows (and columns) which permit a maximai set of

column pairs (row pairs) to be implemented in the same column (row) of the physical

logic array" [Hach82].

In this dissertation, a general PLA realizes a multi-output function 'F" and has m

input variables, p product terms and n output lines. The input variables and function

outputs will be denoted: X=(x1, x2, x3,"', x*) and Z=(zv z2' z3'"'' zn)'

respectively, with the behaviour of the PLA specified by Z=F(X)' Various

technological implementations of a PLA exist, but a one-bit decoder NORA{OR structufe

is adopted in this dissertation, because of its common use in recent literature' Each input

line, x¿, is decoded into two bit lines,r¿,g and r¡,1' representing the true and

complemented values of x¡, respectively. Running perpendiculal to bit lines are product

term lines (or simply product lines). wherever two iines intersect is a potential site for a

crosspoint or contact, denoted graphicaliy as a dot on the iines. The crosspoint

TAPLAactuallyrealizesasetofBooleanfunctions,butforthesakeofsimpticity'wewillreferto
this set of funciions as a multi-output function' Similarly, a PLA with one output will be said to

implement a single-output function'
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represents a transistor connection between the bit and product tenn lines as shown on the

left hand side of Figure 1.1.

product lines

bit lines ouÞut lines

F.ígune n.É Transistor connection detail for PLA crosspoints.

A producr term line computes the logical NOR of the connected bit lines; if any

crosspoint transistor is turned on, then the product line is pulled to ground through that

transistor. Since the dual form of an AND gate is an OR with inverted inputs and output,

any product of literals expression can be realized, by connecting the complement of each

desired literal. A product term line and the product term it realizes will be used

synonymously.

product lines and output lines are similarly configured so that an oufput line computes

the NoR of the connecred producr lines (as illustrated on the right hand side of Figure

1.1) . Final inverters on each output line produce the sum-of-products desired. The area

where bit and product lines cross is cailed the AND-pIane, and where product and output

lines cross is the OR-Plane.

An example pLA is shown in Figure 1.2a which implements the set of functions given

in Figure 1.2b (this example corresponds to the sample PLA called "bisZ" as described in

Appendix A). Depletion-mode transistors, which act as pull-up resistors for product and

output lines, are shown graphically as A and ¿1 . Non-inverting buffers, which are used

to help construct the decoders, are depicted as --+-'
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AND-nlane--__.*

decoders

a) PLA diagram'

z1 =î2x3 * x1x2x4 * 7P2x4 + xrx2x3

22=72x3 *7P2x4* x2x3

\ = x1x2/4* x2x3* x'rx{x3

b) Sum-of-Products equations

,/ 
oR-Plane

product lines

x01x 110
11X1 101
01x1 110
x1lX 011
10 0x 101

c) Cubical specification

Figure n.2 ExamPle PLA.

The Z* m-bit binary vecrors corresponding to all possible distinct assignments to a

circuit's 2 inputs ale called minterms. Two mintenns are adjacent if they differ in

exactly one bit position. A product terrn can be represented in cubical notation [Diet78]

where a cube is a tuple of elements from [0, 1, X] and a 0(1) indicates that the

corresponding input variable in its complemented(true) form is part of the product term'

An X means that the product term is independent of the corresponding input vanable' i'e'

the variable does not appear in the product term'

An ru-coordinate cube, c, will be denoted" ç=(cvc2, c3'"'' c*); and a list of p

cubes, C, as: C=(c|, C2, c3,..., Cp). For index set 1={ i1, i2,..., it}, cI denotes the

subset of cubes from C selected according to indices in 1. The notation ci represents

thefh componentof the i'h cube; for a list of coordinate indices, Ç)=(tÐ1, (ù2,.", ú)¿),
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the notation cl, represents the subcube made up of these coordinates, 'lr= {'i,, "*"'' 
r'r)'

The notation coci+s represents the cube which is identical to c except 1he ith

component is changed to cr [Smit79].

The cubes corresponding to the product terrns implemented in the example PLA in

Figure I.Za are shown in Figure 1.2c. Appended to the cube coordinates representing a

product term is an n-bit binary vector which has l's in only those positions

corresponding to the subset of the n outputs which use the product term' The term

..cube,, will be used to refer to a product term, both alone, and including the appended

binary vector. when needed, the two parts of a product term line witl be referred to as the

input part, cube C, and the output part, binafy vector D. Product term line L is the

concatenation of C and D, L=(C, D), where Ll..*=C and L**1..**r=D' A product

line and the cube it realizes will also be used synonymously. A PLA specification is

represented as the set of cubes, l'=(C, Ð).

The set of minterms belonging to a cube are those found by replacing the X's with 0's

and l's in all possible ways. If a minterm belongs to a cube then it is said that the cube

covers that minterm. A cube which contains fr X's is said to be a k-cube' A j-cube

which contains no X's represents a single minterm. (Cube c1 of Figure I'4a is a 1-cube,

andc2 is a 3-cube.) The intersection of cubes ci and ¿j, denoted ci^cj, is the cube

representing the set of minterms which are contained in both ci and, cj - If two cubes have

no minterms in common, then their intersection is said to be empty ot null' and the cubes

are said to be disioint. Two disjoint cubes are adiacenr if some minterm from one is

adjacent to some minterm from the other. (All three cubes shown in the example of

Figure I.4c arepairwise adjacent to each other.) Cube ci contains oÍ covers cube cJ,

denoted ci = cj ,if all minterms in cj are also in c 
j'

Cube intersection and covering can also be defined coordinate-wise using the tables

shown in Figure 1.3. The intersection of cubes c and S, t=Cns, is obtained coordinate
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bycoordinateast¡=C¡ñS¡,andtheintersectionisnullifanyr;=Q.Cubeccoverscube

s, c=s, only if c¡2s; is true (1) for all coordinates'

S;

0lx
S¡

0lx
0

1

X

0

0

0

0

1

X

0

i
X

Fügune tr.3 Tables for coordinate-wise n opelatol and: relation for cubes'

The shørp operation on cubes ci and. c/, denoted ci # Ci, represents all minterms

which are contained in ci but not in cj. It may be impossible to represent the result using

just a single cube. The dísjoínt sharp operation, ci @ ci, is similar except the result must

be expressed as disjoinr cubes. A procedural definition for ci @ ci ([Hong74]) specifies

the result as m cubes , Ck for k=l..m,and each Ck defined according to equation 1'1'

çt'= çé¡ir, c'rnir,"', c'n-rnCo-u c'ooC* rLr'L2, "', ''*)
(1.1)

Someof theresultantcubes, Ck,may be null. Also, cindnis considered to be Q, in the

sense of Figure 1.3, whenevet Co= X' The example in Figure 1'4 shows the effect of the

two sharp operators. The definition of these operators, as well as the other cubical

operations, extends to arguments which afe SetS of cubes in a straighforward manner' For

example, see equations 1.2 and 1.3. Let c and B be arrays of p and q cubes,

respectively. For disjoint sharp, equation 1.2 requires that all cubes in E be initially

pairwise disjoint.

bt#cJ

E # c= ( ...((ts # ci¡ # c\ # ...) # cp

q

ts#ci =l)
i=1

(r.2)

(1.3)

Chapter 1
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cl
X4

00 01 11 10

00

01

i1
10

I

I 1 I I

I 1 I 1

"(
x3

ã) cr = 0X00 and c2 =XIXX c) c2@crb) c2#cI

F'igurex..4Exampleofsharpanddisjointsharpoperators.

A set of cubes is called a cubical array (or simply may). An array is a specification

of a pLA, and therefore represents a set of Boolean functions. The output of a PLA, for

any given input minterm, can be determined from its cubical array. All product term lines

whose cubes cover the minterm arc selected. The oufput is the bitwise OR of the ouÞut

parrs of all selected product lines. A functional array (tDiet78l) is a cubicai array such

that if the input parts of two cubes intersect, then their output parts must be identical. The

output of a PLA specified by a functional array is simply the output part of any cube

which covers the input minterm; all cubes which cover the minterm have identicai output

parts.

A cubical array is k-concurrent if k is the size of a maximal subset of cubes which

have a non-null intersection; k is the concurrency of the array. If all pairs of cubes from

ana¡ray are disjoint, then the array is l-concurrent. The array of three cubes shown in

Figure i.4b is 3-concurrent because the intersection of all three cubes is non-null; it is the

6-cube 1111. The concuffency of Figure 1.4a is 2, and Figure 1.4c is 1-concurrent. A

cubical array is a complete cover if the union of all its cubes contains all possible

minterms. An array is nonconcrffrent if it is both 1-concurrent and a complete cover.
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X."2.2 out-l"ine C&reckÏng

The design of a circuit is essentially a mathematicai model which defines the

intended output for any input applied. A physical implementation of a design as an

integrated circuit is subject to failures and defects so that the intended output may not

always be produced. When this happens an eruor may be observed on the circuit's

ouqputs. For the purpose of analysis, a defect is approximated by afault which describes

a design transformation. For example, a fault may transform a three input AND gate into

a rwo input AND gate. Let f={f rf 2,..., f q} represent the set of faults that are

modeled. A circuit designed to implement the function F(X) will be said to implement

the functio n FçX,f), if the fault f is present, or simply F(X), if it is not known which, if

any, faults ale present. With Ø representing a fault-free circuit, F(X)=F(X,Ø)' Define

.ã to be the set of output patterns produced by an error-free circuit: Z,={ Z=F(Ð}'

Let N= l.ã1.

On-líne checking is the process of attempting to detect errors during normal operation

of the circuit. The terms "built-in" and "concurrent" are also used in the literature but to

avoid confusion with "built-in self-test" (defined later) and concurrency as defined

previously, these terms will not be usedl. The general arrangement of an on-line

checking scheme is depicted in Figure 1.5.

FÍgure X..5 On-tine checking scheme'

t The terms "self checking" and "implicit testing" also appear in the literature'
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The circuit und.er check (cuc, alternatively circuit under test, cuT) performs some

function in a digital system, taking in input X and producing output Z' For the purpose

of on-line checking, the CUC is extended to also produce extra check bit outputs, Zr'

The checker circuit is designed to detect when a fault causes an error to appear on the

outputs. In general, the checker is a function of X, Z and Z",but often X is not used'

The combined output of z andz" usually is designed so that ali output patterns

produced are codewords belonging to some elÏor detecting code which is capable of

detecting eïrors resulting from a predefined set of faults. A checker expects its inputs to

be codewords. If a noncodeword is observed by the checker, then an error has been

detected, and the checker produces an efïor indication output. The CUC's inputs may

also be encoded in an error detecting code.

Carter and Schneider introduced the concept of totally self-checkirzg (TSC) circuits

[cart68], and Anderson and Metze formalized it as follows [Ande73]. Both the circuit's

inputs and ouçuts are assumed to be encoded. The totally self-checking goal is to have a

circuit always produce a noncode output aS the first erroneous output due to a fault' An

alternative Statement of the goal is to never produce an incorrect codeword output' A

circuit is self-testing, iffor every fauit considered, it produces a noncode output for some

code input. A circuit is fault secnre, if for every fault considered, it never produces an

incorrect code ouçut for a code input. A circuit is TSC if it is both self-testing and fault

secure. A circuit is code-disjoint if it produces a noncode output for every noncode

input. A circuit is a TSC checkerif it is self-testing and code disjointT. A TSC checker

outputs an e¡¡or indicator if it is given a noncodeword input. It is generally assumed that

a TSC circuit will detect a fault before a second fault, which might mask the fi-rst, occurs'

This implies that all input combinations aÍe applied between the occurrence of successive

faults.

T Some authors require ttrat the circuit be fault secure also'
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smith and Metze enlarge the class of circuits which meet the TSC goal to include

strongly Íault secure (SFS) circuits [Smit78]. Generally, if a circuit is fault secure but

not self-testing for some fault, then if that fault is present it is not detectabie but the

circuit produces no elroneous outputs. However, the circuit transformed by this fauit may

no longer be fault Secure either, and future faults which occur may cause undetectable

erors. A circuit is SFS if it remains fault secure for any sequence of fault transformations

until a final fault transforms it into a TSC circuit'

In a similar manner, Nicolaidis and Courtois extend the definition of code disjoint to

strongly code disjoinl (SCD) [Nico84, Nico88]. Generally if a circuit is code disjoint,

but not self-testing or fault secure, it is possible that a fault wiil cause it to produce an

incorrect codeword output for a code input. If the circuit is a checker, then the value of

its output is immaterial, only whether it is a codeword or not is significant because any

noncodeword output stands as an effor indication. If the checker's input is a codeword

and the checker outputs a wrong valued output codeword, it still indicates no error in the

CUC. Likewise if the checker's input is a noncodeword and the checker produces a

wrong valued noncode output, the error is still reported' As long as no fault transforms

the checker into a non-code disjoint circuit, the checker continues to correctly do its job

of monitoring the CUC for noncodewords. A circuit is therefore SCD if it remains code

disjoint for any sequence of fault transformations until a final fauit transforms it into a

self-testing code disjoint circuit.

With respect to progïammable logic arrays, one ideally strives to develop techniques

for designing TSC (or SFS) PLA's and TSC (or SCD) checkers to check them.

3..3 S{JMMAR.V

This chapter posed the problem of on-line checking of programmable logic arrays.

The structure of a PLA, cubicai operations and terminology, and on-line checking
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concepts were defined. Justification and incentive for this line of research were

presented.

A glossary of the symbolic notation introduced in this chapter, as well as symbols

defined in later chapters, may be found on page xii' Technical term definitions are

indexed on page 202. Compllter progfam source code listings for the impiementation of

algorithms presented in later chapters may be found in [Marc90b]'
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ChaPter 2

ï,TT'ER,&TUR Ð R.ÐVEEW

This chapter presents a comprehensive review of recent literature pertaining to all

aspecrs of pLA testing. Although the subject of this dissertation is the on-line checking

of pLA's, it is important to be aware of the related research results in the area of off-line

testing. Analysis of expected faults and methods to detect erïoneous circuit output fonn

the basis of ali testing strategies. It is also interesting to note the extent to which some

off-line schemes go to make a PLA more easily testable, and compare that with the effort

required to achieve on-line testing. One should also notice that compared to off-line

testing, relatively little work has been done on on-line checking of PLA's'

The material on off-line testing strategies will be presented in an informal manner, so

as to gain an intuitive understanding of the testing method and phiiosophy' Several of the

original publications cited, as well as other survey papers [Agar86, Regh86' Some86,

Zhugg] provide detailed information, proofs and comparative analysis of each strategy's

multidimensional attributes. such attributes may be used as the basis for evaluation of the

various testing schemes, all which address the same basic testing problem but within

varying contexts. These attributes include: fault coverage, testing time, test set storage

size, function independence, arealpinldeLay overhead' technology independence' fauits

modeled, and computational complexity of test generation or design automation

algorithms. Breuer and zhu [Breu85] have even developed an expert system to help

designers select a PLA test methodology suited to their specific goals'

Figure 2.4 (at the end of the chapter) pfesents a taxonomy of the PLA testing

strategies reviewed.
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2"t FA,{Jr-T',MC}ÐEï-

The possibility of a physical failure of an integrated circuit which prevents if from

performing its intended function and yielding correct outputs within specified voltage and

timing constraints, is a reality that designers and users of that circuit must deal with.

Common causes of failure include manufacturing defect, irreversible damage or wear-out

after aperiod of use, and transient conditions such as supply voltage or temperature fluc-

tuation and o-particle radiation [Ditt88, p. 602] which leave no perrnanent effect in their

wake. The actual physical failures that arise are dependent both on the circuit structure

and technology, and have been studied extensively [Abra86, Bane82, Bane84' Gali80'

Maly86, Maly87, Nick80, Redd84, Wads78l. Rather than working at the iowest levei of

detail necessa-ry to analyzephysical failures, designers of test strategies typically define a

fault mod.e/ which describes the failures of interest more absffactly'

The classic stuck-at fault model is formulated in terms of the logic gate representa-

tion of a circuit. In this model an input or output of a logic gate is pennanently held at a

logic 0 or logic 1 state regardless of the input pattern applied to the gate. we say that the

input or output is stuck-at-cr forse{0,1}. Primary input faults, internal decoder faults'

and faults for any other logic added to the PLA are usually modeled traditionally. When

applied to rhe AND and oR-planes of a PLA, the classic gate level stuck-at model is

usually interpreted as: a bit line, a product term line, or an output line stuck-at-o. Stuck-

at faults on individual AND or OR "gate" inputs are equivalent either to a crosspoint fault

(described later) or to the gate's output being stuck. Chen, Fuchs and Abraham [Chen85]

argue that product line stuck-at-1 faults can be "avoided" by conservative chip layout.

Another standard gate level fault model is the bridging fault which refers to a short

circuit between two oI more norïnally unconnected circuit nodes. Complex behaviour

arises from a physical failure of this sort, and is generally technology dependent. A

bridging fault may transform a combinational circuit into a sequential circuit with

feedback. Bridging fault models typically restrict potential bridges to two points within

close proximity and may or may not admit feedback bridges. Generally the bridged nodes
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are modeled to take on a value which is the logical AND or OR of their intended values'

depending on the technology used. Some authors consider both types, but many assume

only AND bridging. In terms of a PLA, most authors account for bridging fauits between

adjacent parallel lines in the two planes, and often between orthogonal lines. The latter

may require special interpretation if a crosspoint transistor exists between the bridged

lines, because the fault represents a short circuit across the gate and drain of that transistor

(c/. Figure 3.6). Banerjee and Abraham [Bane82] show that, depending on the ohmic

value of the bridge, the possible effects of such a fault include: no effect, NOR gate

output effectively stuck-at-O, or both lines taking on the same intermediate voltage level

which may not be considered a proper logical 0 or 1.

The regular structure of a PLA lends itself to a third type of fault model introduced by

Cha [Cha78]. A PLA may be considered a generic device consisting of two perpendicular

gïoups of parallel lines, one group crossing over the other. A specific function is realized

by configuring the PLA's personaliry, i.e. connecting diodes or transistors between

certain pairs of crossing lines. A crosspoint or contact fault is defined as the elToneous

presence or absence of such a connection. While a missing crosspoint is intuitively

plausible as a physical failure, some authors believe that the spontaneous creation of an

unintended transistor at a vacant crosspoint site is extremely unlikely [Eich8O, Kuba84,

Some34l. Despite this, extra crosspoint type faults are still worthy of consideration

because "they may cover nonmodeled faults and on the other hand, a complete crosspoint

tesr set is useful for design verification" [Some84]. Also Maly [Maly86] presents

probability distributions for various faults, including extra crosspoints (see later).

Smith tSmit]gl further classified crosspoint faults as follows:

. S or shrinkage fault for exrra crosspoints in the AND-plane,

, G or growthfault for missing crosspoints in the AND-plane,

" A or appearance fault for extra crosspoints in the OR-plane,

' D or disappeørance faultfor missing crosspoints in the OR-plane.
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Ramanatha and Biswas [Rama83] identify the special case of an extra AND-plane

crosspoint when a crosspoint already exists on the complementary bit line, and denote it a

V or vanishing fault, since the product terrn can never be asserted' Biswas and Jacob

[Bisw85] suggest alternate associations for s and G, specificaliy surplus and gone'

v/ei and sangiovanni-vincentetli [wei86] denote an output stuck-at-l fault as an E fault.

An alternative crosspoint fault classification introduced by Agarwat [Agar8Q] denotes S

andA faults asT-contau faults, andG andD faults as I-contau faults'

A fourth type of fault, the line break fault, which actually corresponds to a corunon

physical defect, is advocated by Tamir and Séquin [Tami84]. For a PLA, lines discon-

nected from a driving source "float", and any crosspoints controlled by a floating line

generally can not be activated. Thus those crosspoints appeff missing' Tamir and Séquin

also define weak l(O) faults for the situation when a "line is supposed to be a logic 1(0)

but is interpreted by at least one of the gates [it is connected to] as logic 0(1)." Weak 1(0)

faults can also be thought of as transient stuck-at-0(1) faults on individual gate inputs. A

short beween orthogonal lines may also behave as a weak 1(0) fault on the shorted lines'

Fault models, especially the stuck-at model, aithough necessary to make the testing

problem tractable, have long been considered poor approximations of observed physical

failures in random logic circuits [Gali80, Nick80]. PLA fault models, however, correlate

closely to observed defects and thus enjoy greater credibility. Based on empirical

observation of actual process parameters, Maly [Maly86] performed extensive

probabilistic analysis of spot defects which arise during the manufacture of integrated

circuits. Defects a1e genefally observed to be spots on a mask causing missing or extra

material to be deposited on some layer of the integrated circuit. These in turn appear as

breaks in one or more lines or shorts between two or more lines. This work lends

evidential support for all PLA fault models described above: stuck-at, adjacent and

orthogonal line bridgingT, both missing and extra crosspoints, and line breaks.

T Maly defines a merger fault which appea$ indiscernible from a bridging fault.
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Furthermore, multiple faults and feedback bridgin g are considered likely.

summarizes from [Maly86] a sample set of fault probabilities for a particular

indicates that some of the faults considered are much more likely than others'

Table 2.L

PLA, and

Fault Frobability

2 product lines shoræd
product line stuck-at-O
3 product lines shoræd
missing crosspoint
feedback bridge
extra crosspoint
orthogonal bridge
line break

2.5x ß-1
1.5 x 10-?
t.5 x l0-9
1.0 x 10-8
1.0 x 10-8

< 1.0 x 10-!
< 1.0 x 10-8
< 1.0 x 10-8

Tahte 2.X. Probabilities of various PLA faults [Maly86].

Figure 2.1, reproduced from another paper by Maly [Maty87], represents an

interesting physical defect. A scratch on a photolithographic mask resulted in several

broken traces as well as a short which reconnects two broken pieces from different lines,

drastically altering the circuit topology. It is difficult, if not impossible, to Íepresent such

a physical failure using any combination of the above fault models.

Fígure 2"f- Example of multiple metal line shorts and breaks due

to a scratch on a photolithographic plate [Maly87]'

Often authors make the assumption that only a single fault exists. A testing strategy

so designed may then be re-evaluated to determine coverage of multiple faults.

Alternatively, various combinations of multiple faults may be considered from the outset'
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Special models may appty to certain PLA implementations. A CMOS PLA may

require transistor stuck-open and stuck-on fault models. Folded PLA's may need to

account for missing cuts. Dynamic realizations, and static PLA's which incorporate a

driver on the product term lines between the two planes, may need to model product term

stuck-at and bridging faults separately in each plane.

2.2 ERR.OR. MOÐEÏ.

Coding theorists deal with an even more abstract view of circuit testing. To them a

circuit is a black box for which failures are charactenzed as having certain types of effects

on the output lines. An eror model thus describes the ways in which correct output

patterns are expected to change. Fault detection schemes operate under the assumption

that for any input pattern applied to a circuit, the output is either coffect or has been

modified in one of the ways specified by the error model. Generally error modeis specify

the type, number and duration of errors considered [Bose86b]. A binary symmetric error

model allows oufputs to change 0+1 and 1+0 in any combination. An asymmetric enor

model permits either 0-+1 or 1-+0 but not both. In a unidirectional error model both

0+1 and 1-+0 errors occur, but never together at the same time in an output pattern.

Single bít error models assume at most one output bit is in elÏor at a time. Doubie' triple,

and r-bit multiple bit enor models are similarly defined. An independent error model

assumes each bit is equally likely to be in effor. A burst error model assumes that the

bits in enor occur in positions close to each other in the ouçut codeword' It is like a r-

bit error, except the bits in error are contained within any field of r adjacent bit positions.

The first and last bits of the codeword are often considered adjacent. Errors, as well as

faults, can also be classified as permanent, transient (í.e. occurring once then

disappearing), and intermittent (i.e. recurring from time to time). Abraham and Fuchs

[Abra86] describe the relationships between various fault and error models.

.,.
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2.2.n {.inidinec$iona! Er¡'or Modeå

A unidirectional error model with no restriction on the number of errors is usually

used for pLA's. This is justified through an analysis of errors arising from permanent

single faults of a specific fault model [Mak82, Fuch$4]. The regular structure of PLA's

permits such an analysis to be done in a generalized manner and have it apply to all

specific pLA's thereafter. Banerjee and Abraham [Bane82] point out that a particular

design of one-bit decoders is required to prevent certain faults from causing a non-

unidirectional error. This is illustrated by a bridging fault between bit line -r1,1 ând

product line p3 in the AND-plane NOR-array shown in Figxe 2.2. With the usual

decoder design of Figure 2.2a, p3 is 0 due to bit Line x2,1, the fault causes bit line f 1,1 to

become 0, and this in turn passes through the inverter causing bit line f1,6 to be 1'

PtPzPzPtPzPg

ri,o
xt,t

xz,o

xz,t

xt,o
xr,t

xz,o

xz,t

0 0-+l 1-r0

a) non-unidirectional error

00+1 1

b) modified decoder design

Figure Z.Z Effectof decoder design on error model - bridging fault example.

This situation can not occur in the modified decoder design shown in Figtxe 2.2b.

Note that bit line x1,i in Figure 2.2a, if silck-at-Q, would also produce the same effect'

Also note that the error in Figure 2.2ais equivalent to an external error which changes

inputxl from 0 to 1. Thus an internal PLA fault can be indistinguishable from an input

erïor. This too is avoided in the modified design.

Nonconcurrent pLA's allow the use of a more specific error model ([Chen85'

Marc88]) consisting of the union of singie bit errors, an error resulting in an all zero
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ouq)ut, and errors where some other codeword is bitwise OR'ed with the intended

codeword ourput. This is discussed in detail in section 3.I.2-4.

2"2.2 Uwondened Codes

In the coding theory approach to error detection, information bits are encoded into a

codeword belonging to an error detecting code capable of detecting elrors from an appro-

priate error model. A code is systematic if the information and check bits exist in distinct

bit fields of the codeword. Encoding thus is the process of determining check bits for

given information bits, and concatenating them together to form a codeword. It is well

known that any code which detects unidirectional errors must be unordered [Bose82c].

^ïhe m-out-of-n or constant weight codes are well known non-systematic unordered

codes where each n-bit codeword contains exactly m l'5. Two-rail codes, where the

check bits are the complement of the information bits, form a popular subset of the n-

out-of-2n code. Freiman [Frei62] showed that (nl2)-out-of-n codes are optimal non-

systematic asymmetric eror detecting codes; no other n-bit asymmetric code has more

codewords. An m-out-of-n code may be used in a systematic manner, which is non-

optimal, by appending check bits, equal in number to the difference of maximum and

minimum number of 1's in the set of information words, so that each codeword has the

same weight.

Berger [Berg61] first described what he called "sum" codes, but which now bear his

name, as a separable (systematic) asymmetric error detecting code. Check bits are

defined to be either the bitwise complement of the number (in binary) of information bits

which are 1's, or as the number (in binary) of information bits which are 0's. If the

number of information bits is 2k-L, then the two forms are identical. Subsequently,

Freiman [Frei62] proved that Berger's is an optimal systematic code, i.e. no other

systematic asymmetric error detecting code with fewer check bits exists'
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Asymmetric codes a¡e also unidirectional error detecting (IIED) codes [Bose81]' A

UED code which detects unidirectional errors in at least r bit positions, a r-UED, may

require fewer check bits than a UED which detects all unidirectional elrors, an AUED.

Borden describes an optimal non-sysrematic /-UED code [Bord82]. It is basically the

union of a set of w-our-of-n codes for all w =Ln\ZJ mod (r+1). Atl codewords are

either unordered or distance d>t apart.

Many other UED codes have been presented ([Bose82c, Bose81, BoseS2b' Bose84b,

Bose85, Bose86a, Bose87, Lin88, Blau8$, Smit84, Jha87a, Jha89a, Niko86, Tao88l).

Each offers various degrees of error detection, and some provide additional properties

such as: optimality, error correction, burst error detection, systematic construction, or

TSC checker design. TSC checker designs for various unordered codes have also been

presented by several authors, including: m-out-of-n codes ([Ande73, Bose84a, MaroTJ,

Son81l), l-out-of-n codes ([Gola84, Khak82b, Tao87]), two-rail codes ([Son81'

Min88l), Berger codes ([son81, Ashj77, Lo88, Maro78, Pies87]), Borden's code

([Jhaggb]), low-cosr codesT ([Ashj77, GaitS5a]), comparators used in duplication codes

([Tami84, Hugh84]), and in general ([Jha85, NanySSa]). In a1l on-line checking schemes,

the checker's output is updated with each new output codeword checked, and unless the

system stops instantly upon detection of an etror, some other circuit must keep a

persistent indicator that an error has occurred. TSC error indicator circuitry is considered

in [Gait85b] and [NanY87].

2.3 T'ESTNNG STRAT'EGTES

In 1975 Fleisher and Massel [Flei75] mentioned the need to consider the testing of

pLA's, and several others have since taken up the challenge. Most testing strategies fall

into one of three categories: offline, built in self test or BIST, and on-Iíne. Some

hybrid strategies have components falling into two or all three categories'

I Low cost codes are not actually unordered; they are discussed in section 2-3.4.6.
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In off-line testing, normal operation of the circuit is suspended and an external tester

is used to apply a set of test patterns or vectors to the cuT's inputs while monitoring the

CUT's oufputs. If the CUT produces the correct output response for all test vectors, then

it is considered fault-free. A test set generation procedure is used to determine a set of

test vectors which is sufficient to expose all modeled faults; clearly small test sets are

preferable. Conventional test set generation methods, such as Roth's D-algorithm

[Roth66], where the PLA is treated as its random logic gate equivalent, are not

appropriate due both to the large amount of reconvergent fanout and to the inadequacy of

the single stuck-at fault model used [Osta79].

For BIST, extra circuitry is added which can generate a sequence of test patterns and

collect the responses. The circuit is tested in place. It is put into a special test mode

where it runs through its test sequence and outputs a single pass/fail indicator when

complete. The normal operation of the circuit is suspended during test mode.

V/ith on-line testing, the CUC's outputs are checked continuously during normal

operation. outputs generally must be encoded in some error detecting or correcting code'

and code checking must be performed by extra on-chip circuitry.

Specialized deterministic and probabilistic test set generation algorithms designed for

pLA's are discussed in subsection 2.3.1, followed by design for testabiiity (DFT)

techniques for off-line, BIST and on-line testing strategies in subsequent subsections.

2.3.X. Test Set Genenation

The standard practice for IC testing has long been off-line testing where a test

engineer designs a set of test vectors which are applied to the circuit under test. Actual

circuit outputs are compared to a dictionary of known good responses. Muehldorf and

v/illiams [Mueh77] described a method for generating optimal test sets for stuck-at faults

in pl-d's. However, Cha [Cha78] was the first to consider bridging and crosspoint faults

as well. Cha suggested the following framework for a test vector generation algorithm:
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enumerate faults

for each untested fault

" justify input conditions which set up the fault and propagate an error indicator

to some output along a sensitized path

, assign don't care input conditions to form a test vector in such a way that it

might also test some other yet untested faults

. simulate untested faults to determine additional faults actually tested

Cha observed that if the crosspoint faults are handled first, then most of the stuck-at

and bridging faults are also covered. Several choices for optimization exist, including:

the order in which untested faults are processed, which of several available propagation

paths is used, and the actual assignment of those inputs which may be assigned arbitrariiy.

Undetectable faults may be encountered. These are faults where the faulty circuit realizes

the same function as the good circuit. A single fault test set which is derived from the

structure of a good circuit, if applied to a circuit containing an undetectable fauit, might

no longer expose all detectable faults [Rama83, Agar80, osta79].

Others devised test set generation algorithms with similar form. Consider a PLA in

terrns of the cubical representation of its product terrns. Any single crosspoint fault

involving cube c either enlarges c or removes some or all of c. In either case a single

cube, say â, specifies the affected minterms, and a test for the fault necessarily must be

contained within ?. Other cubes of the PLA specification may conspire to mask the effect

of the fault by being defined to assert the same outputs that appear or disappear due to 2.

The set of a¡ veüors which are tests for this fault is: Te =t #(ON-c), where ON is the

Ory-set of the function realized by the PLA. Ostapko and Hong [Osta79] also analyzed

the relationship between crosspoint faults and stuck-at and bridging faults, and developed

heuristics which make the selection of one test vector from ft and fault simulation more

efficient. They too found that a single crosspoint fault test set, T6, would detect most of

the other faults. They note that about 7 percent of all crosspoint faults in a "typical" PLA

are undetectable. Smith tSmitTgl developed another algorithm and also proved that Tç

0

ø
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would additionally detect all single stuck-at faults except those on redundant product term

lines and on any ouÞut line which is asserted by every product term.

Both [Osta79] and [Smit79] use heuristics to select a single test vector from Q for

each fault, without actually performing the expensive computation of T¿. Somenzi, Gai,

Mezzalamaand prinetto [Some84] present a similar algorithm which they claim produces

better results and uses less computer time. The significant distinction of their approach is

that they essentially compute one cube of ft for each fault and select the test vector from

that test cube. Their procedure for computing the test cube is less expensive than finding

a complete solution for T¿, and is designed to produce large cubes which potentially

contain tests for other faults as well. Their algorithm also handles folded PLA's.

Smith [Smit79] additionally ana\yzed PLA's to determine coverage of multiple

crosspoint faults, fînding thatTç also detects:

. any detectable combination of A faults,

o any detectable combination of S faults,

" any detectable combination of G and D faults in a G-D irredundant circuit,

, any detectable combination of S and A faults in a S-A irredundant circuit.

In a G-D irredundanl (S-A irredundanr) PLA, all single G and D (S and '4) faults

are detectable. Each form of irredundancy is achieved at the expense of the other.

Agarwal [Agar80] further analyzed multiple crosspoint faults detectable by Tc- A

fault f1 is said to be masked by fault f2 if all test vectors in a test set which expose .f 1

fail to do so if both faults are present. Agarwal points out that the multiple fault "f1uf2 is

still detectable via the test for f 2, but he fails to mention that there may aiso exist a test

vector, t ê.Tç, which detects f1 and is not subject to masking'

Agarwal proved the following basic requirements for a detectable crosspoint fault to

be masked by another. A fault on a product terrn line which causes some or all of that

terms's outputs to erïoneously be asserted can only be masked by other fault(s) on the
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same linewhich either deselect the term or disconnect it from those outputs. A fault on a

product term line which causes some or all of that term's outputs to erroneously be

unasserted can only be masked by fault(s) on other product term lines which reassert the

missing outputs. He further shows that a particular arrangement of four-way masking

faults is a minimal configuration for the faults to mask each other; thus implying thatTç

is guaranteed to detect all combinations of 2 or 3 detectable crosspoint faults. For r24

faulrs, and s=m+n12, at mosr flì ,o (ro'i\ faults of multiplicity r out of a total
t z) *v "'""- \.2/ " \ ,4 )

possible (tî) *. undetectable by TçT.

For a particular example PLA, the authof reports "that more than 98 pelcent of all

multiple contact faults of size 8 and less in an irredundant PLA are covered by each T6

of the pLA" [Agar8g]. This result, however, is also dependent on the number of product

terms p. A PLA, Pßzo, with p=12, m=50, and n=60 has the same number of

crosspoints (1920) as Agarwal's example, but his formula predicts that at most 34 percent

of multiple faults of size (8 are undetectableby Tç;í.e. an effective lower bound of

only 66 percent detectable multiple faults.

In fact, while Agarwal computed an upper bound on the number of undetectable

multiple fault configulations, Rajski and Tyszer tRajsS5l derived a lower bound on the

number of detectable multiple fault combinations. While their results are similar to

Agarwal,s, they clearly show that multiple fault coverage "unexpectedly" decreases with

decreasing number of product terms, but not as pessimisticalty as estimated by Agarwal'

For pß2stheir bound predicts that at least 80 percent of size <8 faults are detectable by

Tc. The same aurhors further note [Rajs86] that multiple faults which contain a four-

way masking cycle may still be detectable due to other unmasked faults. Their new

bound for p192g is 95 percent, and in general more than 99 percent of faults of size <8 are

detectable by Tcin PLA's with at least'24 product terms'

t tAgarS0l and tRajsS5l use the symbols tt, ffi, P in place of m, p, n which are used here'
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A single crosspoint fault test set is therefore capable of detecting nearly a1l crosspoint

faults. Both [Agar80] and [Rajs85] refer to a work by Goldstein [Gold77] in which it is

shown to be sufficient to consider only faults of size 8 or less for most chips

manufactured usin g current technologies.

Although pLA test set generation algorithms are straightforward to implement, they

still require considerable computational effort. In other testing arenas, random test

vectors have been found to provide reasonable coverage with low development cost' A

PLA with its high fan-in AND array is unsuited to random vector testing' To test a 't-

input AND gate for stuck-at faults requires one test where all inputs are high, and È tests

each where all but one input is high. Eichelberger and Lindbloom [Eich8Q] call these

¿+1 tests embryonictests. The likelihood that a random test is useful is thus 4l Thev
2k

suggest deterministically generating the embryonic portion of a test vector for a particular

fault and randomly choosing the remaining inputs. Several random assignments may be

required before an actual test is found. Once a test vector is determined, the PLA is

simulated for each remaining untested fault to see if this test detects any other fauits' As

the process continues, each new test generated tends to cover fewer additional faults'

Their approach simplifies test vecror generation by eliminating the path sensitization and

justification steps, at the expense of a larger test set and increased fault simulation.

Wei and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [Wei86] propose trying a fixed number of random

assignments for each embryonic condition, to obtain high fault coverage at low

computational expense, then switching to a heuristic driven deterministic algorithm for

the remaining faults. For the deterministic portion they use è *(OW-c) for test generation,

and fault simulation to determine additional coverage'

Another test generation procedure which employs the concept of embryonic

conditions, and avoids the computationally expensive sharp operator, is Robinson and

Rajski's [Robi88] backtracking search algorithm. For each embryonic condition, they

select an output line with the fewest oR-plane crosspoints as the target of a sensitized
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path. All product terms connected to that output, other than the one being tested,

comprise potential masking cubes. An iterative procedure assigns values to the remaining

unassigned inputs. If any unassigned input is unate in the remaining masking cubes, then

it can immediately be assigned to inhibit those cubes which are dependent on that input.

Further, if any masking cube can only be inhibited through one remaining unassigned

input, then that input must be assigned to do so. The authors provide experimental

evidence that99.76 percent of the attempts to generate a test vector for a fault were

satisfied using just these mandatory operations. If masking cubes remain, the algorithm

must make a choice and branch. An input assignment is chosen which would most

geatly reduce the total number of minterms still capable of selecting a masking cube

(since masking cubes may intersect, only an estimate which is the sum of such minterms

for each cube is used). Whenever any masking cube is all X's in the remaining

unassigned inputs, backtracking is required. Once ail masking cubes are inhibited, any

remaining unassigned inputs may be used to detect outstanding shrinkage faults on the

same produc[ term, otherwise they are randomly assigned. Fault simulation determines

additional faults covered by the test. The tests in the final test set are then re-simulated in

reverse order of creation, and any test which does not increase fault coverage is culled-

The approach to generarion of Tç considered by Bose and Abraham [Bose82a] is

designed to avoid fault simulation and test selection heuristics, while producing a minimal

test set. A minimal T6,is found by sysrematically identifying all potential test cubes for

each fault (j.e. the sets denoted Q earlier), then finding the intersections of these test

cubes (i.e. cubes which stand as tests for more than one fault) and finally seeking a

minimal set of test cubes which cover all the faults. The authors claim the algorithm to be

o(mp2)-
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2.3.2 Augmre¡ated Fã.4''s Ðesigraed fon T'esÛabiÏity

Several authors have presented ways to augment PLA's to achieve various goals of

enhanced fault coverage, easier test set generation, function independent test, or to

optimize factors such as: testing time, test set storage space, silicon area overhead,

number of test pins, and degradation of normal operating speed. Function independent

test means that one universal test selsequence may be used to test any PLA regardless of

the actual function realized by the PLA.

2.3.2.t Explicit Control of Bit and Product Lines

Hong and Ostapko [Hong80] and H. Fujiwara and Kinoshta [Fuji8O, Fuji8l]

separately arived at similar PLA designs where all crosspoints are testable by a fixed test

set Zs independenr of the function realized by the PLA. The basic premise is to provide

individuat control over the bit lines and the product term lines. To test AND-plane

crosspoints all bit lines except one are disabled. An extra product term line is

programmed to ensure that each bit line selects an odd number of product term lines; this

is verified using a parity checker. A conrol decoder driven by extra control inputs, is

used to select one of the PLA's input decoders, and this, along with the use of the normal

inputs ro the selected decoder, selects a single bit line [Hong80].

Instead of using a control decoder, H. Fujiwara and Kinoshta IFujiS0l use a pairT of

control lines which can be used to inhibit either all true bit lines or all complemented bit

lines. These control lines, along with the appropriate choice of PLA input test vectors,

also ensures that only one bit line is selected at a time.

Both schemes introduce a shift register which overrides the AND-plane to allow the

selection of exactly one product term line in the OR-plane. An extra output line is

programmed to ensure that each product term line drives an odd number of outputs; this is

verihed using a parity checker. The outputs from the two padty checkers, rather than the

PLA outputs themselves, are monitored by the toster.

T If two-bit decoders are used then four conrol lines are required'
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Test set T6 is function independent and detects all single stuck-at and crosspoint

faults, as well as a large range of multiple faults in either the PLA or the added circuitry.

This philosophy of exercising direct controi over individual bit and,/or product term lines

will be seen to reappear frequently.

Saluja, Kinoshita and H. Fujiwara [Salu81, Salu83] describe a variation of the method

of [Fuji8g] targeted towards multiple fault detection and elimination of parity checkers.

A second shift register is introduced to control the bit lines and permit testing of the

decoders. Two test outputs are defined: Z¡¡, the AND of all bit lines, and Zr, the OR of

all product term lines. Monitoring the test and normal outputs while applying a function

independent test set is shown to detect all single or multiple stuck-at and crosspoint faults

except for undetectable OR-plane faults. Test responses are function dependent.

Crosspoint testability achieved in [SaluSi] may be re-examined in terms of a

redefined definition of the inputs. Normally a product term is specified by a cube with

elements from {0, 1, X} and an input pattern is a binary vector made up of {0, 1}' Each

input is decoded and drives two bit lines in a l-out-of-2 code, {01, 10}. With individual

control over all bit lines, the two bit lines associated with any input may also take on

values from {00, 11}. An effective test pattern can be expressed as a cube /' made up

from {e,0, 1, X}. Considering the AND-planerealized as a true AND array, aproduct

term with cube c can be asserted in the presence of 00 ofl r¡'s bit lines only if it has no

connection with either bit line; i.e.it is independent of x¡ or ci=X. Likewise 11 on

x¡'s bit lines, can not inhibit the product term regardless of c¡. Let 00 correspond to

tí =X and 11 correspond to ti =¿-

A product term, with corresponding input cube c, is selected by effective test t' if,

and only if, c : t'. An € component is covered by all other values; only X covers an X.

Test patterns which a¡e all € except for a single 0 or 1 obviously excite the product terrn

line through a single crosspoint, thus the presence or absence of that crosspoint is directiy
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indicated by the value of the product line. In [Sa1u81] (as with [Hong80] and [Fuji80])' a

shift register permits disabling all product lines except one. The OR of all product terrns,

22, makes the result of a crosspoint test observable externally. With a single product

term selected, OR-plane crosspoints for that term are read directly from the PLA ouçuts'

H. Fujiwara BujiS4bl subsequenrly went on to identify several deficiencies with the

design of [Salu81], namely: the area penalty for second shift register, operating speed

penalties, no consideration of bridging faults, and function dependent test responses'

Fujiwara proposed that shift register control over bit lines be replaced by the

reintroduction of the two conrrol lines of tFujiS0l which can inhibit either all true or all

complemented bit lines. This capability, along with appropriate input patterns, can also

produce the effective test patterns which are e in all coordinate positions except one.

2.3.2.2 Explicit Conrol of Product Lines Alone

Khakbaz [Khak84a] also addressed the bit line control shift register and speed

penalties of [Salu81], doing so without requiring any extra hardware to control individual

bit lines. Khakbaz claims thar "the key to the design of easily testable PLA's is the ability

to control each bit line and each product line individuallY", âs exemplified by previous

designs, but his design demonstrates that control over just the product term lines is

sufficient. TeSt oulputZnis unnecessary, too. His "trick" is to apply a test vector which

selects product term pj while simultaneously using the product terrn control shift register

to disable all product term lines except P¡, then to toggle each input bit one at a time'

When the test vector is initially applied, Z, should be 1' As each input x; is toggled' Zt

is expected to change only if there is supposed to be a crosspoint onp¡1or x¡'

Biswas and Jacob [Bisw85] refine Khakbaz's scheme by eliminating Z, and

observing the PLA outputs directly, and by only toggling individually inputs which are

supposed to have a crosspointonp¡. All independent inputs can be toggled together

because any extra crosspoint will cause p; to be deselected'
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Bozorgui-Nesbat and Mccluskey [Bozo84, Bozo86] al.gue that a product term control

shift register although fine in theory is impractical to implement because the height of a

register cell is larger than the spacing between product lines, creating wasted chip areaT'

They suggest an alternative method for selecting individual product term lines. It is

similar to [Hong80] and [Rama82] (c/. section 2.3.2.5) in that extra control inputs are

defrned. During normal use of the PLA, the control inputs are disabled' The control

inputs are defined to ensure that the PLA has the following properties: for each product

term pj there exists a "main" minterm f; which selects P¡ and no other term, and all

minterms adjacent to f; either select term pi or none at all. In other words, the hamming

distance d(t¡,t¡r.)>-2 for all minterms t¡r,Çp¡r,k*i' The test sequence is similar to

[Khak84a]: apply a main test vectof which selects P¡ allby itself even in the presence of

a single crosspoint fault, then toggle each input bit one at a time. Test results are obtained

by observing the normal PLA outputs'

The problem of defining a minimal number of control inputs to satisfy the above

properties (for [Bozo84]) is NP-complete. Heuristics are used to choose, for each p;, a

minterm to promote to "main" status, and to synthesize the connections for each new

control line. control inputs are added incrementally until the testability criteria are met.

Bozorgui-Nesbat and McCluskey [Bozo84] report lower area overhead for their

design compared to shift register designs. Control input definition is function dependent

but usually results in fewer extra input lines than simply proglamming the control inputs

in a decoder-like fashion. Such a decoder design is presented by Saluja, H' Fujiwara, and

Kinoshita [Salu85a, SaluSTb]. A PLA with p product terrns has hog2pl control inputs

programmed so that each product tefm lecognizes exactly one of the input patterns cor-

responding to binary vectors representing the numbers 0..p-1. one more control input is

T Others have shown that one register cell which is as tall as two product lines is feasible. The shift

register can be placed on bothènds of the product term lines [Bosw85a]. Alærnatively, since the

puìæ* in the stlift register usually is all 0 save a singie i, one register celi can conüol lwo product

iines with the addition of a little steering logic [Gras83, Hua84, Treu85a, Sali85]'
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programmed to recognize theparity of the values recognized by the other control inputs.

Since the minimum distance between any two elements of a set of distinct binary vectors

is 1, and since the parity of any two distance 1 vectors differs, the controi inputs them-

Selves, being minimum distance 2 from each other, form the basis of "main" minterms'

saluja et al. call such a configuration a Decoder-Parity-AND-Array, or DPAA.

Design simplicity is achieved at the expense of area overhead compared to [Bozo84]'

However, Saluja et aI. introduce a partitioning method (described in the next section)

which reduces area overhead.

2.3.2.3 Product Line Partitioning

Saluja et al. [Salu85a, SaluSTb] describe a design that partitions the product term

lines into fr blocks of p/k lines(except for perhaps one block which is smaller), and

progfams each block with a DPAA, all blocks sharing a now reduced number of control

inputs. A /c-bit shift register is added to select one block at a time during testing. They

show how to find an optimal value for k. It turns out to be less dependent on p than on

s, the ratio of the size of a shift register cell versus that of a PLA cell. They suggest that

their partitioned design has less overhead than [Bozo84] unless the PLA is small or s is

large. They also point our that the scheme of [Bozo84] would too benefit from shift

register controlled product term partitioning.

With the objective of reducing both area overhead and test length, yet another easily

testable PLA design is advanced by Boswell, Saluja and Kinoshita [Bosw85a, Bosw85b,

Salug5bl. Most of its elements are familiar: individual control over bit lines (they use a

shift register, but any other method would also work), test oufput Zil, partitioned product

tefins and a second shift register to select a partition. For the previously described

schemes, all of the bit lines must be exercised for each product term. In this scheme, as

bit lines are exercised, all product terrns within the selected partition are tested in parallel

for multiple stuck-at and crosspoint faults. Extra inputs, product terrns or outputs are not
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requfued, but adding inputs or outputs may simplify the task of partitioning or permit

larger size partitions. The product tenns within a partition must satisfy these criteria:

' each product term must control the sole crosspoint on some oulput line,

, the (input part of the) product terms must be unordered,

" if more than one product term line have crosspoints on an output:

o some test vector must select none of these product terms, and

o some test vector must uniquely select each one of these product terrns.

Their proof that these conditions permit parallel testability is by example.

2.3.2.4 Explicit Control of Bit Lines Alone

Rajski and Tyszer [Rajs84] show that control over just the bit lines also suffices to

make a PLA easily testable. Additionally the hardware overhead is less since there

usually are fewer inputs than product terms in a PLA. They provide a flip-flop for each

input; all flip-flops are loaded in parallel via the primary inputs during test mode. Again

in terms of an AND-OR array, simple logic based on the input and its flip-flop drives the

pair of bit lines for each input so that they either represent the normal true/complemented

value of the input, or are both 0. This latter condition corresponds to an effective iest

vector with an X in that position. Again a product terrn pj with input cube c is selected

by test t' if , andonly if, c 2 t' . Assuming that no two product terrns have the same input

cube c, the effective test f'=c will only select p¡, and only if there are no extra

crosspoints in the positions where ti =c¡-X. Similarly another effective test, which is

the same as c except that one ci=Q or 1 component is replaced by tí =X, will not select

p; unless the crosspoint associated with x¡ is missing. As long as no other product term

covers c, both types of tests are decidabie by observing the PLA outputs.

procedure 2 described by Reddy and Ha [Redd85, Redd87] is equivalent to Rajski's

scheme, except they use a pass transistor before the inverter on each complemented bit
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line. Once the transistor is cut off, the input capacitance of the NMOS invefrer acts as a

dynamic storage cell. All multiple stuck-at, crosspoint and bridging faults between

adjacent product term and output lines are detected.

They also present Procedure 1 to develop a test set which is generally smaller and

guarantees to detect all bridging faults. For this procedure, effective tests of form t'=c

are still used to detect all extra crosspoints, but missing crosspoints are tested by effective

tests derived from implicants of any realization of the complement of the PLA function.

If õ is such an implicant, then test t'=ð except tt =¿ wherever õ¡:X' The same authors

tHa85l also adapt this scheme for use with dynamic cMoS PLA',s.

2.3.?.5 Function Redefinition

pradhan and Son [Prad80] dehne two extra output lines which ensure that no single

bridging fault remains undetectable. They also show that a nonconcurrent PLA's test set,

T6,, derecrs all single stuck-at and bridging faults which are detectabie [Son80]. One

extra output line may be required, and the product terrns must be arranged such that no

two adjacent product lines have identical connections in the OR-plane. The increase in

product term lines needed to achieve this nonconcuffency is a serious drawback.

Ramanatha and Biswas [Rama83, Rama82] argue that the presence of undetectable

faults may invalidate a test set produced by any of the above methods which are based on

a single crosspoint fault assumption. They propose a procedure to augment a product

term irredundant PLA with extra control inputs to make it crosspoint irredundant. A PLA

is product term irredundant if every product term pj contains a distinguished minterm

rj such that when 1 is applied at least one output is asserted by no product term other

fhan p¡. A pLA is crosspoint irredundant if all crosspoint faults are detectable. Each

product term of a pLA corresponds to a cube in the specification. The control inputs are

determined so that for each fault on a product terrn, there exists a test vector which is not

covered by any other product term's cube (considering both input and output parts of the
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cube). A candidate test vector, r, is picked from â (as defined in section 2.3.I) for an

undetectable crosspoint fault on product line p¡, and an output line is chosen to expose

the fault (this laner choice is based on a heuristic which determines which available

output is masked the least). Then cubes corresponding to all product terrns which mask

any undetectable fault on p¡ are identified. Positive (unate) control inputs are next

defined such that the masking tenns no longer cover t: p¡is proglammed with an X for

the new input while all its masking terrns are programmed with 1's; r is assigned a 0 for

that input, while test vectors for other faults have a 1 in the same position. Two product

terrns are said to be compatible if neither ever masks an undetectable fault on the other.

Maximal compatible sets of product tenns can all share the same control input; i-e- all

have an X programmed for that input. The authors show how to add input, product term

and output lines to a crosspoint irredundant PLA to ensure complete testability of stuck-at

and bridging faults by test set Tc while preserving crosspoint irredundancy'

A pLA with certain properties is shown by Min [Min84] to be testable for all

combinations of stuck-at, bridging and crosspoint faults. Furthermore, the easily

generated test set is the same as [Bisw85] described earlier. However Min's method does

not use a shift register to control the product terms, rather, like [Bozo84], it prevents fault

masking, but does so by redefining product terms and adding outputs rather than by

adding inputs as does [Bozo84].

The first property a PLA must satisfy is pseudo-nonconcurrency which requires that

for any given minterm, each product terrn selected asserts some output which no other

selected product terrn asserts. The second property is that the output parts of the cubes

(which correspond to product terms) must be unordered. Finally, the PLA must be

separate which means that if d(ci a ci , ck)=l then the combined set of outputs asserted

by ci and ci can not cover those asserted by ck. In other words, no set of intersecting

cubes whose intersection contains a minterm adjacent to some minterm of cÈ covers the

same ouq)uts as does ck.
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The paper gives a proof showing that a PLA with these properties is testable for all

faults by a test simply derived from the cubical specifîcation of the array, and also gives

algorithms to transform a normal PLA to one with the needed properties. Product terrns

may be broken into several cubes to satisfy pseudo-nonconcurency while extra outputs

may be defined to ensure the other properties.

2.3.3 Euilt In Setf T'est - tsnST

The origin of BIST can be traced back to Sedmak's concept of "self-verification"

which sought to capitalize on on-line strategies to help address the ever increasing

difficulty of test generation and application for off-line testing [Sedm79, Sedm80]. For

random logic, it is often either not possible or too expensive to have on-line checking

detect 100 percent of errors during normal device operation. Hence Sedmak suggested

adding an internal test sequence generator to fully exercise the circuit in test mode so that

the on-line checkers should detect at least one error if a fault is present. Today many

BIST techniques replace the on-line checking hardware with simpler circuitry to

compress the sequence of responses into a characteristic signature which can be compared

to that of a known good circuit. Several buitt in self test strategies have been designed for

use with PLA's. The key components of BIST are economical test sequence generation

and response compression which is capable of detecting modeled faults.

2.3.3.1 Universal Test Sequence Techniques

Several BIST designs have been presented which extend the easily testable PLA

concept of exercising control over individual bit and product term lines. Daehn and

Mucha, [Daeh$1], treat a PLA as two separate NOR-arrays for the purpose of testing.

The authors show how a nonlinear feedback shift register can be constructed to generate a

walking 1's sequence to feed the NOR-array's inputs. Patterns which are ail 1(0)'s except
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for a single 0(1) are easy to generate using a shift register, and are often called walkíng

0(1)'s. A parallel input signature register compresses the NOR-array's response to the

test sequence, and is shifted out for off-line verification.

A built-in logic block observer, or BILBO lKöen79l, structure combines test

generation with compression. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, BILBOI $enerâtes test vectors

for the AND plane, BILBO2 collects results from the AND plane and, at a different time,

generates tests for the OR plane, and BILBO3 collects results from the OR plane.

BILBO3 can generate tests which are fed through the output inverters, back into the input

decoders and compressed by BILBOi. Stuck-at, crosspoint, and bridging faults are

detected, even in the presence ofredundancy.

Figure 2.3 BIST architecture of [Daeh8l].

yajima and Aramaki, [Yaji8l], designed a clever extension to the function

independenr augmenred PLA of [Hong80] and tFuji80l. Individual bit line selection is

performed by a second shift register as suggested in [Hong80]. A universal test

sequenceis generated which walks 1's and 0's along the bit lines as each product term in

turn is uniquely selected. A few extra lines along with the AND and OR-plane parity are

combined to determine the next bit to shift into the product terrn control shift register.

Once an error indicator enters the shift register it tends to cause subsequent tests to fail so

that at the end of the test sequence the final pattern in the register differs from the error

inverters
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free terminal state. While Yajima and Aramaki make no claim as to area overhead for

this design method, 99 percent is reported in [Hass83].

Another similar design, by Hua, Jou and Abraham, [ÉIua84], is also based on the

augmenred pLA of [Hong$O] and [Fuji80]. Shift registers control the bit and product

lines and the parity checker outputs are used as error indicators. In order to achieve a

feasible floorplan, each shift register cell is demultiplexed between two lines it controls.

Area overhead for an example PLA is 20 percent. Grassi and Pfleiderer, [Gras82,

Grasg3l, describe the design of an actual PLA chip which uses demultiplexed shift

registers to generate the universal test sequence, while outputs are compressed using a

multiple input signature registet or MISR (see [Köen79]). Area overhead of 44 percent

was required for the implemented PLA, but overhead reduces as PLA size increases'

Counters and decoders to select one bit or product line at a time, for test pattern

generation, have been suggested by Salick, Mercer and Underwood [Sali85]'

In the same paper where he presented his design for a PLA with an easily generated

function independent test, described earlier [Fuji84b], H. Fujiwara suggested that a

function independent response indicator could be produced, thus making the design

suitable for BIST. The response sequence itself is function dependent, but if it is fed into

a parity counter registerT which is observed at nine particular points during the test, then

the observed values are function independent. These nine bits can easily be collected and

compared to their expected value. Recall that this scheme eliminated parity checkers and

replaced the shift register which controls the bit lines with two control lines which can

disable either all true or all complemented bit lines at once but requiring that the inputs be

driven too. This technique is a form of crosspoint counting'

This concept was refined and implemented by Treuer, H. Fujiwara and Agarwal

[Treu85a, Treu85b, Treu87]. They essentially put back the shift register on the inputs to

I A parity counter register simply computes the parity of a serial sEeam of bits, EXOR'ing each

successive bit with the current regisær contents'
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generate walking test vectors, but only one cell is required for every two bit lines' and

output parity is again computed. The PLA is augmented as before with an extra product

term and oufput so that each bit line has an odd number of crosspoints and each product

term is connected to an odd number of outputs. The universal test sequence is generated

and the output parity for each pattern is accumulated in a one bit parity counter register.

The contents of this register are examinedat2m+2p+1 specific points during the test

Sequence, and furthelrnore, the pattern of alternating 0's and 1's which should be

observed in a fault-free PLA is easily recognized. Area overheads as low as 15 percent

are reported as compared to 20 percent for the same PLA's using [Hua84]' The authors

show that all single faults are detected and only ;l; of all multiple faults are missed'
' 2'.Ln+p

Any multiple crosspoint fault which consists of an even number of faults on one bit line

or on one product line in the OR-plane is undetectable'

yet another example of the philosophy of using the universal test sequence to enable

one crosspoinr ar a time is that of saluja and upadhYaYã, [salu86, upad88]. Shift

registers are used, but the output lines are controlled along with the bit lines. The two

shift registers now uniquely select each crosspoint, and its presence or absence is made

visible by OR'ing together all product and ouçut lines. The number of crosspoints on

each product line is counted and the sequence of count values is compared to that record-

ed in another PLA. Product terrns are aranged so that successive ones tested have at

most one more crosspoint than the previous. The above mentioned PLA simply controls

whether a reference counter should be incremented after each successive product term is

tested. .'Dummy" product terms may be required to satisfy the crosspoint count con-

straint. Coverage of multiple faults is shown to be nearly 100 percent. The same authors

along with C.-Y. Liu later implemented a computer program to generate PLA's using the

above design tliu87l. They reported that a set of 22 PLA', s had average overhead of 30

perceni while an aveíage of 40 percent v/as required by [Treu85a] for the same set-
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A variation of the crosspoint counting strategy for BIST of CMOS PLA's is presented

by D. Liu and McCluskey [Liu88]. Shift registers again generate the universal test

Sequence, each line is arranged to have an odd number of crosspoints, and Z, is

computed. However, a parity counter is placed on each ouiput line, plus one fot Zr'

This latter counter is used to count AND-plane crosspoints on each of the product lines as

they are selected one at a time. The parity counts are shifted out for external verification.

They suggest an interesring merhod of product term control: a kJ pßl stage Johnson or

twisted ring counrer is decoded (along with the toggle flip-flop used to divide its clock by

two) to produce a 4k bit walking 0's sequence. The authors report lower area overhead

and shorter testing time as compared to [Treu85a].

2.3.3.2 Exhaustive and Random BIST Techniques

"An m input combinational netwolk can be tested thoroughly by applying all ?!

input combinations and verifying that the correct output is obtained for each", wrote

McCluskey, [McCl82]. Hassan and Mccluskey [Hass83] suggest using a maximal length

linear feedback shift register, LFSR, to generate an exhaustive test sequence, and to col-

lect responses using three MISR's, one each on the true and complemented bit lines, and

one on the outputs. They claim lower area overhead than [Daeh81]; 23 versus 87 percent

in one example. Exhaustive testing is rarely practical as the number 2- is too large.

However, McCluskey [McCl82, McCl84] also suggested an alternative

pseudoexhøustive method called "verification testing." Suppose an output is dependent

on only È inputs, then any 2k patterns which represent all combinations of these k inputs

is a verification test for that output. He claims that such a test has reasonable fault

coverage. For any two inputs, if no output is dependent on both, then those inputs are

compatible. A maximal set of compatible inputs may all be driven by the same output of

a counter during testing. A minimal cover of inputs by maximal compatibles determines

the minimum number of counter stages required, and hence the testing time'
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Ha and Reddy [Ha86, Ha88] applied pseudoexhaustive techniques for BIST of PLA's.

Inpurs are pafürioned similarly to the way [Salu85a] panitions product lines, i.e. inputs

are grouped. into å blocks of k=m/h input lines each, a single fr-bit counter drives all

blocks, and a å-bit shift register enables one block at a time. They suggest using k=2.

The product lines are also partitioned (heuristically), but in such a way that no two terrns

in a block have intersecting output parts. The response to a pseudoexhaustive test

sequence is compressed by a MISR. The sequence consists of an exhaustive test for each

combination of input and product line partition. For a sample of 30 PLA's, their method

required lower average area overhead, 14.5 versus 24.4 percent, and remarkably had a 69

percent shorter average test length than [Treu85a].

Another approach in avoiding exhaustive testing is to use a pseudorandom sequence

of test patterns, which can be easily be generated using LFSR's [Köen79] or cellular

automata arays [Hort89]. Hopefully, a sequence of tests which is considerably less than

2* in length will contain sufficient test patterns to expose faults in the circuit. Outputs

are usually compressed into a signature by a MISR. Random test patterns are ineffective

for PLA's as noted earlier [Eich8Q]. However, Eichelberger and Lindbloom, [Eich83],

proposed a design where inputs and product lines are grouped into blocks, and as well as

generating a random input pattern, they randomly enable only one input $roup and one

product block. They suggest that product term blocks either be of size 1, or that each

term in the block drive some output not driven by any other term in the block.

Ha and Reddy [Ha86] improved on this design by running a weighted random test

sequence on all inputs once for each product teñn pafiition enabled by a shift register.

The random patterns, which d¡ive bit lines, are weighted so that 0's arise more frequently

than 1's. Product terms are partitioned so that the average number of AND-plane

crosspoints in each block are about the same.
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A third design for random pattern testable PLA's is presented by H' Fujiwara

[FujiBSa]. He suggests using another ploglammable NOR array whose outputs have

programmed connections on the normal bit lines of the PLA. Control inputs select one or

more terms from this "mask" afiay, and all bit lines connected to these mask terrns are

disabled (pulled down to logic 0). Random patterns drive both the normal and control

inputs, thereby masking random collections of inputs and making the PLA less resistant

to random testing. The personality of the mask array should have an influence, but the

author provides no theory for its design.

This idea is extended by H. Fujiwara, Fujisawa and Hikone, [Fuji88b], in two ways.

Firstly, the NOR affay recognizing control input patterns to selectively mask bit lines is

eliminated; the control lines themselves now directly control the crosspoints on the bit

lines. Secondly, additional control lines mask selective product term lines in a similar

manner. Again, both normal and control inputs are driven with random vectors.

Determining an optimal set of masking connections is said to be a "hard" problem, so

they use a simple heuristic which strives for uniform masking by each mask control line'

For eight large example PLA's they report achieving greater than 90 percent fauit

coverage with low hardware overhead, using 50,000 random patterns and just 2 or 4

masking control lines for each plane.

The weighl or one's count, W(F), of a single output boolean function is defined to

be the number of ones in the truth table. The syndrome of an m-inpú function is

defined S(F¡=t4tçp¡¡2*. Serra and Muzio [Serr85, Serr87] use spectral techniques to

show that a weighted sum of syndromes of a PLA's n outputs, WS'S =)i=t w¡W(F¡)'

detects all single stuck-at, bridging and crosspoint faults. An implementation could

choose w¿'s which ate powers of 2 and use an ordinary parallel adder to collect the sum.

An exhaustive set of inputs must be applied.
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2"3.4 trn-[ine T'esúimg StnaÉegies

The on-line approach to testing introduces additional circuitry to continuously

monitor system behaviour during normal operation. During each cycle of a synchronous

system's operation, its ouçuts are checked for errors. Circuits (here PLA's) are designed

so that if they are fault-free then they produce outputs possessing some verifiable

property, and if they are faulty then it is assumed that they will produce output values

which do not have the required property, at least some of the time. Usually the circuit is

designed to output ¿-bit codewords from some error detecting code' A checker

determines if each output pattefn is a legal codeword. Alternativeiy, if faults

characteristically produce erroneous output patterns with distinctive properties, then it

may be possible to define a checker to recognize noncodewords instead' and to assume

the ouçut to be correct otherwise. Also, due to its regular structure, a PLA is easily

partitioned and separate schemes may be used to check each partition. The problem is to

find an efficient encoding and checking scheme which also detects an acceptable

pfoportion of expected errors.

2.3.4.1 Wang and Avizienis [V/ang79]

In a landmark paper, wang and Avizienis [wang79] set the stage for TSC PLA

design research. They begin by showing how inverter-free nonconcurrent PLA's can be

used to realize TSC checkers for ft-variable two-rail codes and several classes of m-ott-

of-n codes. Each product term is programmed to exactly recognize one codeword. For

the checker to be self-testing for bridging faults, adjacent product lines and adjacent

output lines must be arranged to have distinct crosspoint patterns.

They also suggest a general approach for designing a TSC PLA' It must be noncon-

ctrlïent and its output patterns must belong to a code for which a TSC checker exists.

The method they propose for removing conculrency from a functional array specifica-

tion involves the introduction of additional ouçut bits. For example, if minterm ru, is
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shared by two product terms, then m, and one other minterm which is adjacent to it from

either product te¡¡n, afe programmed to assert the new output line. All other minterms

adjacent to ms must not assert the new output. After the PLA is made nonconcurrent,

some of the extra outputs may still be unspecified for some minterrns. These are fixed to

either introduce new codewords (so that the checker gets enough different inputs for it to

be self-testing) or to help minimize existing product terms. The introduction of additional

outputs to achieve nonconcurency, however, is not necessary. Moreover, their algorithm

produces rather poor results (in terms of percentage increase of product terms). This is

discussed further, and an alternative algorithm presented in section 4.2.

Once the PLA is completely specifred, one must "examine ail ouçut patterns in order

to select a checkable code (for which a TSC checker exists)", perhaps dividing the output

bits into not necessarily disjoint gïoups each representing codewords from some smaller

code. They suggest no way to automate this last step, and this is a serious drawback of

the method.

Note that some of their design constraints may be relaxed. Consider the requirement

that a TSC check er be realized by a PLA which is inverter-free and nonconcuffent. The

inverter-free restriction may be lifted, as it is only there to avoid "undetectable faults that

may occur when an extra crosspoint fault connects an unused inverter output to a product

term" [Wang79]. However, such a fault simply causes some or all of the minterms to no

longer select that product terïn, and this is detectable. Alternatively, if there are no

crosspoints on a bit line, then that line should not be implemented. The other concern

disallowing product terms with identical output patterns from intersecting (or being

physically adjacent, for that matter), is excessively restrictive aiso. Any fault on one

product line which is masked by an intersecting (or physically adjacent) product term

with an identical output pattern, still produces the correct output. Furthermore, the faulty

configuration can no more mask some other detectable fault than either of the affected

terms can individually. Concurrency limited to product tenns with identical output

patterns is discussed further in sections 4.2.1 and 5.2.4.3.
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2.3.4.2 Khakbaz and McCluskey [Khak82a]

In this work, a nonconcurrent PLA is partitioned into three sections, two of which

naturally produce oulputs in a code for which TSC checkers exist. The bit lines naturally

form an m-variable two-rail code, while the product terrns form a l-out-of-p code.

These two alone are sufficient to detect stuck-at and bridging faults on the bit and product

term lines, and crosspoint faults in the AND plane. Under a single fault model, the

remaining faults in the OR-plane will cause at worst a single bit error, which is detectable

using simple parity if each codeword is arranged to have the same number of 1's.

Depending on the function, this last checker may not see enough different codeword

patrerns to be self-testing. The input decoder design is essentially that of Figure 2.2b.

Khakbaz and McCluskey [Khak82a] claim, at least for their large example PLA, that

nonconcurrency "is not necessarily as restrictive as it may appear to be," but their

example PLA has little concurrency to begin with. They use the method of [Wang79] to

eliminate what concurrency there is. Area overhead for the example is 37 percent relative

to the nonconcurrent PLA. Time overhead is 9 gate delays. They also point out that a test

set for off-line testing is easily constnrcted by taking advantage of the on-chip checkers.

Their claim regarding the effect of nonconcuffency is questionable, and perhaps 37

percent overhead is atypical. For any PLA which has a nasty nonconcurrent realization,

not only does the PLA itself grow quickly, but so will the l-out-of-p checker.

Otherwise, for PLA's which are nearly nonconcurrent, this is a nice simple solution.

Kling and Banerjee describe a physical implementation of the above testing scheme

[Ktin86]. Checker design is given in terms of transistors and diodes rather than logic

gates. Their equivalents of a two-rail checker on the bit lines, and of a l-out-of-p

checker on the nonconcurrent product lines, both incorporate sense amplifiers which can

detect intermediate voltage levels which can be caused by orthogonal line bridge faults.

Both checkers also use the idea of bus-like error indicator lines which are pulled down if
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an e1¡or is sensed. The bit line checker checks all pairs of bit lines in parallel, any elTor

pulls the indicator line low. The product term checker essentially uses a chain of

checkers, one each per product line. Two error indicator lines are used, E , indicates that

one or more product terms are asserted, E>Z that two or more are- Line E¡1 forms a

chain from term to terrn, Er2 is a bus-like line. If a product line is not asserted, then its

checker simply passes its incoming value of Et, further along the chain. If the product

line is asserted, then its checker ensures that its outgoing Et1 is asserted, furthermore, if

its incoming value of Erl is asserted, then E,2 is pulled down. If exactly one product

term is active, as is expected, then Et1 should be asserted and 822 should not be' This

product line "checker can be checked itself by applying a few selected 'forbidden' input

vectors," and observing E 1 and Er2.

The output lines are checked using a parity checker. The authors suggest, to reduce

delay, rhat the ourput be divided into ft goups each with a parity check line and a parity

checker. The ft parity checker outputs are combined together into a single bus-like error

indicator line. Their focus is towards a practical design of checkers with low area and

delay overhead, rather than addressing TSC goals.

2.3.4.3 Mak. Abraham and Davidson [Mak82]

Under a stuck-at, bridging, line break and crosspoint fault model, it is shown [Mak82]

that a single internal NOR-array fault will only cause unidirectional output errors.

Further, it is shown that in a NOR-anay, a unidirectional error at the input will cause a

unidirectional error at the output; thus an AND-plane error propagates through the OR-

plane. This, along with the decoder design of Figure 2.2b, ensures that a PLA will have

only unidirectional erors. Therefore, if the output codewords belong to a unidirectional

error detecting code, then the PLA meets the TSC goal; in fact it is strongly fault secure.

Berger and m-out-of-n codes are two well known unidirectional error detecting codes

which could be used. SFS checkers exist for both.
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The authors introduce a mod,ffied Berger code where the check bits are defined to be

the binary encoding of the difference beween the number of 0's in the oufput pattern and

the minimum number of 0's in any codeword. Generally fewer check bits are required.

Dong [Dong82] also defined a modified Berger code. For his design two groups of

check bits are specified. The first group of check bits, Cl, is the binary representation of

10 mod k, where 10 is the number of 0's in the information bits. The second group

encodes C1 in a unidirectional error detecting code, for example a two-rail code. The

advantage of this scheme is that a fixed number of check bits is used independent of the

number of information bits. However, not all unidirectional errors are detected;

specihcally those with weight which is a multiple of k are missed.

1.¿ak et aL ÍMak|2l prove that a complete covering is required for any PLA to be

SFS or TSC. This essentially means that a 0 ouþut pattern can not be a codeword in any

unidirectional error detecting code. For a normal PLA, a 0 output is simply realized by

selecting none of the product terrns. For a SFS PLA, however, the 0 information bit

pattern must be encoded, and product terms corresponding to the OFF-set of the original

pLA must be defined to yield the appropriate output codeword. For some PLA's, a

significant number of product terrns may be required to achieve a complete cover.

A 0 output which is desired should be distinguished from a 0 which arises, due to

don't care assignment during minimization, for inputs which really are don't cares, i'e.

they are not expected to be applied. In the latter case, a 0 output could easily be

recognized and treated as the detection of an invalid input.

2.3.4.4 Fuchs and Abraham [Fuch84]

This work extends that of tMakS2l to include certain multiple faults and faults on

external inputs. Input patterns must now belong to an error detecting code. The PLA is

designed to be co<ie disjoint, which means that a non-codeword input produces a Íon-
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codeword output. Since the failure in Figure 2.2a can be considered equivalent to a fault

on the input lines, and since Fuchs and Abraham consider such faults, it is not necessary

for them to use the modifîed decoder design of Figure 2.2b. If X and Z are the

unencoded inputs and outputs of a PLA which is to be made on-line testable using this

method, then the extended PLA accepts input X'=(X,X"), where Xr=Berger(X)

denotes the Berger check bits for x, and produces output z'=(2, z"), where Z, is
defined 4s Zr=ls¡ger(Z)+X". X" is not actually input to the PLA, but rather is used by

the checker to test it Zjg¿*ç¡=X"ï, where Z" and. Z are raken from the pLA

output Z'. This scheme is SFS for external and internal unidirectional errors.

Two adjacent minterms which normally produce the same oulput have different input

check bits hence they will have different output check bits, too. This shattering of

product terms will likely result in an explosion in the number required to realize Z'

compared to Z. This is in addition to the overhead for check bit outputs. Fuchs and

Abraham claim that the nonconcurrent strategies of [Wang79] and. [Khak82a] incur too

high a cost in extra product terms, but this scheme may even be worse in this regard.

Evidential support for this is provided in Chapter 6.

In a subsequent paper, Fuchs, Chen and Abraham, [Fuch87], reiterate this scheme

(and that of [Chen85] described in the next subsection) and provide additional implemen-

tation detail. They show that the unidirectional error model still holds for folded pLA's,

and for PLA's with multiple bit input decoders. They report a 72 percent increase in size

due to encoding (using the method of [Fuch84]) for an example PLA. Checking delay is

reduced through pipelining; the checker output trails the PLA output by wo clock cycles.

2.3.4.5 Chen. Fuchs and Abraham [Chen85]

Chen, Fuchs and Abraham [Chen85] present an on-line checking scheme which

strives to reduce the number of check bits required, and to eliminate the adder tree used to

f Actually Z¿-Beryer(Q and X. form a two-rail code which is checked by a TSC checker.
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compute Berger check bits. They claim that product terrn line stuck-at-1 faults are "most

realistically caused by a short between Vpp and the gate of a depletion mode transistor,"

l.e. pull-ups. If product tenn stuck-at-1 faults are "avoided" through conservative chip

layout ru|es, then the error model they use reduces to a single bit error on a bit, product or

oulput line. The bit lines are checked using a two-rail checker, and the product and

output lines are checked using parity checkers. An extra oulput line is required for the

expected parity of the output pattern, and two extra oufputs predict the even/odd parity of

all product term lines except for the extra product terrn lines required solely to produce

these two outputs.

Chen et al. also suggest using a similar scheme with nonconcurrent PLA's. The two-

rail check on bit lines, and parity check on outputs remain. Two other output lines are

defined to generate a l-out-of-2 code. Pairs of fault adjacent product terms are

programmed so that one tenn outputs 01 and the other term 10 on these lines. Product

tenns arefault adjacent if their cubes conflict (0/1) in only one position, i.e. a single

fault can cause them to intersect. If cyclic adjacencies prevent the definition of a l-out-

of-2 codein this manner, then another check bit is added. In general, if ft check bits are

required to resolve all adjacencies, then check bits are defined in altclZl-out-of-k code

with no two fault adjacent terms having the same check bit pattern. Any error which

causes other than exactly one product term to be selected will result in a non-codeword

value on the check bit ouçut lines.

2.3.4.6 Sayers and Kinniment [Saye85]

Low cost residue codes are applied to various VLSI structural blocks, including

pLA's. The k check bits in a low cost resídue code for information word Z, teated as a

binary number, are defined to be Z mod å, where b=*-t. With k=2, a mod 3 residue

code is defined. Sayers and Kinniment [Saye85] describe two methods of using mod 3

residue codes for on-line checking of PLA's. For method 1, check bits become additional
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pLA ouçuts, and for method 2 they are produced by a second PLA based on the same

inputs. The check bits are compared to the mod 3 residue recalculated from the PLA's

normal oulput lines. A mod å residue can be computed easily using k-bit adders with

end-around carry [V/ake78]. Special attention is given to the all zero vector since it is a

low cost codeword, and it can potentially arise due to a fault such as a product line stuck-

at-g. For method 1, false product terrns must be included (i.e. the PLA realizes a

complete cover), and their check bits are defined as 11 instead of 00. For method 2, 11 is

used to represent a zeÍo residue for non-zero outputs. Eror analysis (c/. section 3-2-Z)

indicates that coverage can be quite low with many faults causing undetectable errors.

Although unidirectional errors are expected in PLA's, low cost checking can not

detect all multi-bit unidirectional errors. Tao, Lala and Hartmann address this concern

[Tao86]. They continue ro use mod 3 check bits on PLA oulputs similar to [Saye85], but

like [Chen85] they also use a parity checker on product term lines. Odd parity is expected

since they realizethe PLA using a nonconculrent complete covering. They allude to the

fact that any single fault in the AND-plane in this configuration results in a single product

line error. This is shown later as part of Theorem 3.2.

Single bit output errors are also expected, which means that parity could be used

instead of mod 3. Tao et al. appear willing to tolerate 66 percent coverage of multiple

faults in the OR-plane. This is characteristic of a mod 3 residue code. They suggest a

lower bound on the number of multiple faults which are missed by the product term parity

checker but are detected by the mod 3 checker. Obviously any fault which causes an even

number of terms ro be asserted will be detected by parity. The bound predicts that the

mod 3 check bits will detect ar least 45,J4,88.3 and 94.8 percent of multiple errors which

cause 3,5,J or 9 product terms, respectively, to be asserted'
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2.3.4.7 E. Fujiwara and Matsuoka [Fuji85, Fuji87]

A theoretical framework is established for on-line checking of arbitrary multiple

output combinational circuits using a Generalized Prediction Checker (GPC). Suppose -F

and K are both n-input ,?-output combinational functions, where F' is the function

required for some system and K is a somewhat arbitrary function used in the checking

scheme. Let Z=F(X) represent the desired output for a given input value X. Let W(x)

represent a linear transformation (or parity check matrix) which operates on an n-bit

vector, x, to produce an r-bit vector (which is a linear combination of the columns of the

matrix -Ff selected by x). Three checker circuits are designed in addition to the desired

function which computes Z'= F (X), where F is the potentially faulty realization of F.

The first, I-(Ð=WQî), produces an r-bit predictor which is compared to the

ourpur of the second, R(x,7)=¡x(2)@1tr(F@K(X)), by the third which is just a

two-rail checker. For fault-free F, En ç)@H(F(Ð)=H(Z)@Í{Ø)=8, So fr

becomes W(K(X)). To make this checking system self-testing, and thus TSC, it may be

necessary to add a control input, y, which is EXOR'ed with all bits of {, and R. If

l{.--F , then the case where.F/ is the identity transformation is equivalent to

complemented duplication, and the case where EX(x) computes the parity of x

corresponds to simple parity prediction.

The primary purpose of Ã1 is to reduce the number of check bits to compare and

determine the error detection ability of the checker. For example /d corresponding to a

parity check matrix with distinct columns is capable of detecting double bit errors. This

checker design is a generalization of several previous parity prediction schemes ([Fuji83'

Fuji84a, Khod79, Ko77, Ko78l). Determination of optimal K which minimizes checker

overhead is an open problem.
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2.3.4.8 Observations

Several issues pertaining to existing on-line testing strategies are addressed later in

this dissertation. The first is nonconcumency. It is necessary to investigate the true cost

of nonconcurrency, and in the process, improve upon the algorithm of [tMang79] which

converts a concurent functional array to one which is nonconcurrent. Also, it may be

possible to relax the nonconcurency requirement for some testing strategies without

diminishing error coverage.

It is necessary to investigate the cost of extending a PLA to include check bits, when

the pLA outputs are encoded in an error detecting code. In addition to the extra output

lines required, one must consider the increase in number of product term lines. These

lines are introduced both to produce the check bit ouçuts and to ensure a complete cover.

Due to the multiple-output minimization process, some of the extra product tenns may

combine with terms producing the normal PLA outputs, thus making it difficult to

analyze their impact. Parity, mod 3, Berger, and [Fuch84]'s encoding are investigated

later in chapters 3 and 6.

Error coverage is another issue related to encoded outputs. Results of empirical

studies performed on parity and mod 3 codes are reported in chapter 3. Furthermore, fault

models must be considered. This author does not accept the argument (of [Chen85]) that

product line stuck-at-l faults can be ignored, and also believes that the line break fault

should be included in the model.

Area and delay overhead due to code checkers is another concern. We contend that a

checker which monitors all product lines should be avoided due to the potentially large

number of inputs such a checker may have. Checker area and/or delay are generally

related to number of inputs. Codes commonly used to encode PLA outputs include:

parity, mod 3, and Berger. The design of Berger code checkers (which essentially must

count 1's or 0's) and mod 3 checkers typically involve the use of full adder cells, whereas

padty checkers only require exclusive-or cells. The latter are clearly smaller and faster.
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2.3.5 F{ybnid Testing StnategÍes

The off-line, BIST and on-line strategies may be combined in various ways to

produce hybrid strategies. Sedmak, [Sedm79] proposed taking advantage of on-line

checking hardware ro ease the burden of test generation for off-line testing. Indeed,

Khakbaz and McCluskey demonstrate this in their paper on on-line checking of PLA's

[Khak82a]. On-chip checkers make test set generation and response evaluation easier.

Tao [Tao88] describes a PLA configuration similar to [Khak82a] in that a nonconcurrent

PLA is checked by a l-out-of-p checker on the product lines and a parity checker on the

output lines. But rather than observing the checker oufputs during off-line testing, Tao

suggests that the product term checker have shift register cells incorporated which can

disable all but one product line. Thus the PLA becomes easily testable in a manner

similar to the schemes described in section 2.3.2.

Sharma and Saluja tSharSS] consider the converse situation. They suggest a general

on-line checking strategy where each input apptied to a CUT also is looked up in a table

of test vectors, and if found, the expected response, also stored in the table, is compared

with the actual CUT outputs, and an error indicator is generated. A tag register with one

bit per stored test vector is used to record the fact that the test has been applied. When all

tags have been set, a complete test set has been applied. The tag bits are reset and the

cycle repeats. It is difficult to determine how long it will take for a complete test to be

applied, but since a test vector is evaluated each time it appears regardless of whethe¡ its

tag bit is already set, testing continues and is not invalidated by a few infrequent test

patterns.

Combined on-line and BIST strategies have also been proposed. E. Fujiwara and

Matsuoka tFujiSTl suggest using their GPC checker to evaluate circuit outputs during

BIST exhaustive stimulation.
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Saiuja, Sharma and Kime [Salu87a] use an on-line scheme similar to [Sha¡88] except

instead of storing a test vector table, a sequence of tests is generated as per usual with

BIST, and responses are collected using a MISR. Whenever a normal input matches the

next vector in the test Sequence, the circuit's outputs are accumulated in the MISR. That

a complete test sequence ever occur is unclear. Off-line testing is still performed

periodically.

Nicolaidis [Nico89] observes that it is difficult to design self-testing checkers for on-

line schemes because the set of outputs produced by the CUC during normal operation is

insufficient. He therefore suggests the use of "self-exercising checkers," which is

essentially a BIST scheme where the circuit periodically goes off-line and the checkers

are exercised fully. Additionally, he proposes that a "unified" BILBO, or UBILBO,

structure be used analogous to [Köen79]. UBILBO's sandwiched between functional

blocks perform the following tasks during different phases of off-line test: test sequence

generation for a functional block, response compression of a functional block (on-line

checking of that block is still done in parallel), generation of the exercising sequence for

the checker of a functional block, and serial scan inlout.

2.4 S{JMM,A,RY

This chapter presenred a survey of published research on the topic of PLA testing.

Stuck-at, bridging, crosspoint and line break fault models were found to be in common

use, and most works adopted the unidirectional error model for PLA's. To detect

unidirectional errors, an error detecting code must be unordered; several such codes were

identified.

Testing strategies may be categorized as off-line, BIST, or on-line. Much has been

published in the area of off-line testing. Test generation concepts provide useful analytic

tools. Random methods do not work weil, while exhaustive methods are only applicable

to small PLA's. PLA's designed to be easily tested generally use some technique to
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uniquely select individual bit and/or product lines, so that a universal test sequence can

then be applied.

BIST methods either extend this so that on-chip circuitry generates the universal test

sequence, or, in a more conventional BIST manner, use a MISR to collect a signature

from an exhaustive or pseudorandom test sequence. Various ingenious schemes, some

function independent, verify the response to a universal test sequence. Chip area

overhead for scan-path based BIST designs, in general, tends to be around 30 percent

[Sen8B]. Reporred insrances of overhead figures for the PLA BIST schemes range from

15 to 99 percent, but an average of around 30 percent is fairly representative of PLA

BIST, also.

The few existing on-line techniques are split between encoding outputs in an error

detecting code, mostly unidirectional ones, and using a nonconcurrent PLA with separate

simpler code checkers on the bit, product and output lines (i.e. capitalizing on the natural

partitioning of the pLA's regular structure). Existing strategies may exhibit some of the

following unfavourable characteristics: high area overhead, reduced operating speed,

poor erïor coverage, or indefinite design procedures. Figure 2.4 depicts a taxonomy of

off-line, BIST and on-line PLA testing strategies.

The achievemenrs in easy testability or BIST generally are of little help to on-line

testing, but conversely, on-line checking facilities can be used beneficially during explicit

testing.
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Ctrapúer 3

AÞI.A.Í-VSTS OF"' PR,O BT,ÐM

The problem addressed in this dissertation is the design of an effective on-line

checking strategy for programmable logic arrays. This chapter deals with two main

topics. The first defines the PLA structure and its associated fault model, and determines

important properties of that model. The second considers the definition of quantitative

measures used to evaluate the effectiveness of partialty self-checking strategies. A

detailed analysis of a mod 3 residue checking strategy is reported. A finai section

describes a method to determine the minimal size codeword required to ensure

detectability of all modeled errors.

3.[ SCOPE OF STUÐV

The objects studied in this dissertation are defined in this section. Specifically the

PLA structure and fault model are detailed.

3.i..1 Pl-.A Stnucture

PLA's considered are restricted to those of the form depicted in Figure 1.2a.

Specifically NMOS NOR-NOR PLA's with modified one-bit decoders (c/. Figure 2.2b).

The implementation details in three areas wafrant further attention.

Options exist for the placement of depletion-mode pull-up transistors on the product

and output lines. Such transistors may be situated on either end of a line, and in the case

of the product term line, pull-ups may also be placed between the AND-plane and the

OR-plane. The only fault detection consequence of pull-up placement arises in the

behaviour of line break faults. The placement as shown in Figure l.2ais assumed. It is
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also assumed that if a line break occurs, then the portion of the line disconnected from the

driving source of the pull-up wiII behave as a pennanent logic 0. If pull-ups were on the

opposite end of the product line then, a line break in the OR-plane would behave as a

peûnanent iogic 0 on the portion disconnected from the pull-up, and a pennanent logic i

on the portion still connected to the pull-up. Thus a non-unidirectionai error may arise.

pull-up placement between the planes is another alternative which avoids such non-

unidirectional errors. Ouçut line pull-ups may be placed on either end without affecting

the error model.

Drivers on the product term lines, situated between the two planes, are not included in

the assumed structure. Such drivers require modeliing of product line faults separately in

each plane. But no new or different fault behaviour arises'

The decoders shown in Figure l.2a are more usually implemented as shown in Figure

3.1, where true and complemented bit lines do not alternate. The consequence of this is

that different pairs of bit lines are adjacent, and this affects the definition of the bridging

faults which are included in the fault model. However, as it will be shown in section

3.l.Z.Z,bit line bridging faults require no special attention, regardless of which lines are

adjacent. In the same way, permuting the input variables has no significant effect with

respect to bridging faults.

+4+4+4+4
x1 x2 x3 x4

Figure 3.n Decoder implementation detail.

3.X..2 FauttiError Model

A transistor level single fault model including the faults listed in Tables 3.1 through

3.4 is adopted. AND bridging is assumed for all bridging faults except where noted (c/.

Iæmma 3.9). The model may be chatacteized as consisting of a single:
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" stuck-at,

" crosspoint,

' AND bridge between two adjacent parallel lines,

, AND bridge between two orthogonal lines, and

' line break fault.

Table 3.1 lists Class I PLA faults which are those which need to be accounted for by

any onJine checking scheme. This table also shows the type of error produced by each

type of fault; this will be justified in section 3.1.2.1. For each type, either single bit or

multiple bit asymmetric errors arise, which means that errors produced by Class I faults

are in general unidirectional. Internal decoder stuck-at and bridging faults are not

explicitly listed because the buffer and inverter are considered to be part of the bit lines

they drive. The effect of any stuck-at or bridging fault situated before these elements

propagates through them and appears on the bit lines'

Fault Error

L1
r.2

r.3

t.4
r.5

r.6
r.7
I.8

bit line stuck-at-O
bit line stuck-at-1
product line stuck-at-0
product line stuck-at- 1

output stuck-at-O
oulput stuck-at-1
bit line broken
product line broken

Asymmetric (0-+ 1)

Asymmetric (1-+0)
Asymmetric (1-+0)
Asymmetric (0-+ 1)

Asymmetric (1-+0) Single Bit
Asymmetric (0-+ 1) Single Bit
Asymmetric (0-+ 1)

Asymmetric (1-+0)

Tabte 3.L Class I faults.

Table 3.2lists Class II

then all Class II errors will

faults. If an on-line checking scheme detects all Class I errors

also be detectable. This is discussed further in section 3.I.2.2.
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Fault C

II.1
rf.2
II.3
II.4
II.5
II.6
L]
II.8
II.9
II.lO

missing AND-plane crosspoint
extra AND-plane crosspointr
missing OR-plane crosspoint
extra OR-plane crosspoint
bridge between adjacent bit lines/
bridle between adjacent bit lines3
bridge between adjacent product lines
bridge between adjacent ouÞut lines
bridge between bit and product lines
bridge between product and output lines

1.4

I.3
L5
r.6

I.1, I.1
I.1, I.1
I.3, I.3
r.5, r.6

I.1, L3, I.4

r.3. r.5. L6

c covering faults, defined in section 3.1.2.2
I no crosspoint on complementary bit line
2 same variable
3 different variables

T'able 3.2 Class [I faults.

Class III faults are those which are equivalent to one already considered; these are

shown in Table 3.3 along with the fault to which each is equivalent. Only one

representative fault from a fault equivalence class need be considered since all faults

belonging to the equivalence class produce indistinguishable behaviour.

Fault

n.1
ilt.2
III.3
III.4
u.5
III.6
iII.7
III.8

extra AND-plane crossPoint I

output line (before inverter) stuck-at-O

output line (before inverter) stuck-at-1
output line broken
any array transistor stuck-on
any array transistor stuck-oPen
gate-to-source short in any array transistor
gate-to-drain short in any array transistor

r.3

I.6
I.5

TIT.2

L3 or 1.6

II.1 or II.3
L1 or I.3

iI.9 or II. l0

I crosspoint on complementa¡y bit lìne

T'abte 3.3 Ciass III faults.

This dissertation assumes a fault model consisting of all single faults taken from

Classes I, II and III. Expressly omitted are faults from Class IV, Table 3.4. Types IV.1
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and IV.2 represent faults which map one input vector, X, into another, X, and this is

generally indistinguishable from the intended application of -fl, unless the PLA is code

disjoint andl is a noncode input. It is assumed that PLA inputs are checked elsewhere.

Faults of type IV.3 ate ignored as they introduce sequential behaviour, thus making fault

detection a fundamentally different problem.

Fault

IV.1
IY.2
IV.3

primary input line stuck-at-d
bridge between adjacent primary input lines
feedback bridge between input and output lines

Tabte 3.4 Class IV faults.

3.I.2.L Fault Behaviour

In this section the behaviour of Class I faults is described. First, consider the effect of

crosspoint faults. If the crosspoint on bit line x¡,a and product line p; is missing (fault

type II.1) then the cube, Ct, corresponding to pr has its it¿ coordinate changed from cr to

an X, çi"cj-+X. This implies that the cube Ci"cj-u selectsp¡ when it should not, and

some of p;'s outputs may be asserted in error (if those outputs normally would not have

been produced). Therefore a missing AND-plane crosspoint may cause Q-+1 type elrors.

An extra crosspoint (fault type II.2) between x¡,q andpi causes the ith coordinate of

cube Ct to change from an X to a, çiocj-+a. This implies that the cube Ciocj-o no

longer selects p¡ when it should, and some of p¡'s outputs may erroneously not be

asserted. Therefore an extra AND-plane crosspoint may cause 1+0 type elrors.

A missing or extra OR-plane crosspoint (fault types iL3 and II.4) may cause the

affected ouÞut line to be unasserted or asserted erroneously when the affected product

line is selected. Thus a missing (extra) OR-plane crosspoint may cause a single l+Q

(0-+1) type error.
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A bit line which is stuck-at-Q (fault type I.1) can no longer have an affect on the output

of any NOR gate product lines it has crosspoints on, so it is as if all those crosspoints are

missing (see Figure 3.2). The multiple fault consisting of multiple missing AND-plane

crosspoints, each capable of producing only 0-+1 errors, combine to produce only 0-+1

elÏors.

a) t.t bit line stuck-at-O b) equivalent multiple missing crosspoints

Figure 3.2 Bit line stuck-at-O fault in terms of missing crosspoints.

A product line which is stuck-at-O (fautt type I.3) can no longer have an affect on any

output lines it has crosspoints on, so it is as if all those crosspoints are missing (see Figure

3.3). The multiple fault consisting of multiple missing OR-plane crosspoints, each

capable of producing only single 1-Ð errors, combine to produce only 1-+0 erors.

s/0

Figure 3.3 Froduct line stuck-at-O fault in terms of missing crosspoints.

a) I.3 product line stuck-at-O

b) equivalent multiple missing crosspoints
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A bit line stuck-at-1 (fault typel.2) causes all product lines it has crosspoints on to be

perrnanently held ar 0, so it behaves as a multiple product line stuck-at-O fault, producing

only 1+0 enors.

A product line stuck-at-l (fault type I.4) causes all NOR-gate output lines it has

crosspoints on to be perrnanently held at 0, so after inversion the outputs appear stuck-at-

1;only 0-+1 errors arise.

A line break in a bit line (fault type I.7) behaves similarly to a bit line stuck-at-0 since

the portion of the bit line disconnected from the decoders is assumed to float to logic 0

and any crosspoints on that pofiion appear missing (see Figure 3.4). Only 0-+1 errors

arise.

a) l.Z bit line broken b) equivalent multiple missing crosspoints

Figune 3.4 Break in bit line in terms of missing crosspoints.

A product line break (fault type I.8) behaves like a product line stuck-at-O as the

portion of the product line disconnected from the pull-up is assumed to float to logic 0

and crosspoints on that portion appear missing (see Figure 3.5). Only 1-+0 errors arise.

Figure 3.5 Break in product line in terrns of missing crosspoints.
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3.1.2.2 Covered and Equivalent Faults

In this section the concept of covered faults is introduced. For on-line checking,

covered faults play a role similar to that of fault dominance in off-line testing- It is said

that fault fo dominates .fp if every test vector that detects .fp also detects fo, thus fo need

not be explicitly considered during test generation [Sche72]'

Ðef-rnition 3.X- An eryor event is an ordered pair (2, Z), Z*2, whete Z tepresents the

fault free output of a combinational circuit for some input X,Z=F(X,Ø), and'Z

represents the erroneous oulput arising due to the presence of some fault -f, Z:F(X, f)'

Ðef¡nitior¡ 3.2 An error event set (EES) for a fault .f is the set of all enor events that

arise due to /. Henc e, EES(f) = {(2, Z) , vx I hF(X, Ø,2 =F6, f), z+Z } '

ÐefÏnition 3.3 Fault f ..coversfaultfB, denoted f o= f p,if EES(f à = 
EEs(/p).

Clearly, if an on-line checking strategy detects all errors due to a particular fault, fo,

then any other fault, fp, covored by .fo need not be explicitly consideredT. Note that .fo

also dominares fp but instead of ignoring the dominating fault (.fo), as is the case with test

generarion, for on-line checking analysis it is the dominated fault (fp) which need not be

considered further. If a testing strategy is unable to detect all errors due to .fo, then

further analysis is required to determine error coverage for fault /8. In several instances,

a single Ciass I fault covers a Class II fault. Sometimes no singie Ciass I fault covers a

given Class II fault, but some combination of Class I faults does.

k

Ðef'¡r.rition 3.4 Fault set {fch,. ..f c,ol covers faultfp lf ÚEEs(fcr-) f EES(/B).

i This is true for srategies which observe only CUC outputs, i.¿. not internal signals. Note that

coverage encompasses the notion of fault equivalence, since equivalent faults cover each other.
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Next it is shown how each Class II fauit is covered by Class I faults.

{.e¡nmra 3.3, A fault of type II.1 is covered by a single fauit of type I.4.

Froof: A missing AND-plane crosspoint on a product line may result in that line being

erroneously selected for certain input vectors. For these input vectors, a stuck-at-1 fault

on the product line produces the same error events as does the crosspoint fault. tr

E emma 3"2 
^fault 

of qlT,e[f.z is covered by a single fault of type I.3.

Froof: An extra AND-plane crosspoint on a product line may result in that line

erroneously not being selected for certain input vectors. For these input vectors, a stuck-

at-¡ fault on the product line produces the same emor events as does the crosspoint fault. o

X-emrna 3.3 A fault of type II.3 is covered by a single fault of type I.5.

Froof: A missing OR-plane crosspoint on an output line may result in that output

erroneously not being asserted for input vectors which select the affected product line.

For these input vectors, a stuck-at-O fault on the output line produces the same error

events as does the crosspoint fault.

[,ernrna 3.4 A fault of fype iI.4 is covered by a single fault of type I.6.

Froof: An extra OR-plane crosspoint on an output line may result in that output being

erroneously asserted for input vectors which select the affected product line. For these

input vectors, a stuck-at-l fault on the output line produces the same error events as does

the crosspoint fault. D

Lennrna 3.5 A fault of type II.5 is covered by two faults of type I.1.

Froof: An AND bridge between bit lines from the same decoder Stâ$e, f;¡

results in both lines being held at 0 since the decoder outputs a 1-out-of-Z code.

and x¡y

For input
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vectors which normally assert x¡,g(xi,t), a stuck-at-O fault on x¡,6(x.¡,1) produces the

same error events as does the bridging fault. D

f-e¡nrr¡a 3.6 A fault of type II.6 is covered by two faults of type I.1.

Froof: An AND bridge between bit lines from different decoders, r¡,s and x¡¡, results in

both lines being held at 0 only when x¡,s=x¡J normally. For input vectols which

normally assert only x;,s(x;,r), a stuck-at-O fault on x¡,s(x¡,t) produces the same error

events as does the bridging fault.

If the decoder design of Figure 3.1 is used, then either r¡,6 and x¡,0, or x¡1 and x¡,t

will be adjacent bit lines, but the reasoning of Lemma 3.6 still applies.

l,ernrna 3.7 A fault of type II.7 is covered by two faults of type I.3.

Froof: An AND bridge between product lines, p¡ andp¡, results in both lines being held

at0 only when pi=p¡ normally. For input vectors which normally assert only p¡Qt¡), a

stuck-at-Q fault on pi@) produces the same error events as does the bridging fault. tr

l,emma 3.8 A fault of type II.8 is covered by two faults of type L5 or I.6.

Fnoof: An AND bridge between output lines, z; and z¡, results in both lines being held

at0 only when z¡=Vj normally. For input vectors which normally assert only z¡(z¡), a

sruck-ar-s fault on z¡(z¡), where c=i(O) if the bridge is situated before(after) the final

inverter, produces the same error events as does the bridging fault. tr

Lernrna 3.9 A fault of type II.9 is covered by one fault each of types I.1, I.3 and l.+.

Fnoof: Two cases are considered. In the first case, no crosspoint exists at the site where

the affected bit and product lines cross. An AND bridge between bit and product lines,

X.¡,s andpj, results in both lines being held at 0 only when x¿a=pj normally. For input
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vectors which normally assert only x¿o(p¡), a stuck-at-O fault on x¡,oQt¡) produces the

same effor events as does the bridging fault. In the second case, a crosspoint transistor

exists between x¡,oàndp¡, and the faulty circuit is shown in Figure 3.6a. When at least

one of the two lines is a 0, the circuit behaves as in the first case. This is summa¡ized in

Figure 3.6b. Note for the situation xi,o=I andp;=0, it is assumed that some other bit line

is already pulling p¡low. The final situation, where x¡o=l andp¡=I, exists íf x¡,o is the

sole bit line normally supposed to pull the product line low. The fault in this case is

essentially a short between the gate and drain of the enhancement mode crosspoint

transistor as shown in Figure 3.6c, which is Figure 3.6a redrawn to emphasize the faulty

structure. In this situation, the shorted lines both take on a value of approximately 3V,

according to [Bane82], which although not a true logic 1 is at least a weak 1. The bit line

is thus considered unchanged. For input vectors which establish this situation, a stuck-at-

1 fault on p; produces the same elror events as does the bridging fault. E

xi,s P¡ short ç
OV OV OV

0v 5v 0v i.3
5V OV OV I.1

5V 5V 3V 1.4

b) behaviour

Figure 3.6 Bridge between bit and product lines.

Lemma 3.!.0 A fault of type II.10 is covered by one fault each of types I.3, I.5 and 1.6.

Froof: Similar to Lemma 3.9.

Theorem 3.f. All Class II faults are covered by the set of single stuck-at faults on bit,

product and output lines.

Froof: The proof follows from LemmaTa 3.I through 3.10. Fault type I.2 is not actually

required. tr

xi,a
P¡ ---]"_r

f-,it-
a) fault ll.g c) effective stuck-at-1
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Class III faults are trivially equivalent to the faults listed in the second column of

Table 3.3. For fault type III.1, if the true and complemented bit lines associated with the

same input variable are both connected to a particular product line, then that product line

will always be pulled low regardless of the input value. Fault types III.2 and III.3 simply

represent fauit propagation through final output inverters. A line break on an output line

(III.4) disconnects the pull-up causing the input of the final inverter to float to logic 0,

hence the output appears stuck-at-l. A crosspoint transistor stuck-open (IILs) means that

transistor never conducts so it appears to be missing. A stuck-on transistor (tn.6) always

conducts thus holding its NOR line low. Transistor shorts (Iu.r and IiI.8) simply represent

specific manifestations of stuck-at-O and orthogonal line bridging faults.

3.I.2.3 Error Enumeration

It is relatively straightforward, albeit time consuming, to enumerate all error events

that arise due to a given PLA fault. Enumeration is equivalent to determining a complete

set of test vectors for each fault, but need only be performed on Class I faults.

Enumeration is required for two reasons. The hrst is to assess existing checking schemes

which do not provide complete fault coverage, and the second is to obtain an explicit

error model to use as the basis for the design of new on-line checking schemes.

Consider ¡.=(C,Ð) as the cubical array realizedby a PLA. In most cases a fauit

causesone or more product lines, LI={7i1,Li2,...,Li'}, to either become selected or

deselected in error for some input vectors. Let î=(ô ,ô¡ d"not" the array of cubes which

potentially exhibit erroneous behaviour due to the selection or deselection of some

product lines in ¿r. For any input vecror in,û, if all of the ouçuts driven by the affected

product lines in LI are also produced by other product lines which are not affected by the

fault and which are normally selected for the same input vector, then the effect of the fault

is masked and the correct output is produceri. Thus Ð #&-LI) represents all input
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vectors which produce unmasked erors. Algorithm 3'1 determines this set of input

cubes, and the corïesponding output bits which are in e¡¡or' Index set 1={ i7' i2'" '' i'\

is given as an argument along with Ã andî. î' is expected to be l-concurrent'

Additionaily, cube S which is the smallest cube which contains 'Ð' and vector P which is

the bitwise oR of Dr , are also given to help optimize computation; any candidate

masking cube from Ë-Ir which does not intersect with S or which has no bits in

cornmon with P cannot possibly mask an error'

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

(1 1)

(12)

(13)

(14)

Angorithrn 3.n Enumerate error events'

For example, as discussed in section 3.1.7'!,for missing AND-plane crosspoint on bit

line x¡,aand product line ¿i (fautt type II'1), potential error cube sç=Çio¿jàcr selects

Ij when it should not. Algorithm 3.1 invoked as Enum(L' {i} '1çecÐi)}'ec'Di¡

obtains the desired list of effor events. As shown earlier, all bits in error are of ù.)1 type'

An extra AND-plane crosspoint (fault type II'2) is enumerated identically except 1+0

gorithrn Enurn(Ä, {, î, S, P¡:

' for all iøI : CiaSl¡Ø and Di ¡ P+8

t-- " T<- []
I 'r",. afiîk. î: Dinôk+ø

I - . üf cj' ôo th.r,

I I -,ôk<-ôo-ot
I f L',, w{ô\ r1 then î' *î-îo
I I "else
I I 7..t<-cinek
I I I ',rr*Øthen
I I I .'r<-rv(ôo@l,ôo¡
I I I I "înn(r,ôk-ni)
I I L- L 

" u, w{ô\< 1 rhen î, *î, -îkt^L 
" [ <-LwT

" retunn f
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type eÍors arise. Let eu denotea binary vector which is all 0's except for the ¿'å bit' For

an OR-plane crosspoint fault (either fault type Ii.3 or II.4) on product 1ine Li and output

line zp, potential error cube ec=Ci selects ¿t but output z k rnay be in errol'

Enunr(å,{i¡,1çCi,eu)},Ci,e) might be used to determine the error eventsT' But since

only single bit errors arise, and since all possible single bit errors aIe expected due to fault

types L5 and i.6, there is no point in enumerating OR-plane closspoint faults in this way'

However, this analysis will prove useful in enumerating other faults.

Any class I fault which was shown to be equivalent to some multiple missing

crosspoint fault in section 3.t.2.L (i.e. fault types: :rl,I-2,1.3,1'7 and t'A) can be

enumerated on the basis of those missing crosspoints. f simply contains the indices of all

product lines affected with missing crosspoints, and.e is the disjoint array equivalent to

the union of a11 f 's corresponding to the individual crosspoint fauits. For a product line

li stuck-at-l (fault type r.4), f, =çei,Di), and 1={i}.Fault types I.5 and I.6 (output

stuck-at faults) can be enumerated directly from a truth table or any other list containing

the set of output patrerns produced by the PLA. Detailed enumeration analysis of these

and the remaining class II faults can be found in [Marc88].

The stuck-at-O fault onf3,1 in the PLA of Figure 1'2 will be enumerated as an

example of the operation of Algorithm 3.i. The cubical specification for this PLA is

restated below:

Lr = X01X 110

Lz = 11X1 101

L3 = 01X1 110

L4 = XllX 011

Ls = 100X 101

product terrns LI and La have crosspoints on bit line x3,1. The error cube associated

with a missing crosspoint on.Ll is X00X 110, and that for La is X10X 011' The

argorithm is therefore invoked: Enunr(Ã, {1,4}, ti?Siå11}, 
t"ox' 111)' A partial

nace of the execution of this invocation follows'

T The test condition on lines 6 and l2of Atgorithm 3.1 would have to change from "(1" to "=0"'
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îk stmt action

2 11X1 101 X00X 110 4,8 J =Ø

x10x 011 4,8 "r 
(_ 1101

3 01X1 110 x00x 110

x100 011

0101 011

5 100x 101 x00x 110

xl00 011

10 "* {äiff3li}
11 îo * 1101o1o

^1,tz n ç-L-L*
fxoox t to)

13 I- <- { X100 Oil }

\ oror orrJ
4,8 J=Ø

4,8 J=Ø
.k4,5 D <- ffil

^L6 L <-tr -L*
13 , *{i?3äålî}

4,9 ,f e lmx

10 7'<- 000x 110

1r în * roox o1o

^lrz î *î -1.
4,8 J=Ø

13 r *{å,J,iîl;}

comment

.:k
retarn ¿ as ls

Le. (xrox @ rtot, ott)

0i1-10i=010

w/(010) = 1

retain Îe as is

retain Îe as i,

011-1i0=001

nl(001) = 1

i.e. (xoox @ rmx, tto)

110-101=010

pt(010) = 1

retain Îe as is

The final value of Ë indicates that inputs from X100 will result in an error pattern of 011,

andinputsfrom000Xwillproduce an efforpattern of 1i0 (in all these cases the normal

output value is 000). Some single bit errors may also arise, but they are not explicitly

enumerated because, when enumerating all faults from the model, all possible single bit

errors are expected. Statements 6 and 12 discard potential error cubes when their output

pafis have weight <1.
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3.1.2.4 Nonconcurrent PLA

In this section, the behaviour of faulty PLA's, described in section 3.I.2.I, will be re-

evaluated in terms of nonconcurrent PLA's, and a simplified error model will be shown to

result. Some lemmata are introduced first.

Lernrna 3.ln Give¡1ç-{cr, c2,...

cieC, cre {0,1}, the cubical array

C'cC, is also disjoint.

c'l an array of disjoint cubes where cj=o for all

specified by C"cj-+X, for all cieC'T for any subset

Fnoof: Consider any two cubes ci, ckeC, since C is disjoint and since cj=c!=a there

must exist some variable xrsuch that ,Fri If either or both ci and, ,! ur" changed to X,

cubes ci and cÈ remain disjoint due to coordinate xn. tr

n ernma 3.X.2 A bit line stuck-at-O fault (type I.i) will make a nonconcurrent PLA at most

2-concurrent.

Froof: Suppose C is a nonconcurrent cube array corresponding to the fault-free PLA,

and x;,cr is the affected bit line. C can be partitioned into three subarrays, C6, C1 and

cy, eachcontaining only cubes from c with cj = 0, I and X, respectively. without loss

of generality, consider q,=0. ClvCyremains disjoint since none of the corresponding

PLA lines are connected to x;,0. Let C's denote Co"ci -X. From Lemma 3.11 C'o is

disjoint. Further, C'sUCyis also clearly disjoint. Therefore Cy^(C'swCt)=Ø. Any

input vector is covered by either Cy or at most one cube from each of the partitions C'6

and C1, thus at most two product lines are selected. o

Consider the PLA of Figure 1.2 in context of Lemma 3.12. A complete cubical

specification of a nonconcurrent realízation is given later (cf. Figure 4.2b), but for now

consider its Karnaugh map shown in Figure 3.7a (ouçut values are shown in decimai). If

bit line xr,o is stuck-at-O, then two cubes of the specification essentialiy change:

t The resulting array consists of the complete original array with only cubes from subset C'
modified as indicaæd.
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Q101+X101 and 000X-+X00X. The

100X, as shown in Figure 3.7b (the

output occurs for minterm 110i).

former now intersects 1101, and

enlarged cubes are blackened;

the latter intersects

the only effoneous

X4

00

01

1l

10

X3

a) nonconcurrent b) 2-concurrent

F igune 3.7 Example of the effect of bit line x1,e stuck-at-0.

[.emrna 3.t3 A line break in a bit line (fauit type I.7) will make a nonconcurrent PLA at

most 2-concurrent.

Fnoof: Similar to Lemma 3.12.

Ðeflrnitüon 3.5 An error in a combinational circuit which consists of the bitwise OR of

the intended correct codeword and one other codeword is said to be an error of rype \1.

T'heorem 3.2 Any single Class I fault, except for fault type L8, in a nonconcurrent PLA

only produces one of the following kinds of error:

" no product line is selected, the output is all 0's,

e an error of type (,

' a single-bit error.

Froof: From Lemmata 3.12 and 3.13 faults of type i.l and 1.7 are shown to make the PLA

at most 2-concurrent. Since each product tenn specifies one output codeword, when two

1,,

"(

t [Bane82] uses the notauonLtlLt+Lt.
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teñns are selected simultaneously an error of type ( arises. Fault types r.2 and I.3 causo

one or more product lines to appear stuck-at-0, and since only one product line is ever

selected by any input vector, for an input which selects any of the stuck-at-O product

lines, an all 0's oulput occurs. For a fault of type I.4, a single product line is pennanently

selected. An input vector selects at most one additional product line, hence an error of

type É arises. Fault types I.5 and I.6 cause only single-bit errors. tr

Theorem 3.2 is similar to that shown for NOR-array implementations of decoders in

[Bane82], and is a sffonger result than that of [Chen85] where an effor consisting of any

number of codewords OR'ed together is presented.

Corollany 3.1, If a checking scheme detects all errors due to type I.8 faults, then all error

evenrs Ø, Z) with Z = 0 (the first kind of error listed in Theorem 3.2) will also be

detected.

Froof: In order to detect a type L8 fault each codeword must have a 1 in at least one of

the rightmost two oulput bit positions, and each of these positions must be a 0 for some

codeword. Having a 1 in just the last bit position is insufficient since a stuck-at-1 fault on

that line would mask all type I.8 faults. Any error event with Z = 0 would be detected

because both final output bits are 0.

Conollany 3.2 Any code capable of detecting all errors of type I in a nonconculrent PLA

must be unordered.

Fnoof: Suppose Dí and, Dk arc two codewords from a code capable of detecting all

errors of type (, and Di = Dk. If an error of type I occurs involving product tenns pi

and,p¡r, then the output will be Di, which is a codeword, even if Dk was intended. Thus

an undetectable error wouid occur, and this contradicts the assumption that the code is

E
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3.2 ÐV,AX,IJAT'trON OF' P.ART'MT,{.Y SET.F''.CE{ECKTNG SCFTE MÐS

Quantitative measures useful in the evaluation of the effectiveness of partially self-

checking srrategies are considered in this section. A partially self-checking circuit may

produce effoneous output patterns which go undetected. Such a circuit may be

reasonably effective in exposing faults while being considerably less expensive to realize

than a TSC circuit.

3.2.n Ðnnon Chectr<ing EffecÉíveness

In order to evaluate and compare various on-line schemes which are only partially

self-checking, some quantitative measure of effectiveness is required. A brief look at

effectiveness measures used with off-line testing strategies allows us to conclude that they

are inappropriate for on-line schemes. The measures usually used for test vector based

off-line testing are: a) coverag¿ which is defined to be the percentage of detectable

faults from a model which are exposed by a test set, and b) test set size required to obtain

a certain level ofcoverage. The concept of an undetectable error occurring during testing

is non-existent since an external tester compares each CUT output to its expected value.

Most BIST schemes use some sort of response compression (such as MISR), and

there exists the possibility of unrecognized errors due to aliasing, which is when a

response sequence containing errors still produces the expected signature. Probabilistic

methods are used to derive a level of confidence.

An on-line scheme, however, must check every output pattern produced by the circuit

without benefit of knowing the correct value. Other measures of effectiveness are

required. One possibility is to estimate the percentage of faults which are detectable

(called fault-detection abiliry, or FDA, in [Fuji84a]). For any given input vector, the

circuit output is either:
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. the correct codeword, (i.e. C <+ Correct),

. an incorrect codeword, (i.e. {J <+ Undetected error), or

' a noncodeword, (i.e.T <+ a Test which exposes the fault).

I-et lV"(f), Nu(.f), and Nr(/) denote for a fault .f the proportion of M=2* input vectors

producing outputs in each of the three categories, respectively. Simulation or analytical

techniques such as given in section 3.1.2.3 are required to obtain these values. FDA is

just the percentage of faults for which Nr(/Þ¿O; it can be seen to convey only a minimal

amount of information about the checking scheme. The foliowing 4-tuple measure is

proposed, <Þl=(Ql, Oå, Oå, oå), where ol = l?1, R=lfl, and the fault mode: f isIL 
R

partitioned:

æ1: (f e f. Nr(f)=O, Nu(/)=0]

n2= {f e F Nr(f)Ð, Nu(,f)=0}

n3 = {f e f. N.,(Ð=0, Nu(f)*O}

na= {f e F Nr(f)Ã, Nu(/)+O}.

The question arises of whether all equivalent faults or just one representative of each

equivalence class should be counted. Collecting data for all faults will require more

processing than that for just the fault equivalence classes, but determining these classes

may require significant effort. If the faults in the fault model correlate well with physical

defects, then counting all faults should provide a more meaningful measure because

distinct defects are taken into account. The fact that faults are equivalent is less

significant than the fact that they are caused by distinct defects. Otherwise, if the fault

model does not correlate well with physical defects, then counting all faults may yield

measures where some of the defects are disproportionately represented. Counting fault

equivalence classes only, may thus be fairer because it is less dependent on the details of

the fault model. Since a PLA fault model is closely related to underlying defects, to the

extent that estimated probabilities have been ascribed to various faults, we have chosen to

consider all modeled faults when computing effectiveness measures.
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Instead of expressing a figure of merit in terms of faults, another method is to

consider error events, (2, Z) as defined in Definition 3.1, or the more detailed prímary

error event, defined as (X, Z) an¡representing possibly multiple instances of event (2,

Z¡ sínce F(X) may specify the same value for Z for more than one value of X. For a

fault .f, the proportion of M input vectors producing primary error events is simply

Nr(fl+Nu(f ). Error-detection abilíty (EDA), as introduced in Buji84al, is

alternatively defined here as:

EDA = (3.1)
¡¿'1fl+Nu(/)

Lu and McCluskey [Lu84] proposed a similar figure of merit based on their testing

inputfraction, (TIF), and secure input fraction, (SIF), essentially defined as:

:,
fef

IVrff)

X
fer

The figures of merit they proposed are weighted arithmetic and geometric means defined:

rtF6) = N'(f)

SIF(f)= Nr(.f) + N"(/) = I -Nu(/).

w¡TIF(J)

w¡SIF(f)

w¡u(rur(fl\

wy rn(vr(fl))

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)

(3.1)

Trr =Z
fef

s/r=x
fef
/r

TIF = expf )_
\î'r
/e

,S/F = e*pf ¿
\¡'r
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Generaily w¡ = UR, but other weighting factors may be used to reflect the relative

probabilities of faults if known. TIF can also be interpreted as Prr(f ), the probability

that any given input vector will expose a fault, if one is present, assuming that all input

patterns are equally likelyi. Likewise the probability of an undetected error is

Pru(f)=1-J/F. Fot w¡=UR,ffF simplifies to (^Ø is similar):

(3.8)

Geometric means exhibit desired greater sensitivity to low values of TIF and .SIF, but a

single instance which is 0 forces the mean to be 0. Lu and McCluskey suggest

pafiitioning the fault set to allow separate mean calculation for each partition and to

obtain additionai figure of merit Q2=(þ2* 03, O2d, where þ? = ln¡., and the pafiitions are:

no= {f e F TF(f)>O, S/F(f)>O} = {"fe F Nr(f)Ðl

ruu = {fe f. ur(Ð=0, sIF(f)>O} = {"fe f: Nr(f)=0, Nu(f)t1}

n"= {f e F TIF$)=O, SIF(/;=O} = {.fe f. Nu(Ð=ll.

It is our contention that Õ1 more aptly characterizes the effectiveness of a checking

scheme than does Õ2. The latter's partitioning is intended solely to allow computations

of ilf and ,frÉ which do not degenerate to zero. O? being essentially FDA is of limited

value, and important information is lost by ffi which essentially corresponds to ql+ql. Ol

tepresents faults which are undetectable (i.e. produce no errors), while ql represents

faults which produce undetectable errors only. While ql is a valuable figure of merit, OZ

is insignificant. Partition n" represents the faults which produce an undetectable error for

every input vector. It is hard to imagine this partition being anything but empty. It is not

surprising that all experiments reported in [Lu84] resulted in qþ0.

t This assumption is rarely justifiable, but actual distributions a¡e nearly impossible to ascefiain.
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Two other measures may be defined. One is error event detection abiliry (EEDA),

the proportion of all distinct error events which are detectable, and the other is error

pattern detection abiliry (EPDA), the proportion of all distinct error patterns which are

detectable. An error pattern is defined as Z@2. Since various effor events may have

identical error patterns, EPDA is applicable only to checking schemes where the ability

to detect errors is determined by pattern alone.

The collection of measures and figures of merit: Qr, EDA,TIF, and E9DAprovide

several perspectives on effectiveness. These may be used to help rank two or more

checking schemes on the basis of such measures calculated over a range of sample

circuits, or to rank two different circuit realizations under the same checking scheme.

The proportion of detectable faults which are totally missed by a checking scheme, Oå, it

an important indicator, as is ql which is the proportion of faults which are undetectable

and hence may mask other faults. EDA andTIF are closely related, but TIF provides

the opportunity for incorporating fault probabilities into the measure (i.e. Prr(f)).

EEDA is independent of whether all faults or just representatives from each equivalence

class are counted; it tends to be more pessimistic than EDA. Experimental results

(sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.3) suggest that q] and ql are of comparable magnitude, that

prr(f) remains relatively constant over various PLA's, and that EEDA exhibits

considerably more variability than does EDA. Two circuits with comparable EDA's

may have significantly different EEDA's.

3.2"2 Mod 3 Residue

The collection of measures described in the previous section are applied against the

mod 3 residue encoding scheme presented in [Saye85]. The mod 3 scheme was proposed

as a viable on-line checking sffategy, but it will be argued here that experimental evidence

suggests otherwise. An analysis of the method indicates that the empirical results are not

atypical.
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Two methods are presented in [Saye85]. Method 1 extends the PLA so that it

realizes a complete cover and two additional check bit ouçuts are programmed to predict

the mod 3 residue of the original outputs considered as a binary integer. The residue of

an all0 output is encoded as 112 to avoid accepting an enoneous all 0 output as a valid

codeword; faults such as I.3 can produce such an error. This is the reason why Method 1

must realize a complete cover. Figure 3.8b shows the specification of a mod 3 augmented

PLA derived for the PLA defined in Figure 3.8a (taken from Figure 1.2).

Method 2 uses a separate two-output check bit PLA to predict the residue from the

same inputs as the original PLA which is itself unmodified. An all 0 output would have

002 as checkbits, while all other nonzero outputs with 0 residue would have checkbits

encodedas 112 so that an erroneous all 0 output in either (but not both) PLA can be

detected. Note that all errors due to faults located exclusively in the check bit PLA are

detectable. An incorrect residue prediction would not match the actual residue calculated

from the error-free output of the original PLA. Figure 3.8c shows the definition of a mod

3 check bit PLA for the example of Figure 3.8a.

x0t_x 110
0Lxr- 110
x11X 011
100x 101
11x1 101

a) map and specification
for example PLA

x0l-x 110 0 0

01xr- 1l-0 00
x11X 011 00
100x 101- 10
1x01 101 10
x111 100 01
000x 000 11
x100 000 1-1

b) Method 1 check bit map

and augmented PLA

x01x 10
0l_0r- 11
XX1X 01
10xx l-0
l_x0l- 10
xx10 t_ 0

c) Method 2 check bit PLA
map and specification

Figune 3.8 Example of mod 3 encoding for PLA's.

0 0 6 6

0 6 7 -1

0 5 7 J

5 5 6 6

11 l1 m m
il 00 01 m
11 10 01 m
10 10 00 m

00 00 1l 1l

00 11 01 1l

00 10 01 1l

10 10 i1 11
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Both methods use the decoder design of Figure 3.9 (redrawn from Figure 2.2a), thlus

the fault model must be extended to include stuck-at faults on line cr internal to the

decoder. Such faults are equivalent to type IV.l faults, except in the case of Method 2

where the check bit PLA's inputs are considered error-free.

Fügune 3.9 Decoder design requiring consideration of internal stuck-at fault.

3.2.2.I Simulation

A computer progtam has been written to determine various measures of effectiveness

for the mod 3 residue checking. The program processes PLA specifications in cubical

form. It enumerates all Class I faults and for each determines the transformed cubical

array and the potential error cube(s), as prescribed in section 3.1.2.3. Only minterms

from these error cubes are simulated through the transformed circuit model, and output

errors are tallied as detectable or not by the mod 3 residue strategy. A program option

allows internal decoder faults to be included. They are processed as type IV.t faults.

Situations corresponding to Class II faults are recognized and separate tallies are

maintained thus obviating the need for simulation of these faults. A multiplicity is

associated with each considered fault to account for equivalent Class III faults. The

progam therefore determines the measures: N"(/), Nu(f), and Nt(/) for all Class I, II,

III and IV.l faults, and from these are derived figures of merit: Ô1,EDA, andTTF

(w¡=I/R). The program also collects data allowing determination of EEDA.

Appendix A describes the origin of a set of example PLA's used in this work.

Simulation results for these PLA's are shown in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 based on Methods 1

and,2 of [Saye85], respectivelyl. In the case of Method 2, only the original PLA is

T Measures defined eælier as taking on values in range [0..1] will be expressed in these tables, and

subsequent ones in this section, as percentâges (excluding PrrandP\l).
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considered since all erïors produced by the check bit PLA are detectable, and no single

fault affects both the original and check bit PLA's. Fault probability estimates based on

tMalyS6l and Table 2.1 arc used to determine Prr(f )and Pru(f ). The fault probabilities

used are listed in Table 3.7. Defects affecting long lines (i.e. the bit, product and output

lines), specifically shorts between adjacent lines and shorts to ground, are expected to be

most likely.

PLA mpn .l
Ql

.1 .1 .1
V2 Q¡ Q¿ EDA TIF P,,(Y) PN G) EEDA

5xp1
alu1
ahtZ
apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dcl
dc2
dist
dk17
dk27
eg

n
f51m
fsml
fsm2a
gily
misexl
rd53
router
saoZ
traffic
wim
z4

7 t27 12

t2 618 10

10 256 10

10 80 t4
485
4 85
4 tt6
4105
5 24 30
4 rtg
8112 9

8160 7

10 62 13

9 38 11

3 67
4156
8 191 10

10 26 8

6 26 8

15 t4l 13

8189
5 32 5

11 26 14

i0606
5 99
4139
7123 6

2r.8

1J'1

5.5

13.5

29.8
t2.6
10.1

24.7
23.r
29.4
22.3
16.6

7.5
0.4

2t.5
i8.0
2r.0
32.5
15.5

20.4
13.9

25.r
13.9

23.r
18.1

8.72.4 67.t

2.4
0.2
0.9
8.8
4.4
6.0
3.9
2.8
6.7
r.4
0.5
5.6
0.0
0.8
9.1

3.0
6.4
3.2
6.4
2.4
8.8

5.1

1.9

3.0

3.1 11.9
3.4 91.0
4.2 81.4
3.4 58.0
3.0 80.1
1.8 82.2
3.4 68.1
3.3 70.8
r.9 62.1
2.7 ',t3.5

4.8 78.0
3.3 83.7
2.t 97.5
4.8 72.9
4.4 68.6
2.2 73.7
2.6 58.5
4.2 ',77.r

1.3 7t.9
2.9 80.8
3.4 62.1
3.3 17.1
4.6 70.4
3.0 't5.9

89.8 16.5 5.5 E4 r.3E-4 75.3

3.0 E-5 16.4

5.0 E-6 94.2
1.8 E-5 90.7
1.2F-5 85.4
1.9 E-5 90.2
5.8 E-5 85.6
5.0 E-5 84.6
4.48-5 80.0
7.8 E-5 83.1
2.08-5 80.2
6.48-5 83.4
3.9 E-5 93.r
8.1E-9 89.8

9.48-5 81.3
1.18-5 82.8
4.0 E-5 82.9

5.3 E-5 73.9

1.4 E-5 84.8
6.38-5 9r.7
1.6 E-5 90.1
1.3 E-5 87.4
2.28-5 88.1

6.1E-5 81.5
5.4F.-5 90.7

96.1 10.5 2.984
98.1 22.9 2.6F'4
94.8 22.4 2.384
84.2 20.2 2.5F.4
94.r r9.3 2.2F4
96.2 23.3 6.5 E4
90.5 229 3.0 E4
93.7 r2.3 4.4E4
89.6 13.3 4.8 E4
97.6 12.0 4.0Ê.4
92.9 14.0 4.384
90.5 28.1 2.9F,4
99.7 21.8 3384
90.4 r4.7 6.984
97.4 10.4 2584
92.9 16.9 3.684
94.9 9.7 4.484
97.r 15.8 3.3E4
85.9 16.0 3.5F4
97.7 13.5 2.9E4
95.9 8.0 2.284
94.9 22.9 3.6F4
9r.3 23.1 3.1E4
92.5 14.6 5384

T'abte 3.5 Simulation results: mod 3 residue, Method 1.

For Method 1, simulation of the PLA's "alul" and "alu2" was not attempted; they are

included in Table 3.5 just to indicate the dimensions of the encoded array.
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PLA mpn .1 ,1 .1 ,lQr qz Q¡ Q¿ EDA rtF Pr, (f) Pru (f) EEDA

5xp1
alul
a1u2

apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dc1

dc2
dist
dk17
dk27
eg
n
f51m
fsml
fsm2¿
gry
misexl
rd53
router
sao2
traffic
wim
z4

7 & 10

12 19 I
10688
10 25 12

4 53
4 53
4104
4 6 3

5 2228
4 97
8 397
8120 5

10 18 1l
9109
3 6 5

4 84
8 76 8

10156
6186

15 r01 11

8 t27
531 3

11 22 12

10584
5 97
4 97
7 594

6.8 67.2
11.8 8r.1
6.9 62.r
6.3 60.3
8.2 87.5

5.9 93.5
5.3 69.8
7.2 80.2
2.r 16.8
3.5 69.4

5.2 65.6
2.8 7t.3
6.8 65.8
7.8 76.4

5.7 71.1

2.4 97.2
"1.3 11.2
7.6 74.4
5.9 74.6
3.8 62.9
4.9 80.1
2.r 84.8
5.0 75.9

5.0 70.6
7.1 69.6
5.7 59.2
5.8 80.9

1.5 24.5

0.0 6.4
0.0 31.0
1.3 32.2
0.5 3.8
0.0 0.5
5.1 19.8

1.9 4.7

6.6 t4.5
2.6 U.4
4.3 24.9
1.8 24.1
0.8 2Á.6
1.3 14.5

5.9 11.3

0.0 0.3
0.0 2r.5
5.0 13.1

4.6 t4.9
2.4 30.9
1.5 13.5

1.3 11.8

1.9 r7.2
r.2 23.1

8.5 r4.9
4.0 31.1

0.0 13.3

86.9 16.4 5.484
97.9 16.8 4.5F4
92.6 r2.0 4.584
96.0 11.6 r.7 E4
98.4 22.r r.684
99.7 23;1 r.7 E4
88.4 i9.8 2.1F4
95.2 18.8 1.384
94.9 22.6 5.7 E4
90.8 21.9 2.2F4
93.4 r2.2 2.8F.4
91.8 11.6 4.084
98.0 13.5 2.8F4
95.9 20.5 3.484
91.0 29.2 2.584
99.1 r9.3 i.8 E4
88.9 L4.7 5.684
97.7 9.6 r.684
95.0 16.1 2.8F.4
96.5 8.3 3.484
97.3 r4.3 2.084
9i.8 t4.3 2.7 E4
97.r 11.9 1.8 E4
97.r 5.9 9.8 E-5
89.9 2r.4 2.884
91.5 27.5 3.584
94.r r3.7 4.t84

t.2E-4 81.3
r.4E-5 80.0
5.48-5 72.2
z.2E-5 16.4
2.58-6 90.9
2.58-9 92.3
3;'tE-5 84.4
r.2F-5 82.9
6.0 E-5 80.7

3.48-5 83.1

3.48-5 82.9
4.0 E-5 75.2
9.28-6 77.5
2.28-5 84.9
3.1E-5 75.4
3.8 E-9 91.3
8.5 E-5 80.9
5.6 E-6 80.1
1.7 E-5 19.8
2.38-5 72.4

9.8 E-6 79.3

3.5 E-5 96.0
1.6 E-5 82.4
7.8 E-6 80.2
3.8 E-5 75.2
3.6 E-5 78.9
2.ZE-5 88.8

T'able 3.6 Simulation results: mod 3 residue, Method 2.

Two significant observations can be made. Firstly, for some circuits, a non-negligible

(up to 9 percent) proporrion of faults, Ql, produce only undetectable erors. Secondly,

EEDA can be quite low (72 percent, in the case of "gary"), even though EDA remains

fairly high (97 percent). Furthermore, canonic error pattern detection ability ot CEDA, a

mod 3 specific measure which is introduced in the next section, will be shown to range as

low as 57 percent. It is also noteworthy that TIF ranges from 6 to 29 percent, and that

the probability of detecting an error is, on average, 9.3 times greater than that of an

undetected error occurring (i.e.8.7 for Method 1, and 10.1 for Method 2).
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Methods 1 and 2 are essentially equally effective, each slightly outpedorming the

other for some circuits. The measures ø\, ønA and, EEDA constitute a convenient basis

for such quick comparisons.

Probability Faults

2.5x10-s

1.5 x 10-s

1.0x 10-8

0.5 x 10-8

II.5,II.6,II.7, II.8

I.I,T.3,IIT.2

1.2,T,4,I.5, I.6, II.1, II.3, III.3, III.6

I.7, I.8, 1r.2,rr.4,II.9, II.10, il.1, ilI.4, itr.5, [I.7, iil.8

T'ahle 3.7 Fault probability estimates used to obtain Prr(f ) and Pru(f ),

3.2.2.2 Analysis

This section presents the results of analytical investigation into the effectiveness of

mod 3 checking for PLA's. This analysis is restricted to values of n which are even

integers, and a separate fault-free PLA generates the expected residue (i.e. Method 2).

The alternate labelling of a PLA's /¿ output lines: Z = zn-y, zn-2, ..., zr, zg, with

z¡e (0,1), will be used. Let z denote the value of Z considered as a binary integer,

x=\z¡ZiI . The notation lø13 will be used as a shorthand for "a mod 3". Let

n=lzl3 denote the residue of a PLA's output bit pattern. Residue R may also be

considered a weighted sum of the bits of Z: n=lI z¡Zilr=l2,r,lzil3ls=lI z¡w¡lr,

where w¡=l}ilz.

A faulty PLA produces erroneous output value, Z, with residue ñ. Define a directed

error pattern (DEÐ+ to be E = €n-1, €n-2, ..-, €r, eg, with e¡e{0,1,2), where a 0-+1

error is represented by e¿=1, and a 1-+0 error by €i=2 since l-llt=2. Therefore we

haveT¡=lz¡+ e¡13. Let e=llr¡*,llr. For any error pattern E applied to Z, the

residue obtained, Ã can be expressed as a function of the expected residue R, and e:

t All summations in this section, unless explicitly specified, range over i = }--n-i.

* For the remainder of this section the term error pattern will be taken to mean di¡ected error pattern.
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Ë ln + el3. Clearly any error with ¿=0 will produce Ën and will thus go unnoticed.

A single bit error produces erroneous ouq)ut, V=z * 2i, with residue Ën t w¡, àîd

e=! wí. Since e * 0, all single bit errors are detectable.

There are 3n-1 possible r¿-bit error patterns, but only 2"-\ are applicable to any

given output Z. An error pattern containing k 0's is applicable to 2k different output

patterns. Since the PLA output Z was redefined as numeric quantity z only to permit

arithmetic operations, and since there is no intrinsic meaning associated with this numeric

value, the manner in which weights are associated with each z ¡, and equivalently how the

w¡ âre assigned in R and ø, is totally arbitrary. The natural bít weight arrangement

(BWA), w¡=l2i 13, is just one of (,jr) *uyt to obtain a set of weights half of which are 1

and half 2. Only half of these arrangements are distinct in terms of which error patterns

produce undetectable errors, since if n=ll e¡w¡lr= 0, then 2e is also 0, and is

equivalent to multiplying each w¡ by 2 mod 3. Thus complementary BWA's are

equivalent (eg. ll2I22 and,22I2I1). Each BWA is capable of detectin E 2lz of all error

patterns, but no two non-complementary BWA's detect the same set of errors. See

Appendix B for a proof of this statement, as well as derivations of equations 3.13 through

3.17 to follow. It also appears that each BWA d,etectszh of all error events and,zfz of all

unidirectional error events.

A given PLA under the assumed fault model will not generate all possible error

patterns, hence it seems reasonable that some BWA's will detect more errors than do

others. This makes it difficult to determine maximal coverage of a mod 3 checking

scheme because an optimal BI4IA must be found first.

Error patterns may be further categoized. Define a canonic error pattern (CEP) as

a vector of n components chosen from {a, b, c\ constructed such that the first

component is always an d, and the first îon-e component, if any, is a b. The vector

aabøccba is one example of a ea.nonie crror pattern for ¡z=8. Any error pattern can be
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mapped onto a unique canonic error pattern. Each canonic error pattern, other than

aa...a, corresponds to six error patterns, specifically those found by all possible

mappings from {a,b,c} onto {0,1,2}. The set of error patterns corresponding to a

canonic erïor pattern will be called a canonic error class. The canonic error class

corresponding to aabaccba is {00102210, 00201 120, II07220I, 11270027,22021102,

22120012j, and that corresponding to aaaeaaaa is {00000000, 11111i11,22222222}.

Note that the latter class represents the cases of no etror, the error where an ail 0 ouçut is

changed to all 1's, and the error where an all 1 output is changed to all 0's. Neither of

these errors is detectable using mod 3 checking. The ternary number sequence from

100...03 to 111...1g enumerates exactly one representative error pattern from each

possible canonic error pattern.

Lemrna 3.tr-4 Members of a canonic error class, generated from a canonic error pattern

with length n eveî, either all have zero residue or all have non-zero residue.

Fnoof: Consider the generating canonic error pattern for the class. Pick any BWA with

equalnumbersof 1'sand2's. Determine rro,w6andwrasthesumsof theweightsfor

the positions which contain a, b and c, respectively. Equation 3.9 is immediate.

lwo+w6+wrlt=ll.nlT + 2'n/2lt= g (3.e)

Suppose the mappin g a,b,c +0,I,zproduces a 0 residue as indicated by equation 3.10.

I \'wo+ I'w6+ 2'wrl3= Q (3.10)

Multiplying both sides of equation 3.10 by 2 we obtain equation 3.11which shows that

mapping a,b,c -+ 0,2,1 also produces a 0 residue.

l}.wo+2'w6+ 1'w"13=Q (3.11)

Equating 3.9 and 3.10 results in3.l}b showing that mapping a,b,c -+ 2,0,1has 0 residue.

I \'wo+ I'w6+ 2'w"13=lwo+w6+wrl3 Q-lZa)

I Z.wo+ 0'w6+ 1'w"13=0 (3.12b)

Multiplying3.l2b by 2 shows that mappinga,b,c -+ 1,0,2 also has 0 residue. Similarly,
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equating 3.9 and 3.11 and then multipiying by 2 show that mappings a,b,c -+ 2,1,0 and

e,b,c -+ 1,2,0 also have 0 residues. Thus if any of the error patterns has 0 residue, then

all other class members must also have 0 residue. E

Lemma 3.14 should not be misinterpreted as saying that a canonic error class has 0

residue for all possible BWA's. Rather, for those BWA's where any class member has 0

residue all members must have 0 residue. The set of BWA's which have non-zero

residue for a canonic error class is called the canoníc class covering set (CCC)' The

size of a CCC set depends on the structure of the canonic error pattern. A canonic error

pattern is said to belong to Structural class (n*¡r'n-o), where n^¡r=miÎ(tto,tt6,nç)

andn^or=max(no,n6,n") and ilo, tt6 and n, denote the number of 4'S, b's and c's in

the canonic error pattern. The number of canonic error classes belonging to a structural

class is given by expression 3.13, where r is the maximum number of identical non-zero

values contained in the tnple (n,r.r, flmin, n-no*r,-n^¡n).

scsize=ÇL\(úr.) (3.13)

All member canonic emors of a given structural class have CCC sets which are the

same size (í.e. each effor event in that structural class is detectable by the same number,

butadifferentcombination, of BWA's). Also aIIBWA's arecapableof detectingthe

same number of canonic errors (but a different combination) from each structural class,

and in general. Since each BWA detects 2lz of all error patterns, 2h of all canonic error

parrerns are detectable by eachBWA. The formula (3.15) for determining the number of

BWA's in the CCC sets associated with structural class (A,B), requires the set of

solutions, S, for a linear inequalityT' s is given by equation 3'14'

I An equality may be solved instead, and the result for CCCsize, from equation 3.15, is then

subracted from the total number of BWA's possible'
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(3.1s)

Equation 3.16 gives a formula for determining the number of structural class members

detectable by any BWA (where r is as defined in equation 3.13). Structural class

properries are related in equation 3.17. See Appendix B for derivations of equations 3.13

through 3.17.

S = { (x,y) : x+zy +2A+B mod 3,

01x<4,
o<y<8,
x+y < n/2,
(A+B) - (x+y) < nlT ]

c c c siz e (A.", = ;,ä (î,)ç,)(:r:;:_r,)

CEPdetected CCCsize
=+ #BWA

(3.r4)

(3.16)

(3.r7)

cEpdetected(A,B>=åË,W)f;:,\((:,)(",r-#:r)

SCDA=
SCsize

Table 3.8 illustrates the error detection effectiveness of mod 3 checking in terms of

percentage of detectable canonic error patterns within each structural class for n=4, 6, 8,

I0,12. One interesting observation is that unidirectional elrors fall into structural classes

wíth n*¡r= 0, and the sffuctural classes with the worst coverage tend to be in this

category.
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Strucf.
CIass

n
468 t0 t2

Struct.
Class

(0,r2)
(0,1 1)

(0,10)

(0,e)

(0,8)

(0,7)

(0,6)

(0,5)

(0,4)

(0,3)

(0,2)

0

100

040
100 90

33 --''

0

r00

43

86

49

0

100

045
100 82

44 55

83 77

52 56

80 ,./

56

'12

57 64

7t 67

66 -...

58

73

64

68

66

64

68

66

68

66

67

60

70

6'1 63

68

6563

69

60

67

(1,10)

(l,e)
(l,8)
(r,7>

(1,6)

(1,5)

(1,4)

(1,3)

<t,2)

<2,8>

<2,6)

<2,5)

<2,4)

<2,3)

<2,2>

(3,6)

(3,5)

(3,4)

66 (4,4>

Table 3.8 Percentage CEPdetected by structural class for n=4, 6,8,10, 12.

The simulation results of the previous section are extended to investigate the

significance of choice of BWA and the use of canonic error detectíon ability (CEDA),

the proportion of all distinct canonic effor patterns which are detectable, as an

effectiveness measure. For each PLA considered, the error events determined earlier are

converted to directed error patterns and then to a set of distinct canonic error patterns.

Detectability is determined for all possible BWA's, and the best and worst case results

are reported in Table 3.9. The table also contains figures for DEP detection ability

(DEDA). For PLA's with odd n, aî additional error-free most significant O-vaiued

outputis assumed. Although tending to be more pessimistic, CEDA appears to be as

useful a measure as is EEDA.
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PLA n

EEDA DEDA CEDA Natural tsWA

Nnø range Notp ranse Ncnp ranse EE DEP CEP

5xp1
alul
alt2
apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bwT
dcl
dcz
dist
dk17
dk27
eg

n
f5lm
fsml
fsm2a
gary

misexl
rd53
router
sao2

traffic
wim
z4

10

8

8

t2
J

J
4
J

28
7
7

5

11

9
5

4
8

6
6

11

1
J

t2
4
I
7

4

34s9 67.6-813
1577 70.2-805
1996 70.4-',74.r
t23t 69.9-82.2

33 75.8-90.9
26 92.3-100
77 80.5-85.7
35 82.9-88.6

1485 75.2-86.6
160 78.8-91.9

1669 12.6-83.3
367 ''11.4--:11.1

635 69.0-86.3
602 16.9-92.4
6t 75.4-86.9
69 82.6-9r.3

537r 69.4-80.9
181 75.1-86.7
198 73.7-84.3

3551 69.9-75.0
r74 77.6-86.2
25 84.0-96.0
5t2 72.5-84.6
101 76.2-82.2
r37 69.3-81.6
t52 ''t6.3-84.2

r34 78.4-88.8

4m
180

422
318

15

t7
38

20
153
u

205
103

201
118

39

2l
352

88
'75

1237

89
t2

230
46
81

14

34

59.5-80.0
65.Á8.9
65.6-125
67.9-15.8
60.0-80.0
88.2-100
65.8-76.3
70.0-80.0
62.9--:78.t
67.9-86.9
&.9-77.6
65.0-71.8
61.7-80.6
72.0-87.3
6r.5-19.5
8i.0-90.5
62.5-76.4
&.8-18.4
58.7-81.3
63.9--:71.5
66.3-82.0
66.7-91.7
6r.3-11.4
65.2-16.r
59.3-85.2
60.8-14.3
61.6-19.4

242
TT2

201
19r

8

9
L2

10

56s
50

119

52
110

74
23

r&
44
39

688
5',1

6
143

11

47
48
11

599J8.9
66.1--68.8
65.2--:t0.6
61.8-73.8
62.5--:75.0
88.9-100
66.7J5.0
70.H0.0
61.1-75.8
64.0-84.0
67.2--:78.2
63.5--:7t.2
60.9-J7.3
73.H5.1
65.2--:t8.3
7L.4--f.5.7
62.2--:76.2
63.6-71.3
59.0-79.5
&.5-J1.2
63.2--:t8.9
66.7--43.3
59.4-J5.5
63.6--12.7
57.4-30.9
60.4--12.9
63.ffi1.8

81.3 80.0 78.9
80.0 68.9 61.9
12.2 65.6 65.2
76.4 72.3 70.7

90.9 80.0 7s.0
92.3 88.2 88.9
84.4 73.1 75.0
82.9 70.0 70.0
80.0 10.3 69.2

83.1 11.4 74.0
829 77.6 78.2

75.2 69.9 69.2
17.5 66.2 65.5

84.9 83.i 82/
15.4 6i.5 65.2

9r.3 90.5 85.7

80.9 76.4 76.2
80.1 73.9 72.1
79.8 70.1 69.2

72.4 69.0 68.8

79.3 70.8 68.4

96.0 91.7 83.3

82.4 72.2 11.3

80.2 16.1 12.7

75.2 69.1 66.0
18.9 68.9 68.8
88.8 79.4 81.8

N øf, N Ofp, N Cfp number of distinct error events, directed error pattcrns and canonic eÍor patterns, respectively

range range ol measure (worst 
- best) obtained by corsidering alt possible BI4zA's

f only l7o of all BI4IA's considered

T'able 3.9 Simulation results: effect of BWA andCED4 Method 2'

Choice of BWA does seem to have a significant effect on error detectability. From

Table 3.9, the best and worst cases of EEDA (CEDA) have an average spread of 10.4

(13.2) percentage points, and a maximum observed spread of 18.3 (23.5).

Based on empirical and analytical evidence, the mod 3 checking scheme can be seen

to be quite ineffective when applied to PLA's. One relatively simple enhancement which

could improve this is to use t distinct BWA's along with k sets of check bits. The

overall proportion of error patterns detectable is l-(1/:)* which reduces to the expected zlz
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when using just one BWA. Computation of additional residues need not involve a fr-fold

increase in hardware. For example, if R is the residue under BWA 2l2I2I, then the

residue under 21L221is simply ln + zr+2413.

For a d,irected elror pattern containing k 0's there are 2k corresponding output

patterns for which the error pattern is applicable. For each sffuctural class one can

determine the number of corresponding error events, and by multiplying this by SCDA,

determine the number of detectable error events. This procedure may be repeated for just

those stn¡ctural classes corresponding to unidirectional errors. For n=6, 67.7 percent of

all error events are detectable, but only 58.4 percent of unidirectional errors of size 2..6

are detectable. For n=8, 66.9 percent of all events and 62.4 percent of unidirectional

errors of size 2..8 arc detectable. As n increases, mod 3 checking is capable of detecting

2lz of all error events andzls of all unidirectional error events. Note that all unidirectional

¡¿-l bit elrors are detectable using mod 3, and unidirectional r¿ bit errors are not.

3.2.3 tranity Chectr< Scherne

The fault simulation described in section 3.2.2.1 is repeated here to demonstrate the

effectiveness measures on simple parity. The measures obtained are shown in Tabte 3.10.

The simulation is based on Method 2, where check bits are computed in a separate PLA

which is assumed fault-free.

The parity scheme results of Table 3.10 can be compared to those obtained for mod 3

checking. Although the mod 3 scheme (Table 3.6) does have better scores for all

measures, as is expected, the results for simple parity are surprisingly similar in many

instances. For example, the results for "z4" are nearly identical for the two schemes. The

"alu1" circuit measures are representative of several PLA's for which mod 3 is definitely

superior, but not by very much. Although it may be unfair to make the comparison, it is

interesting to note that parity is as effective for "rd53" as mod 3 is for "wim".
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Alternative\y, "f2" is an example of a substantial difference in effectiveness. The

measures in Table 3.10 exhibit greater variability than does Table 3.6.

PLA mpn .1 .l ,1 ,lQr Vz Q¡ Q¿ EDA TF Pr, (F) Pru (f) EEDA

5xp1
alul
allZ
apla
bisi
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dc1

dc2
dist
dk17
dk27
eg
n
f51m
fsml
fsm2¿

cary
misexl
rd53
rout€r
sao2

traffic
wim
z4

7 & 10

12 t9 8

10688
10 25 t2
4 5 3

4 53
4104
4 63
5 2228
4 97
8397
8120 5

l0 18 1l
9109
3 6 5

484
I76 8

10156
6186

15 t07 11

8127
5 3t3

11 22 12

10584
5 97
4 97
7594

6.8 57.9
11.8 78.0
6.9 59.0
6.3 48.7

8.2 68.7

5.9 37.2
5.3 49.1

1.2 62.1
2.r 69.2
3.5 58.2
5.2 57.t
2.8 66.5
6.8 46.t
7.8 59.6

5.7 61.8
2.4 63.5

7.3 jt.t
7.6 59.0
5.9 66.4
3.8 48.9
4.9 6t.7
2.1 79.6
5.0 52.r
5.0 57.5

7.t 6t.2
5.1 50.1

s.8 80.3

8.0 21.3
0.0 10.1

0.9 33.2
r2.8 32.2
4.4 18.8

18.6 38.3
19.5 25.6
17.0 t3.7
15.5 t3.3
8.9 29.4
8.9 28.8

5.0 25.7
11.0 36.t
5.0 21.6

12.3 20.3
27.7 6.3

0.0 2r.6
13.0 20.4
4.8 22.9

9.4 37.9
r0.2 23.2
5.5 r2.8

18.5 U.4
8.3 29.2

13.0 18.7

4.7 38.9
0.0 r3.9

76.r
94.8
89.7
87.8
89.4
69.5

79.2
85.9
90.5
83.2
86.2
88.4
89.2
86.5
78.8
80.1

80.5
93.7
90.4
90.5
91.5
90.2
89.3
90.3
84.6
86.9
93.3

t4.4 4.4F4 2.28-4 60.5

t6.3 4284 4.38-5 51.4

11.6 4.3F4 7.38-5 55.5

10.6 1.3F4 6.1E-5 60.1

20.0 r.4E4 1.8 E-5 60.6
16.5 1.0 E4 7.28-5 61.5

17.8 t.7 E4 7.rE-5 63.6

t7.0 1.1 E4 3.0 E-5 62.9
2r.5 5.1F4 1.1E-4 70.2
20.r r.9F4 5.7 E-5 70.6
11.3 2.4F,4 7.0 E-5 60.0
tt.2 3.8 E4 6.i E-5 5r.2
t2.3 2.3F4 5.5 E-5 6r.3
18.5 2.9F.4 7.28-5 69.8

25.3 2.0F4 8.1E-5 68.9
15.5 L284 5.4 E-5 65.2

r3.3 4.984 t.6E-4 62.5

9.2 r.5F.4 1.5 E-5 63.0
15.3 2.6F4 3.8 E-5 62.t
7.8 3.0 E4 6.3 E-5 54.0

13.5 1.8 E4 3.0 E-5 68.4

14.1 2.6F,4 4.38-5 80.0
10.9 r.484 5.5 E-5 62.r
5.5 8.5 E-5 2.28-5 59.4

20.r 2.6F4 6.3 E-5 54.7

26.t 3.3F4 6.0 E-5 69.t
13.5 4.1F.4 2.38-5 56.0

T'ahle 3.f.0 Simulation results: simple pafity check scheme, Method 2.

Table 3.i1 shows the averages for several of the measures. The rightmost column

indicates how much more likely it is that an error be detected than for an undetected error

to occur. The measure which makes the greatest distinction between the two checking

strategies is EEDA.
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SÉrategy
.1

q3 EDA fIF EEDA Prr(f) lPru G)

mod 3

parity
2.6 94.4 16.7 Bt.1 10.1

9.7 86.5 t5.2 62.6 4.1

T'able 3"n1 Averages of measures from Tables 3.6 and 3.10'

33 MM{TM^AT. COÐEWOR.Ð SNZE

Consider the on-line checking architecture depicted in Figure 3.10, where the primary

inputs are fed into a check-bit predictor circuit P, and the actual check-bits are computed

from the CUC outputs by circuit Q, and the two sets of check-bits are compared by

checker CT. this alrangement colresponds to Method 2 of section 3.2.2.

Figune 3.18 Architecture for on-line checking.

The set of error events obtained for a PLA (or any combinational circuit) defines a

symmetric relation, -', which identifies pairs of output patterns which should not be

associated with identical check-bit patterns. The complement of -', relation -, is a

symmetric relation identifying pairs of output patterns which may be associated with

identical check-bit patterns. Relation - is in fact a compatibility relation. The number of

subsets in a minimal grouping, obtained from maximal compatibies of -, represents the

minimal number of distinct check-bit patterns required to ensure detectability of all error

T In general check-bit pairs need only be consistent, not necessarily equal. For example the

concatenated check-bits from P and p eould be defined to form a two-rail or m-out-of-¿ code

which is checked by C. Relation -'would have ûo be considered in the subsequent analysis.

Error
lndicator
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events considered. Thus the minimal number of check bits required may be determined.

Fault enumeration is required to obtain the error events. Constructing - is

straightforward, there are well-known algorithms for finding maximal compatiblesT, and

finding a minimal grouping is the same as finding a minimal cover. Assignment of

check-bit patterns to oulput patterns is not considered here.

Let Z denote the set of output patte¡ns normally produced by the CUC, and, bt I
denote the set of erroneous ouçut patterns contained in the error events determined for

the CUC. The pattern t î=l-Z represents those error patterns which may arise due to a

fault but which are not normally produced by the CUC. Function Q may map all output

patterns fro^ î onto a single check-bit pattern which is distinct from all check-bit

patterns associated with members of Z. Thus a near-optimal 0 may be obtained by

solving the problem on the reduced compatibility relation based on only those error

events which produce erroneous outputs which are contained in Z, and then, if
necessary, adding one more check-bit pattern to handle the rest. The solution found in

this way is at most only I larger than the optimal, and this is significant only if the

optimal solution size is Zk-l check-bit patterns which may be realized, using ft check

bits. Adding one check-bit pattern would then require an additional check bit.

As an example of this procedure, consider the PLA of Figure 1.2. For this PLA,

Z={0,3,5,6,7}, and î=ú,2,4}. The procedure described in section3.l.2.3 was used

to find the set of error events for all Class I, II and III faults; these are shown in Figure

3.1la. The compatibility relation is shown in Figure 3.11b, and the maximal compatibles

in Figure 3.11c. Three of the maximal compatibles fo¡m a minimal grouping of Z (in

this case, itis also a partition): {0}, {3, 5, 6} and {1, 2, 4, 7}. Three distinct check bit

patterns must be defined, and at least 2 check bits are required. The procedure based on

the reduced compatibility relation, corresponding to the upper left submatrix of Figure

3.11b, for this example, produces an identical solution.

T The method we use is an implementation of Prather's algorithm prat67, p. 341 enhanced with a

data structuring æchnique which improves computational efficiency.
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0033
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a) error events

{0}
[3,4]
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{1,6}
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03567124

66
41

10000 000
01000 001
01110 000
00010100
00100 010
00001111

b) compatibitity relation - c) maximal compatibles of -

Figure 3.ll Example determination of lower bound on number of check bits.

3.4 SIJMMAR.V

This chapter presented an analysis of PLA faults, and showed how they may be

classified into four classes which allows considerable savings when performing error

analysis or fault simulation. The important concept of covered faults, within the context

of on-line checking, was introduced. It was shown to be sufficient to only consider single

stuck-at faults and product line break faults to obtain an enumeration of all error events

produced by all faults from the model. An algorithm was presented which plays a central

role in the enumeration process. A simplified error model was shown to exist for

nonconcufrent PLA's.

Several quantitative measures used to evaluate the effectiveness of on-line checking

strategies were reviewed and expressed within a unified framework. New variations of

such measures, (Þ1 and, EEDA, were introduced, and were shown to provide useful new

criteria for the evaluation of partially self-checking strategies. The measures were applied

against two forrrrs of a scheme based orr a rrrod 3 residue code, and a simple parity check

03567 124
000
001
010
100
111

0
J

5

6
7

I
2
4

10000
01110
011r0
01110
00001
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strategy. The mod 3 schemes yield effectiveness measures which are slightly better than

those for the parity scheme.

A detailed analysis of mod 3 checking was presented. It was shown that error

detection depends significantly on the way bit weights are assigned to output iines. A

canonical form for error patterns was introduced, and a mod 3 specific effectiveness

measure (CEDA) was suggested. It was argued that the mod 3 checking scheme

performs rather poorly relative to this new measure.

Finally, a procedure for determining the minimal number of check bit patterns (and

check bits) required to detect all errors due to modelled faults, was described.
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Chapten 4

CF{ECK{NG NONC ONC UR,R.ENT PI-,&'S {JSNNG STMFT-E PAR.TT'V

This chapter shows how to augment a PLA in such away that a simple parity check

on its outputs is capable of detecting all error events due to single Class I faults, except

fault type I.8, as defrned in section 3.1.2. Due to Theorem 3.1 and the definition of fault

equivalence, all errors resulting from single Class II or III faults will also be detected.

Section 4.1 assumes that the PLA is nonconcurrent, and section 4.2 discusses methods for

transforming a noñnal PLA into a nonconcurrent form. Portions of this chapter have

appeared as [Marc88] and [Marc89a].

4"X. PR.OPOSET} ST'R.ATEGY

It was shown in Theorem 3.2 that, for nonconcurrent PLA's, error events due to Class

I faults, except for fault type I.8, may be charactenzed as producing: an all 0 output, a

single bit error, or an error of type (. If it is arranged that each output pattern has odd

weight, then a simple odd parity checker is capable of detecting both an all 0 output and

single bit errorsT. It will be shown that parity can also detect errors of type f . Errors due

to fault type L8 are considered separately.

4.tr.f, Ðescription

The general strategy is to define extra check bit ouçuts for the nonconcurrent PLA in

a way that permits a simple parity check to detect the target errors. The original ouçut

patterns of the PLA might not have odd weight. Thus a parity check bit will usually be

required to ensure that all output patterns have odd weight. Since the PLA is

T Odd parity is assumed throughout this chapter. The method can be adapted Ío use even parity, but
the all 0 output pattern must be neated as a noncodeword.
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nonconcuffent, check bits may be appended to the output patterns without the need to

redo minimization, because each product teÍn specifies an ouq)ut pattern exactly.

4.l.l.l Fault T)¡Be r.8

Fault type L8 is def,rned as a product line break (located in the OR-plane). Output bits

ro the right of the break (from the perspective of Figure 1.2) appear stuck-at-O whenever

that product line is selected. It is sufficient to detect the disappearance of just the

rightmost non-zero output. One method might be to append a constant 1 output to all

product lines, however that line stuck-at-1 is an undetectable fault which would mask

detection of errors due to product line breaks. The proposed method is to define two

check bit output lines in the rightmost positions, and program these lines as a 1-out-of-2

code, making sure that both codewords get used. These two lines may either be used as a

1-out-of-2 error indicator, or be combined with other indicators to form a two-rail code.

To help reduce overhead, these two check bits could be defined as the parity check bit and

its complement. The parity checker need not include the second of these check bits, as it

is checked elsewhere anyway. Generally, any PLA output and its complement, in the

rightmost positions, may form the l-out-of-Z code used to detect elrors due to fault type

I.8. Thus no more than a single check bit is required, independent of the checking strategy

used for the remaining faults. From Corollary 3.1, detection of elrors due to fault type L8

ensures that an erroneous all 0 ouçut will also be detected. Hence either odd or even

parity may be used to detect the single bit errors and those of type (.

The l-out-of-2 code also detects some errors of type (. If the codewords 01 and i0

are assigned to output patterns felicitously (using two check bits), then the remaining

errors of type € -uy become signifîcantly easier to detect. This consideration is deferred

until section 4.1.6.
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4.1.1.2 Errors of Type Ç

As stated in Definition 3.5, an error of type ( is said to occur if the erroneous output

pattern is the bitwise OR of some two codewords. Codewords in this strategy are defined

to have odd weight. Therefore an error of type Ç is detectable if the erroneous output

pattern, 7, has even weight. Alternatively Lemma 4.1 specifies an even weight

íntersection críteríon, i.e. the condition the set of codewords must meet in order for aii

errors of type ( to be detectable.

l,ernma 4.tr In order for a simple odd parity check to detect all type f errors in a

nonconcurrent PLA, the intersection of any two codewords must have even weight.

Fnoof: Consider two codewords, Zí and Zi: each has odd weight. The effor pattern

Z=Zi u ì 
"un 

be express ed. asZ = 2t u t u 2j where 2i,l and.2j *"pairwise disjoint

andl= zi nzj,2i =zi -1and 2j =zj -1. 2'ç) r"pr"rents the l bits which are in

7í0) 6u¡ not in 7io. 7i = 2' ,1 and Zj = îj v I. If the weight of 1 is odd then the

weights of 2i and2i must both be even and thus the weight of Z wlllbe odd and the error

will go undetected. If the weight of 1 is even then the weights of both 2i and.Zr must be

odd and the weight of 7 will therefore be even. t

I-emma 4.2 Any set of odd weight codewords satisfying the even weight intersection

criterion of Lemma 4.1 is unordered.

Froof: Since the intersection of any two codewords has even weight, and since all

codewords have odd weight, each codeword has 1's in an odd number of positions where

the other codeword has 0's, hence each pair of codewords is unordered. E

One method of defining check bits to meet the even weight intersection criterion is

described in the next section. In practice, however, this criterion is incompatible with

having odd weight codewords. If the parity check bit is defined before the intersection
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criterion is met, then the check bits added must have even weight. If the parity bit is

determined after ensuring even weight intersections, then codewords with a "l" parity bit

would then have odd weight intersections. The problem is resolved by using several

parity check "pseudo-outputs" instead of a single explicit parity check output line. If a

product term has an even weight output part, then a new "pseudo-output" line is

introduced and that product term is defined to be the sole term assefiing that "pseudo-

output." The codeword now has odd weight and the even weight intersection criterion is

not affected as the new oufput is not asserted by any other product terrn. If there are å

such product lines, then it appears that a codeword has fr additional "pseudo-ouçut" bits.

Rather than realizing a "pseudo-output" as an actual PLA output, the product term line

itself may be used as an input to the parity checker. The PLA is nonconcurrent so at most

one of the fr "pseudo-outputs" is normally a 1. If a fault causes an even number of

"pseudo-ouþuts", each associated with the same normal output pattern, to be erroneously

selected together, then this fault is detectable. (If limited concurrency is allowed, as

defined in section 4.2.1, then actual parity check output lines would have to be created,

but product terms with identical output parts could share a common check bit line.)

4.X..2 Method to Ensune Ðven Weight l¡rtersection

This section describes a method for augmenting a set of binary vectors with check bits

to produce codewords such that the intersection of any two different codewords has even

weight. Let (Dl, D2, ..., Dp) denote the output patterns associated with the p product

lines of a nonconcurrent PLA before augmentation. Let Z, = {Zr,22, ..., ZNI denote

the set of N distinct output patterns produced by a PLA. When a new check bit is

introduced, only those codewords which are 1 in the new position have the parity of their

intersections with each other changed. The odd weight property for codewords is not

addrcssed until after the even weight intersection criterion is met.
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If muttiple product terrns produce the same oulput pattern, then they may all be

augmented with the same check bit values. The correct output is produced even in the

presence of a fault which causes two or more of such product terms to be selected

together. Furthermore, such faults do not enable a second fault to produce undetectable

errors. Suppose fault f1 causes product term line p¡ to be erroneously selected along

with p¡, for some input values, and Di = d. The fault is clearly undetectable, but

neither does it allow undetectable errors to result from some other fault f 2. Thete are two

cases relatedto f z. In the firstp¡ is not supposed to be selected. If it is not selected then

f1 has no effect on rhe detectability of f 2. If, due to f z,p¡ is selected (with or without

p;) resulting in an error of type E involving p¡, then the error will be detected- In the

second casep¡ is supposed to be selected. If p¡ is selected (but not P¡), or if p¿ is not

selected, then f1 has no effect on the detectability of f 2. If both p¡ and pj are always

selected whenever.f2 manifests itself, and if an error of type ( occurs involving p¡, or if

onebit of p¡changesfrom0to l,thenitwillbedetected. If /2causesoneormorebits

of p; to change from 1 to 0, then f 1 will mask this, but the colrect codeword will still be

oulput. Under these conditions, f1 is capable of masking a sequence of faults each which

change bits of p¡ or pj from 1 to 0. If bits only change one at a time, then either the

co1¡ect codeword continues to be output or the fault is detectable, but if all or multiple

rightmost bits change to 0 at once due to a single fault, then an error which is

undetectable by simple parity may occur. At least 4 faults, including f1, must occur for

this to happen.

The problem is to augment Z such that the intersection of any two elements has even

weight. It may be restated in terms of a conflict graph which is an undirected graph with

ly' vertices, vertex V; corresponding to Zi. Vertices V¡ and V ¡, are adiacent (i.e. they

are joined by an edge) if, and only if, Zi and, Zk have an odd parity intersection, i.e. that

pair of output patterns conflicts with the testing goal of having even parity intersections.

The operation of adding a new check bit output to the PLA corresponds to performing an
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edgewise exclusive-OR (local complement) on the conflict graph with the clique on all

vertices which have a 1 value for the new check bit. A clique is defined as a complete

subgraph, i.e. a subset of vertices which are all adjacent to each other, and all other

vertices are isolated. The restated goal is to reduce the conflict graph to a set of isolated

vertices. The solution is thus an edgewise exclusive-OR sum of cliques decomposition of

the original conflict graph. Each clique in the decomposition corresponds to a check bit,

and the vertices within that clique identify the product terrns which output a 1 for that

check bit.

Algorithm 4.1 is one solution to the graph decomposition problem which is easily

obtained. Consider the graph represented as G=(V, E), where V is the set of vertices

and E the set of edges. Let K(V¡) denote the clique formed from vertex V¿ and all

vertices adjacent to it.

,4,Xgorithrn EÐG(G)

's <- {}

" repeat until. E = Ø

¡ ' select a V¿ with degree > 0

| "S<-SuK(V¡)
L . G <- G @ K(Vi)

'return S

.Algonithrn 4.1 Edgewise @ decompose conflict graph.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

The effect of line 5 of Algorithm 4.1 is to isolate the selected vertex. At least one

vertex is isolated each iteration. A graph with N vertices will be decomposed in at most

l/-1 steps. However, an n step decomposition is trivially obtained by duplicating the n-

bit patterns in.ð to form check bits. If the intersection of two patterns has weight I

before duplication, then it will have weight2t, which is always even, after duplication.
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The number of steps required (PLA check bit outputs) is sensitive to the order in

which vertices are selected by Algorithm 4.1. A minimal solution is desirable. Figure 4.1

illustrates the decomposition of a 5-vertex, 6-edge conflict graph, using four iterations of

the loop in Algorithm4.I to produce a four clique solution. For this example, step 3 of

the algorithm selects a vertex with maximal degree. This solution is not minimal.

- 
edges incident to V¡

- 
edges introduced by I{(V¡)

FÍgune 4.1 Example of Algorithm 4.1.

A minimal solution requiring 3 cliques, found using Algorithm 4.1 with an improved

vertex selection heuristic described shortly, is ({1, 2,3,4J, {2,3,5}, {4,5}), where the

sequence of vertex sets represents the cliques K(V), and isolated vertices are

underscored. Figure 4.2a shows another decomposition of the example graph from Figure

4.1, demonstrating that it is possible to have a decomposition where no single component

clique isolates any vertices; hence it is impossible for Algorithm 4.1 to arrive at this

decomposition. For this graph, both solutions are the same size, but for the graph shown

iteration
line (3) (4) t5)

(,V¡ K(v¡) lElG

1 ':w; V 4'Å/1\-*-Þ

z 45 4
@Þ f2I"ff

d

J 4 
"Å "fi

@@ tr
I
1øé

6

4
ôo2l
"l "I

EO

0
@o

@
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in Figure 4.2b, no vertex selection sequence results in the optimal solution. The best

solutionbyAtgorithm4.l is({4,5}, {1,6,7,8J,{2,3,6,7,8}, 12,3}), while a minimal

solution is ({1, 2,3, 4, 5, 6,7,8}, {1, 2,3, 4, 5), {4,5, 6, 7, 8}).

./' '\ /' '\-

= ix'j @ i\ ") @ i" il,1\ì

"_...?-....-.t 
\-- Þ -,' t--.........--

alternative decomposition to Figure 4.1

r23K
876
b) another

4

r

I
5

graph

4.r.Figure 4.2 Conflict graphs with decompositions un Algorithm

Algorithm 4.2 is a heuristic algorithm for selecting a vertex for isolation in line 3 of

Algorithm 4.1. Let G¡Ç@K(V), where G¡=(V,.8;), denotes the conflict graph

(with edge set E,) produced by edge-wise exclusive OR'ing G with f{U) to isolate

Vi. Let G denote the graph complement of G (i.e. õ has the same vertex set as G,

and a pair of vertices in G are joined by an edge if, and only if, there is no edge between

the same vertices in G).

attainable by

' if : yr such that G¡ has k¡ > | more isolated vertices than G then

' from these select the V¡ with maximum k¡

'break ties by selecting the V¡ with minimum lE¡ I

' break ties by selecting the V¡ with smallest value of i

" else ¡f : yr with degree > 1 such that l{(V ¡) is a subgraph of G then

" from these select the V¡ with largest degree

. break ties by selecting theV¡with smallest value of I

' else íf f yr such that I E,l * I .Ð I and G¡ +õttren

'from these select the V¿ with maximum lE¡ I

. break ties by selecting theV¡ with smallest degree

' break ties by selecting theV¡ with smallest value of I

' else select theV¡ with smallest value of i

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

(11)

(r2)

,Algorithm 4.2 Heuristic to "select aV¡with degree > 0" for Algorithm 4.7.
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Atgorithm 4.2 attempts to isolate multiple vertices each iteration of Algorithm 4.1.

Failing that, it tries to keep the edge count high since a subgraph which is almost a clique

may tend to allow the isolation of multiple vertices in a subsequent iteration.

Figune 4.3 Conflict graph, G, for "fsm2b".

As an example of the operation of Algorithm 4.2, consider the conflict graph shown in

Figure 4.3. There is no vertex which, if selected, would isolate additional vertices, i.¿.

k¡=1 for all i. However, there are three vertices (1, 3 and 9) for which K(V¡) is a

subgraph of G (line 5 of Algorlthm 4.2), and since vertex 3 has largest degree, it is

selected. G3 is shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Conflict graph G3.

For G3, there are three vertices (1, 5 and 7) for each of which K(V¡) isolates two

vertices. (When a clique isolates two or more vertices, any of these isolated vertices may

be used to generate the clique. We shall use the isolated vertex with smallest vertex

number.) SincelEil=7,9,6fori=l,5,T,respectively,vertexTischosen,according

to line 3 of Algorithm4.2. Figure 4.5 shows G7.
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Figune 4.5 Conflict graph G7.

For this example, four more iterations are required to decompose the original graph.

The complete sequence of cliques ultimately obtained is:

{3,4,6,8} - line 6 of Algorithm4.2,

{7, 8, 9, i0} - line 3,

{7,2, 4} - line 3,

{5,6} -IineZ,
Í2, 10] - line 11,

[9, 10] - line 2.

4"n.3 Exampte

This section demonstrates the application of the testing strategy on the small example

PLA of Figure 1.2. Figure 4.6a shows the PLA specification afrer minimization by the

program McBooLE [Dage86]. Figure 4.6b shows this specification as converted to a

nonconcurrent forrn by Algorithm 4.4 (c/. section 4.2.2). Product tenns have aiso been

rearranged so that those which produce the same output pattern are grouped together and

labelled with a unique conflict graph vertex number (circled). Figure 4.6c shows the

conflict graph. Clearly a single check bit output which is 1 for all producr rerms

associated with vertices O, @ or@ will satisfy the testing criteria. Only the two product

terrns associated with vertex @ need to be extended to ensure odd parity of all output

patterns. Insteaci of actually adding a parity check output column, the two product lines
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themselves are fed directly into the parity checker, thus the augmented PLA requires two

instead of three extra ouqputs. A checker verifies that the parity is odd and that the final

two oulput bits are in a l-out-of-2 code (which detects fault type r.8, t.e. broken product

term lines). Figure 4.6d shows the final PLA.

x01x 110

0l_xl_ t_ t_ 0

11x1 t_ 0 t_

r_ 0 0x 101

x1t_x 011

a) Original specification

xolx 110 O
0t-01- 110 0
i-r-01 r-or- @

loox r-01 ø
x11o 011 @

x111 1i-r- @

ooox ooo O
xr-oo ooo @

b) Nonconcurrent

ø
,/-\

^,/ \ ^
c) Conflict graph

d) Final PLA

F'igune 4.6 Example PLA made on-line testable.

@@

O
O
Ø
Ø
@
@
o
@

1-out-of-2
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4"1"4 Experimlenta[ R.es¡.tlts

Both the heuristic of Algorithm 4.2 and exhaustive methods for selection of vertex

V ¡, in step 3 of Algorith m 4.1 , have been applied to some small PLA' s. There are too

many possible vertex selection sequences in a complete exhaustive search, so this study

performs 2000 trials on each PLA. The best solution size found actually occurred for a

large proportion of these sequences, and this suggests that a heuristic should stand a fair

chance at finding a good solution, and that it may be a minimal solution. Table 4.1

presents the results of this investigation, showing the solution size for conflict graph

decomposition resulting from the use of the heuristic of Algorithm 4.2 and

minimum/maximum solution sizes obtained when performing 2000 trials from the set of

all vertex selection sequences. Normally l\ll =N in Table 4.1, except that any vertices

which are initially isolated are excluded.

The results in Table 4.1 indicate that the number of check bits required tends to be

almost the same as r¿, the number of outputs of the original PLA. Doubling the number

of PLA outputs is still less expensive than duplicating the entire PLA. The example of

the previous section, and the "router" PLA in Table 4.1, however, require considerably

fewer check bits. This suggests that certain PLA's (i.e. those where N is much smaller

than2") may be better suited to this type of checking. Previously, it was shown that no

more than n check bits are ever required (i.e. simply duplicate the outputs). Although

the vertices selected by Algorithm{.Z may exceed this bound (eg. "ahtl"), Algorithm 4.I

(for some selection sequence) seems to always be able to find a solution with n or fewer

check bits. The table also shows that some vertex selection sequences can result in large

number of cliques in the graph decomposition (approaching the N-1 bound) thus

showing that Algorithm 4.1 is quite sensitive to vertex selection order. The heuristic of

Algorithm  .Zpertorms quite well.
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PLA mnlV tvt tEt ls lÆs 4.2 lS 12000 rri.t,

all{
aIl5
aI16

aJlT

allS
alul
a\fl
apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dcl
dcL
dist
dk17
dk27
eg

n
fsml
fsm2a
fsm2b
fsm2c
gary
misexl
misex2
rd53
fouter
sao2

raffic
Yg2

wim
z4

4415
553r
6663
71127
8 8255

12880
10867
10 12 37

435
434
448
435
52822
4710
879r
852r

10 il 24

9938
356
4410

10613
6614
5711
8724

15 11 69
8710

25 18 34

535
l1 12 15

1049
578

25823
4111
7415

15 56
3t 240
63 992
r21 4032
255 16256
80 16m
6'7 rr20
37 285
55
JJ
814
56

22 122

10 22
91 20&
21 106

24 90
38 299
55

10 24
13 38

13 36
10 16

24 r3l
69 1087

10 23

28 110

55
15 47
917
812

23 t27
11 ',26

15 56

4
5

6
7

I
i0
t2
t2
J
I
6
4

20
'7

5

10

10

J

4
6
5

6
I

t4
7

t4
J

7

4

6
8

9
4

4-14
5 -296-s9
7 -t228 -2488-&
8-60

t2 -353-3
1-1
4-6
3-4

t8 -2r6-9
7 -835-18

t0 -229-30
3-4
4-9
6-t2
5 - 11

6-9
7 -2rLt -466-9

t2 -253-4
7 -144-8
6-7
8 -227-10
4-14

T'able 4"1 Conflict graph decomposition for some PLA's.

4.n.5 A,natysis

It is desirable to have analyticalty derived results on the number of check bits

required. The check bit assignment problem can be expressed as a set of equations,

however since these are quadratic, no general analytical method exists to solve them.

However, for the case where l,{ = 2" some anaiytical results may be obtainecl.
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4.1.51 N =2n Case

First observe that if n check bits which simply duplicate the n original outputs are

defined, then the intersection between any two such codewords will have even weight.

Therefore ¡z is an upper bound on the minimal solution size. Ignore for the moment the

fact that all codewords have even weight. It will be shown that n is also a lower bound.

Each check bit may be considered a function of the n original outputs. Let Ai = al,
ii

a'2, ..., ajrepresenr.rhe n check bits associated with output pattern Zt = zi, tä, ..., ttn.

Two codewords, (Zi,At¡ and (Zi,,q\ satisfy the even weight intersection criterion if

equation 4.1 is satisfied (all operations done in GF(z)).

X
k=1

ldn@ o',pL = o

X.ernrna 4.3 WithN =2', n > 2, andfor all i+jthere exists aZt,i+l andT+/, such

that (zi.zt) * çzi.zt¡.

Froof: For the case where Zi *V,define ZI according to equation 4.3:

Expressed in terms of inner products this becomes equation 4.2:

-i _ -iLk - ¿k

t'¡ + tto, ti = tiv h<k

zþ+ zro,= h<k , tir* tt

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

lzi,
,'o =lt,

lo'

The first case ensures that Zi * Zl and Zj * ZI whlle the last two cases ensure that

(zt.zt)+çzi.zt¡. Forthecasewhere Zí =V,assume,withoutlossof generality,that

wtçZi¡>wtlZi) and that tl= t. Define ZI tobe all 0's except for zto= 1. (Note that for

n = 2, the situatio n Zi =01 and Zj = I0 would result in Zt = Zi .) tr
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l-exmma 4.4 For N =2' all At ne distinct.

Froof: From Lemma 4.3, for all í*j there exists a codeword. (ZI,

such that (zt-z') * (zi-zt). From equation 4.2 we have çAi.At¡

follows that Ai * N.

At¡, i+l and, j+1,

* (N,q\ and it

It can be shown, for n>2, thatAi = Zi for Zi = I or 1, and thatlwtØi A,t)|, = 0.

T'treone¡m 4.tr For l/ = 2n, atleast n check bits are required to ensure the even weight

intersection criterion.

Fnoof: From Lemma 4.4, N = 2n distinct check symbols are required thus at least r¿

check bits are necessary to produce the 2" distinct symbols. tr

As stated above, the ¿ check bits may simply be defined by duplicating the original

outputs. Other check bit assignments exist. Check bit vectors may be determined by

multiptying output bit vectors by certain nxn panty check marrices, i.e. Ai = Zi . tI n.

Clearly the identity matrix, In, and any row/column permutation of it, may be used. It is

conjectured that only roflcolumn permutations of those matrices generated from the

recursive definition given by equation 4.4 produce acceptable check bit assignments.

n<2

Elr= h) 2,n is odd (4.4)

þXn2

ln,

(l0 'l
[, 

F{¿-1 
)

(t 0 0 0\ (0 I 1

l: å 
o ' 1". ll ? '

l:i vv I l::t;; ^"' I [],lr_
n)2, z is even
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Solutions (to the check bit assignment problem) which are derived from matrices of

this form have been observed for n=2..6. All solutions for n=2,3 have been derived and

they take on the above form, except for an additional solution for n=2. For n=2, the

check bit assignment of form: otr= ,'rø zlrand oL= rtru ztralso satisfies the even weight

intersection criterion.

The fact that for N = 2' there are multiple solutions to the check bit assignment

problem is overshadowed by the result that all such solutions require n check bits. This

analysis provides no significant insight into the form or size of solutions for problems

where N < t. It would be nice to be able a) to determine minimal solutions for given

PLA's, and b) to determine maximal sized sets of n-bit conflict-free patterns (so that they

may be used for state assignment), which is a problem in the realm of mathematical

coding theory.

4.L.5.2 Multiple Fault Coverage

Although the fault model adopted in this dissertation resfficts itself to single faults, it

is interesting to consider the effectiveness of the checking scheme in the presence of

multiple faults. The simple parity check scheme is well known as being able to detect

odd weight error patterns. Line breaks in multiple product term lines are independent of

each other. Faults which cause up to k product termsT to be selected are of interest here.

If k=2 then an error of type E arises. For k>2, in order to detect effors resulting from r

product terrns being selected, 2<t3k, it is necessary that the weight of the intersection of

any r codewords be congruent to t modulo 2. Such criteria are difficult to satisfy. For

the case where check bits simply duplicate the normal outputs, it is obvious that the

weight of the intersection of r codewords is always even. Thus such a scheme is capable

of detecting this type of multiple fault only for those cases where / is even.

t Specifically ft product terms associated with distinct output patterns.
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4"n"6 ,A Variaúiom

It was shown in section 4.7.I.1 that all errors due to single faults of type L8 can be

detected if the two rightmost PLA outputs are encoded as a l-out-of-2 code. Erro¡s of

rype q which happen to be detectable by this code, and which correspond to conflict graph

edges, may be treated as "don't cate" edges during conflict graph decomposition. A

smaller sized decomposition may result. As discussed in section 4.1.1.1, any PLA output

and a single extra output line, defined to be its complement, could be used to form this 1-

out-of-2 code. However, if two new output lines for the l-out-of-2 code bits are used,

then it may be possible to find some particular assignment (of the patterns 01 and 10 to

codewords) which results in an even better conflict graph decomposition.

Consider a conflict graph vertex set y partitioned as disjoint sets Vs1 and I/16 based

on which 1-out-of-2 check bit pattern is assigned to each vertex's corresponding

codeword. Any error of type ( involving one codeword from Vs1 and one from V1s,

will result in a noncodeword value (í.e. 11) on the l-out-of-2 check outputs. The set of

conflict graph edges between Vsi and Vro,Ê,represents errors that are detectable by the

l-out-of-2 encoded check bits, and these edges may be ignored by Algorithm 4.1 (EÐG).

Rather than redesigning ÐDG to account for "don't care" edges, consider two

different ways of applying ÐDG to this type of conflict graph decomposition problem.

One is to slightly modify ÐDG so that edges Ê *"removed from G before each iteration

(i.e. between lines 1 and 2, and after line 5). It is clear from Figure 4.7 that the heuristic

Algorithm 4.2,which is unable to select cliques which span both subglaphs, cannot find

the minimal solution. The white vertices represent V61 and the black ones Vi6.

o--------oì lo o'ì
:^i iitPi i

@ @.; ì @-------@ rj

a) normai 2 clique decomposition b) single clique solution

Figure 4.7 Simple example of partitioned conflict graph decomposition.
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Another approach is to use EÐG to solve the conflict graph decomposition problem

separately on the two subgraphs based on T/61 and Y/16, i.e.G o1=(Vs1,ð61) and

Gn=(Vrc,F'19), respectively. Eor(ro) consists of those edges from E which have both

endpoints in S/s1116¡. Note that Ê,F'0, and E1q form a partition of E. Check bits for

each of the subproblems can share PLA output lines; the number of check bits required is

the maximum of the number found for the two subproblems. This variation therefore

benefits both from dealing with smaller sized graphs and from check bit sharing. Figure

4.8 represents the partitioned graph for the "fsm2b" PLA. It is clear by inspectioî that 2

check bits are required (cf.6reported in Table 4.1).

Figure 4.8 Partitioned conflict graph for "fsm2b".

The problem of partitioning V into Vs1 and S/16 in an auspicious manner still needs

to be addressed. Ideally, when solving the two subgraph decomposition problems

separately, the partition should minimize expression 4.5:

reøx( IEDG(Gg1)|, lEÐG(Glo)l ) (4.s)

One potential partitioning criterion is to minimize the number of edges in Es1 and

Eys Q.e. maximize Él). fnis is similar to the SiMPLE MAX CUT problem which asks if

V can be partitioned such that there are at least K edges with one endpoint in $zs1 and

one in Y1s. This problem is known to be NP-complete fGare79, p. 2101. Meeting this

criterion, however, will not necessarily minimize expression 4.5. For example, the

partition shown in Figure 4.9 has fewer edges in E¡t and Ðte than that of Figure 4.8, but

one rnore check bit is required.
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Figure 4"9 Another partitioning of conflict graph for "fsm2b"

It is not clear how one should proceed to solve the partitioning problem. Several

small conflict graphs (including that of Figure 4.8) have been partitioned manually in

hope of gaining insight into an algorithmic procedure. The manual attempts at

partitioning tended to proceed as described by Algorithm 4.3.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

(1 1)

(t2)

(i3)

(14)

(15)

(i6)

(17)

Algorithm PG(G ):

" Vol e Vro <- {}

"î *V
"whileî*ø
a " T <- {a vertex with maximum degree from û}
| .o*01
I| 'while T *Ø
I

I f "Vo+VowTI I .û*û-rttI I " T <- {V¡eV : Vr'is adjacent to V¿ for V¿eT: }tt
-oc[,<-c[

'fon all V¡eV

¡ " change the partition V¡ is assigned to

| ' Ut the change results in a better solution
I

| " keep it
| '*h*
IL- 

'change V¡ back to its original par-tition

. return Vot,Vro

,A,lgonithrn 4.3 Partition conflict graph.
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The first part of Algorithm 4.3 (the nested while loops) straightforwardiy consffucts

an initial partition in a greedy fashion with respect to the size of Ê. Alternating between

yg1 and V1s, an! unassigned vertices adjacent to $/61116, are assigned to Vr616r,. In the

second part (the for loop), a pass ove¡ all vertices sees if the reassignment of any vertex

improves the partition.

Table 4.2 presents a comparison of the conflict gaph decomposition of Algorithm 4.2

with that obtained after partitioning. Bear in mind that the former requires one additional

check bit to form the 1-out-of-2 subcode, while the latter requires 2 check bits for the

same. These few results suggest that conflict graph partitioning is a worthwhile

endeavour to pursue, reducing check bits by almost one-half in some instances.

PLA ls lAls 4.2 lS lpartitioned

fsml
fsm2a
fsm2b
fsm2c
router
raffic

6
5

6
8

7

6

J
J

2
5
4
1

Tahle 4.2 Decomposition of some partitioned conflict graphs.

4.2 NONCOIVCURREþICY

The first step in making a PLA nonconcurrent is to represent it as a functional array,

i.e. partition the input space into N disjoint cube arraysl,C7,, such that F(x)Ji for

all minterms xeC¿, where Zie(", and,7"=(Zr,22, ..., ZN] denotes the N distinct

output patterns produced by the PLA. The problem naturally divides into N independent

subproblems, one for each C7. The C¡ anays can be treated as specifications for single

output combinational functions. The next step is to make each C7l-concurrent.

The result of these steps, strictly speaking, does not represent a nonconcurrent PLA,

t If a futh table is available, then the input space may be more easily partitioned into sets of minterms.
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since false minterms (corresponding to ourput pattern 0) are excluded, and therefore a

complete cover is not achieved. However, for on-line checking strategies, an ali 0

encoding is not allowed.

If the original PLA specification includes don't care outpurs, then these ourpurs musr

be assigned values before the set Z can be determined. The particular assignmenr

chosen affects the achievement of both nonconcumency and testability goals, but finding

an optimal assignment is an ill-defined, and therefore difficult, problem. For this

dissertation, such PLA's are fîrst minimized, thus rendering completely specified ouþuts.

a) example C7 b) minimal solurion

c) possible [wang79] solution d) worse [wang79] solution

Figure 4.10 Possible poor solutions resulting from rechnique of [Wang79].

The only published method for generating a nonconcurrent pLA specification is that

of Wang and Avizienis [Wang79] (cf. section 2.3.4.1). Their method involves the

introduction of extra outputs in conjunction with splitting cubes to reduce concurrency.

These extra outputs are not necessary to achieve nonconcurency. Their method to
eliminate concunency is as follows. suppose cubes c,ck.c7 and cjock=r, I*Ø.
Arbitrarily select minterm z" from 1. Arbitrarily select minterm rn* from
adi(m')aC7, where adi(c) represents the adjacency set of c, which is the set of
minterms adjacent to cube (or minterm) c. Minterms m, andrzx combine to form a 1-
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cube which becomes part of the solution. This procedure is repeated on C7# m, # m*

until all concurencies are eliminated. They suggest no sftategy which could be employed

to select m, and m* so as to achieve a smaller solution size. Furthermore the simple

example in Figure 4.10c demonstrates that their procedure can perform rather poorly for a

large class of situations, even if the "best" choices for m, and m* happen to be made.

Figure 4.10d shows what might happen if poor choices for m* occur, also.

4"2.1 n imited Concurrency

A set of cubes (product terms) is said to have límited concurrency if all pairs of cubes

with unequal output parts are disjoint (t.e. the cubes form a functional array).

Concurrency is limited to only product terms with identical output parrs. A minimal PLA

with limited concurrency may be obtained by using any minimization procedure (eg.

ESPRESSO) to minimize each of the N subproblems based on C7 as described above.

For some on-line checking strategies, the nonconcurrency requirement may be

acceptably relaxed to limited concuffency. For the simple parity strategy, where some

product tenns themselves are treated as pseudo-outputs to ensure odd weight codewords,

limited conculrency is applicable only to those Zi with odd weight. The effect of

multiple product terrns from C¡ being selected simultaneously, is similar to an error of

type € benveen identically encoded terrns, as described in section 4.1.2

4.2.2 Nftaking F[.A.'s L-Concunnent

Algorithm 4.4 may be used to translate a cubical PLA specification, .L, into an

equivalent functional array,f, while simultaneously ensuring that f i, i-"oncurrent.

Note that the algorithm is concerned with both the input and output parts of a product

term. No two cubes (i.e. their input parts) are allowed to intersect, and all minterms

belonging to a cube must assert the same output pattern (which is exactly the output part).

This algorithm does not attempt to find a minimal solution. Subsequent algorithms take
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this functional array and attempt to obtain minimal solutions for the N subproblems

defined at the beginning of section 4.2.

A product term in ð is denote d Li=(Ci, D t¡, where Ct represents the cube matched

by the AND-plane and binary vector Dt represents the outputs asserted by the product

term lineT. The main premise of the design of the algorithm is that a,sray I- contains the

product terms yet to be processed, and array Ð contains the l-concurrent terms

determined thus far. The algorithm is recursive, and is initially invoked NC(¿, Ø). The

result is a non-minimal l-concurrent amay; adjacent cubes with identical output parts

need to be identified so that they can be merged together to form larger cubes.

Algorithm NC(ð, ð ):
' for atrl ^L'e^L

- '?'<- lîk. î,, Cine 
k= 

Øl

'î, *î -r
'for alx î0. î,

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(1)

(8)

(e)

(10)

(11)

(t2)

(13)

(14)

(1s)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

^L- ø [. <-n- -L*
" I*Ci..e k

' if Dt = fik ,o (ci e e 
k 

and Di--ôk) then

. T<-Tv{(ôkW, ôk)l

'else
- 'if D'o ôo th*t

, T<-T u {(e 
k 
@t, ôo)} u çt, Diuôk¡

' else T<-T uÎ¿
. ¡<-11C'@ I,Di)l
' if î =Ø or t=Ø them

. T<-î, vTvt

" else T<-T u NC(r, f)

- 'î <-T vLi

' retunn I

,A,lgonithm 4.4 Make PLA i-concurrent.

f Note that covering relation, =, is dehned differently for cubes and binary vectors (cl section 1.2).
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The basic idea of Algorithm 4.4 is to take one terrn at a time from ð and incorporate

it into ff. Term ¿t from l, is processed against each îk ," î,. One îk at a time is

removed fromî, and that part of Îk which is disjoint from Li is accumulated into ?'.

Once all of f nur been considered, T contains the cubes reflecting the complete

incorporation of ¿t into î, i.r. fl becomes î, to, then next L'. During this process all

or part of Lí may become absorbed by some ÎÈ.

For a given Li andÎe, Figu." 4.11 enumerates the intersection situations which may

arise. Line 2 of Algorithm 4.4 handles the simple case where the input parts of the two

cubes aredisjoint;îk i" simply added to f. The remaining cases are those where the

input parts of the two cubes have a non-null intersection.

W
ffi
W

Figure 4"tr X. Cube intersection situations for Algorithm 4.4.

Line 8 handies the situations where Dt couers ôe. In this case Li absorbs the

intersection,l,ofthe two cubes, and,îk reduced bylis added to ?'. This action is also

performedfor the situations where Di = ôk andCi is not covered by e n, because some

part of Lt would remain anyway. Li remains intact for the next iteration of the

algorithm. This latter case is illustrated inBigure 4.12.

Ci r¡e k

pi¡ôk

@w @ @ @ w
@w line 2

@
line 11

lin 8

lint T2

@
@

w

L'

îk
.^b

Lt n L''
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-+
¿¿=CX10X, mi)

= (xx01, 001)

FÍgure 4.î2 Example application of line 8 of Algorithm4.4.

Linel2handles the situations where Di = ôk and Ct is covered by e n. In this case

I,' is completely absorbed Ay îo (in line 13) which is added to fl. The case where ô&

covers Dt is also handled by line 12; îk is retained completely again, but this time when

l,' is reduced by 1it is not necessarily completely absorbed into Îe. This latter case is

shown in Figure 4.13.

¿,=(XIOX, ml)

=(lXXl,101)

Figure 4.n3 Example application of line 12 of Algorithm 4.4.

The case where Di andôk areunordered is dealt with in line 1 I. îk is split into two

parts, that which intersects with Lt and everything else. Both parts are added to T and

.Li is reduced by 1. See Figure 4.I4 foran example of this situation.
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¿i = (Xl0X,01l)
--)

¿-=(XXOI, ll0)

F igune 4.L4 Example application of rine 1 1 of Algorith m 4.4.

Whenever Zt is reduced by 1 in line 13 (for those situations that are indicated in
Figure 4.11 as being dealt with by line 11 or l2), the result of the sharp operation, t, may

in fact be an array of cubes instead of just a single cube (eg. see Figure 4.I3)- If this is

the case, then the algorithm is recursively applied on ¿uray r and whatever remains yet to

be processed in ,û, unless either t or î is null, then the recursion is bypassed. For

simplicity, the case where / is actually a single term is dealt with recursively, even

though Zt could be assigned the value of r and the algorithm allowed to continue.

4.2.2.1 Simple Merge procedure

Merging to obtain a minimal l-concurrent rcalization may be performed. One

simple-minded approach sorts cubes by size then, starting at the smallest size, finds

adjacent cubes and combines them to obtain a next size cube. A more sophisticated

merge algorithm would find all cubes which are adjacent to a given cube, and try to
decide which potential merger would be most beneficial. Note that Algorithm 4.4 could

be replaced by a simple sort/scan of a truth table. This scan would identify minterms

which produce a common output pattern. Merging to form larger cubes would still be

done but starting from minterms instead of d.isjoint cubes.

The method of [Vr'ang79] (section 4.2) woulci too benefir from merging adjacent
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cubes. However, even with merging, their algorithm may produce poor results. For the

two cases shown in Figure 4.10c and 4.10d, merging could reduce the solution size from

5 to 3, and from 6 to 5, respectively; the minimal solution requires 2 terms.

4.2.2.2 Single Output 1 -Concurrent Minimization

Algorithm 4.5 performs single output boolean function minimization under the

constraint that the solution be 1-concurrent. It starts from a minterm specification of the

function. It uses a heuristic based on counting adjacent minterms. For large functions

this may tend to be as expensive as working with truth tables. The algorithm is given a

list of minterms corresponding to the ON-set of a single output boolean function.

,{lgorithrn Minirnize- 1-Concurrent(rn )

'c- {}
' .4. <- adjacency counts for m

" repeat until m = Ø

¡ .2 <- SelectPrimeCube(m,,4)
I

| , m +-m-î
I

| . update.4 toreflectremoval ofèfromm
I "c<-cuâ

. return C

AlgonÍthrn 4.5 Minimization constrained to 1 -concurrency.

(1)

(2)

(r)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Heuristics based on the following criteria guide the cube selection function,

SelectPrirneC¿rhe, used in line 4 of Algorithm 4.5.

Criterion 1: The largest cubes available should be included because they cover many

minterms and thus fewer terrns may be required. Once a cube is adopted as part of the

solution, some of the other original prime cubes may no longer be candidates. During

conventional minimization, covered minterms may be treated as don't care terms, but

here once a minterm is covered, it must be considered to be in the OFF-set. This is why
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the term "Large" was used above instead of "prime". If prime cubes are recomputed each

time a term is added to the solution, then it would be acceptable to say the "largest of the

prime cubes" above. The term prime will be used in the following with the assumption

that primality is relative to the current stage of minimization.

Criterion 2: If a collection of disjoint essential primes covers most of some other

prime, then that other prime should not be included in the solution even if it is large.

Criterion 3: Suppose the largest prime is a k-cube. Each minterm belonging to that

cube will be adjacent to at least ft other minterms. Conversely, if a ft-cube exists, then it

is likely that a minterm with large adjacency count will belong to it. If a minterm has

high adjacency count but is not part of the k-cube, then it must be the focal point of

several smaller primes. It is desirable to avoid generation of all prime cubes each step of

the algorithm. There may be a very large number of them, and most of them will be

ignored in this iteration, and many will be invalid subsequently. The ideal situation is to

determine a list of the largest primes only. Adjacency counts may be useful in locating

these. One approach might be to generate all primes which contain minterms with the

highest adjacency count, An¿ax.

Criterion 4: In the case where two or more È-cubes satisfy the above criteria, some

basis to choose one over the others is required. If some of the minterms belonging to a

k-cube have adjacency counts equalling k, then that k-cube is the only prime covering

those minterms (i.e. it is essential when doing conventional minimization). If the À-

cube is not selected to be part of the solution, then the minterms which had counts of k

can only be covered by subcubes of the original fr-cube. Thus the k-cube with the most

minterms with counts equal to È should be selected.

Criterion 5: If all counts associated with a fr-cube exceed fr, then it seems as though

all minterms belonging to the cube are adjacent to some minterms outside the cube, and

hence they may all be covered as a natural consequence of covering the adjacent
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minterms. Thus such a ft-cube should probably not be selected.

Criterion 6: Considering the situation of Criterion 4, two or more È-cubes may have

identical numbers of minterms with counts equalling k. In this case, there are several

possible criteria which can be used to break the tie. One is to select the ft-cube with the

fewest minterms having counts equal to Arr*. Another is to sum the counts for each

candidate cube and choose the one with the smallest total. A third is to sort the counts for

each candidate cube into ascending order and select the cube with sorted count sequence

which is lexicographically less than the others. The common goal of all these methods is

to leave as much "adjacency" as possible after the selected cube is removed so that there

may be a rich selection of large primes in the next iteration. Alternatively it is desired to

avoid creating isolated minterms with no adjacencies. For each minterm with count ¿+r

in the selected k-cube, there are r unselected minterms which will have their adjacency

counts reduced by 1. A È-cube with smaller total will thus have a smaller impact on the

remaining minterms. The argument for using lexicographic order of counts is that

minterms with small counts can be covered in only a few different ways. Thus the more

of these included in the selected È-cube, the better.

Criterion 7: Related to Criterion 6, if two or more fr-cubes have identical count

distributions, then additional aspects must be considered. All candidate cubes have the

same size set of unselected adjacent minterms (adjacency set). Consider the sum of

adjacency counts for each set, and select the k-cube whose adjacency set has the highest

total. The rationale is that the adjacency set with the highest total will have the most

adjacency left after the selected k-cube is removed.

Algorithm 4.6, as sketched below, represents one design for the SelectPrimeCube

function which is based on some of the above criteria. Let A¡= ladj(m¡)l denote the

adjacency count for minterm n¡. Let L(c) denote the sum of adjacency counts for

minterms in cube (or cube anay) c. Let primes(n¡) denote the set of prime cubes

which contain minterm rn;.
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^A[ 
gonithm SelecúFní¡neCuhe(rle,,.4)

, A^or<- møx(,4)

" F ç- [ primes(m¡): A¡= A*or]
, max

" tc<-"e,|*n size(P¡)

, F <- { P¡e F : size(P¡) = k }

'if[Pl >1ûhen

,F<-{P¡. F:l{m¡e P¡:A¡=k }lismaximal }

. if lPl > 1 then

,.F +- { P¡. P :Z(P¡) is minimal }

" if lPl > 1 the¡r

" F e- { P¡e F : L(adj(P¡)) is maximal }

'reúunn any P¡e F

Atgorithrn 4.6 Heuristic to select a cube for Algorithm 4.5.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

(1 1)

An algorithm which works with cubes instead of minterms would be preferable.

4.2.2.3 Experimental Results

Table 4.3 presents some results comparing the number of product terms (and

concurrency) obtained by four minimization strategies. The column "Normal

Minimization" represents the minimized PLA obtained by using version 2.1 ESPRESSO

[Bray84] in the usual way. The columns labelled "1-Concurrent" present the results of

two different methods of making the PLA's l-concurrent. Both begin by using Algorithm

4.4 to make the PLA l-concurrent. The first, "Simple Merge", indicates the soiution size

after merging adjacent cubes with identical output patterns (as described in section

4.2.2.1), and the second lists the results obtained by using Algorithm 4.5 on the N

subproblems. For the column "Limited Concurrency", as defined in section 4.2.1, p

rêñraoêñfc o ì^."o- l.^"-á an +lra -"*L^- ^f --^'t,,^+ +ô*ô +^ ^^Ll^,,^ 1 ^^-^,,*^-^., LrwPrwùvr¡tù 4lvvYvt uvurlu vrr tllv ¡rullll)vt vr yrv\"tuvL turrrtù l(, d.r-IlltJvt, r-uurr\,ullErruyr rt
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represents the concurrency of such a realization, and poo, indicates the minimal number

of terms required to cover the OFF-set.

Cube intersection is a compatibility relation, and &-concurrency may be determined

as the size of the largest maximal compatible for the relation.

PLA m //n kp

Ìt{ormal
Minimization

1-Concurrent Limited
Concurrency

P k Porr
Simple
Merqe Alg.4.5

alul
al:u2

apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dcl
dcL
dist
dk17
dtaT
eg

n
fsml
fsm2a
fsm2b
fsm2c
gary

misexl
misex2
rd53
router
sao2

raffic
vg2
wim
z4

t2880
10867
10 t2 31
435
434
448
435
52822
4110
879r
8521

10 11 24
9938
356
4410

10613
6614
5 7 11

8724
15 11 69
8710

25 18 34
535

11 t2 15

1049
578

25823
4 7 1l
7415

19 12

68 36
254
52
52

103
63

222
93

396
r20 15

183
105
63
82

154
185
762
315

101 9

t23
285
31 6
224
58 10

93
110 18

94
59 26

1410
380

73

6
10

7

22
i0

t29
r66
53
4T

6
10

18

24
16

JJ
134

13

59r
31

23
'73

10

2156
13

r21

t032
361

7l
7

6
10

7

22
10

r29
T&
49
4t

6
10

t7
24
16

JJ
r33

13

472
31

23
&
10

t92r
13

r21

953
36r
7l

7

6
10

7

22
10

r29
T&
49
4I

6
10

77

24
16

JJ

r33
t3

47r
31

23

58
10

1584

13

727

123
80
429
21,
22
11
23
I2
12
49
2I
725
36
10
15
2r0
22
16
29
5t4
25

2t6 I
11
23
92
20

48 12

20
11

Table 4.3 Number of product tenns (and t-concurrency)
obtained by various minimization strategies.

It appears that certain PLA's (such as "alul", "aIv2", "misex2" and "vgZ") are

inhoeontl.r cfrnnalrr 
^^ñ^rìtrÃñf 

o-rl h..ro -^ foooil"lo 1 ^^-^rr*ont *aolio¡fin-¡¡t¡¡v¡wr¡L¡J ùuv¡rórj vvr¡wu¡vr¡lt Q¡¡u rlcYv rlv rvGJ¡ulv r-vv¡¡vqrrwrrL rwø¡¿Guvll.
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4.3 S{J&qM,AR,Y

This chapter showed how to augment a nonconcurrent PLA with extra outputs so that

a simple parity check can detect all errors due to Class I, II and III faults, except for fault

type I.8. The ouþut patterns must belong to an odd weight unordered code where ali pairs

of codewords satisfy the even weight intersection criterion. Extending output patterns to

construct such a code is facilitated by an edgewise exclusive-OR sum of cliques decom-

position of the conflict graph representing pairs of patterns which originally have odd

weight intersections. A heuristic algorithm for performing such a decomposition was

described, and experimental results giving the number of extra output bits required to

encode a number of example PLA's was reported. Generally, a PLA with n outputs

requires about n check bits.

A variation of this testing strategy was suggested. It takes advantage of checking

circuitry needed to detect errors due to type I.8 faults. The two rightmost PLA ouçuts are

designed to only produce patterns from the l-out-of-2 code. Errors of type Ç which

happen to be detectable by the l-out-of-2 code need not be detectable by parity check.

Considerably fewer check bits are required as a result of a partitioned conflict graph.

The case where an unencoded PLA produces all N=2" n -bit output patterns was

analyzed. It was found that exactly n check bits are required.

The concept of limited concurency was introduced. But, if product term lines a¡e

used as pseudo-outputs to ensure each codeword has odd weight, then it is only applicable

to product terrns whose actual output parts have odd weight.

An algorithm to transform the cubical specification of a normal PLA into a 1-

concurrent afiay, was presented. Another algorithm which performs l-concurrent

minimization of single output functions was described. Experimental results were shown

which suggest that there exist PLA's whose 1-concurent (or nonconcurrent) realization

inherently requires a very large increase in number of product terrns as compared to

conventional minimization.
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Chapúen 5

OR..K T'EST'{NG

Another method for detecting effors of type ( in nonconcurrent PLA's is presented in

this chapter. Single bit errors and those due to a fault of type I.8 are covered by a l-out-

of-2 encoded parity scheme as described in section 4.1.1.1 (c/. Figure 5.7a, also).

Portions of this chapter have appeared as [Marc89b] and [Marc90a].

5"f. OR.-K TEST'AEM,TFV

5.1.n Ðefinition

Consider an n-input, n-output nonconcurent PLA realizing some combinational

functions using p product terrns. Suppose the PLA normally produces N distinct output

patterns Z={2r,22,...,2N}, where the bits of pattern Zi are denoted Zi, zL ..., ZI

The notation ('/ will be used to represent both an erïor of type ( involvin g Z' and Zt ,

and the output pattern produced by the error. Let E = {Eii= Zi v Zi,i*l}, denote the

set of output patterns produced by all errors of type (. Define E = E-2, to be the subset

of emoneous output patterns not produced by an error-free PLA.

Consider a selection of ft of the PLA's r? outputs, z'y=(zyr, zrl,z, ...,2,qp), where

Y=(Vr,'V2,...,VÐ is an ordered subset of {1, 2, ...,n1. If there are no Zi for which all

these outputs are 1's, then whenever we observe them to be all 1's, we know that an error

is present.

Ðefinition 5.1 The product term, zrt,rzrvz...z*0, is aviable OR-k test term, (or simply

Y=(Vr, Vz, . .., VÐ is aviable test) íf ZÇ*i i.. i is true for aii i =i.-if.
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To detect an elror \ii. E where EV = t1..1, one need only observe that the ft output

positions identified by Y are all 1's. A viable test is conceptually realized as a fr-input

AND gate. Several viable tests may be required to detect ali expected errors, and they

may be OR'ed together to produce a single error indicator. A checker thus consists of a

two level AND/OR a:ray with each fr-input AND implementing a viable test. This online

checking strategy is called OR-k testing because certain k-bit subsets of the n output

bits are used such that when all k bits are 1 this implies that an error has been detected

which was caused by the bitwise OR'ing of two or more product terms, i.e. an error of

type q. If the set of naturally occurring viable tests is insufficient to cover all errors,

which will certainly be the case if any \iieL, then it is necessary to augment the PLA

with extra check bit outputs which ensure the testability of the PLA. Determination of

these check bits will be considered in the next subsection and again in section 5.2.

5.1.2 {Jniforrn É

This section presents a method for determining check bits for an OR-k strategy where

all viable tests are uniformly the same size. Specifically k=3, or an OR-3 strategy will be

developed, however the extension to general k is straightforward.

Formally define (t/ and rlt/ by equations 5.la and 5.1b:

(5.ia)

(s.1b)

Ðefinition 5.2 Errors Çil and 1u'' *" equivalent if q;'r= \u'u and,\ii=\u'u.

Error €'u ir said to dominate error \u'u, Eti>\''" , if all tests for (u'u also test ('/.

This relation is formally stated in Definition 5.3 in terrns of the usual covering relations

on binary vectors. For example,liirqu'u, given:

E''t =Z'v y'

rlij =Zí nd
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Z' :1i00110

Z = 100 1101

Z" =00A1107

Z'=0000111

Etj = 110 111i

',ltj = 100 0100

\u'u = 000 1111

r1u'u = 000 010i

The tests for \ii are (r,4,6), (2,4,6), (4,5,6) and 1+,6,1¡, while

(4,6,1), (assuming 110 0111 and 110 1101 are also inZ).

those for \u'u are (4,5,6) and

Ðefinition 5.3 Error \'r domínates Eu'" if |"t = (''' and rl'r n ('u 
-c 

Tl''u

Algorithm 5.1 augments a PLA with extra check bit outputs to ensure OR-3

testability. A set of viable tests, 3, is also determined (c/. section 5.1.3 for an example).

.A,lgorithrn OR-3(ð

" E <- {(€tl,nt/), i=\.N, j=r.N, i+jl
" V <- { (o,F,y): o,Ê,y€ {1..n}, o<Þ<r Z'o,g,r*11 i V t}

" 7'* {}
. repeat

- øfr,

ø{

øf

until E = Ø

* {qtl: (E'i,rlt\. ø, \ii eZ,}

<- TabteI(ñ, I/¡
<- fl u MinCover(/)

(i)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(t4)

(15)

(16)

(17)

' E <- ø - {(lii,rlii¡e E : lii e 7-ero1oturnn(1) }

" íf E *Øtken

l- 
. OO c- TableIX(R.emoveÐominatÍng(E))

| ' o,Ê <- SelectR.ow(/Ð
I

| 
. E' <- E - {errors covered by row a,B}

| "y<-n<-n+l
L . updut" Z and,E to reflect zr=zo;zg

. if E *Øthen

'V <- {(a,F,y): cr,Þe{ l..n-l }, s(Þ, ZL,p,r+tl1 V i }

' neturn,õ, I

^A.lgorithne 5.1 Ensure OR-3 testability.
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Note that E as defined in line 1 contains exactly one representative of each class of

equivalent errors. The set Ê, which represents those erroneous output patterns not in.Z,

and the set of viable tests, V, are used to construct TabteI. TableI is a binary matrix

with rows representing viable tests and columns for each ouqput pattern in ã. A T'ableÏ

entry is 1 if the corresponding viable test actually detects the associated erroneous output

pattern. The function MinCover, used in line 7, identifies a minimal set of viable tests

which detect all detectable errors in TableÏ. Undetectable errors are those with a zero

column in TabXeX and these are identified by function ZeroColurnn. Line 8 removes

covered errors from the list of errors still to consider, E.

If undetectable errors remain, due either to the previous condition or because some

error patterns are in Z, then check bits must be defined. Any pair of existing output bit

positions, o and B, can be used to determine the value for the new output, z, such that

cr,B,y is a viable test. The only restrictions are that if Zto,U=l 1 then Zf must be 0, and that

/rmust be 1 for some j. The rule zr=zo.zp satisfies these constraints. Tableln (line

10) specifies the coverage of each new test based on cr and p versus the non-dominating

errors remaining. Test cr,B,ydetects error('/ if I'j,U=11 and nl/U*tt. A minimal cover

of T'ahlel{ could be used to define all the check bits and associated tests, but by defining

one check bit each iteration, the algorithm may capitalize on any other viable tests

involving z, which may arise. A heuristic is used in line 11 to select an o,B pair which

tests the most remaining errors.

Unfortunately, dominating errors which are not tested by the addition of z' have to

be reconsidered in subsequent iterations because the addition of a check bit ourput can

invalidate the dominance relation of untested errors. Consider two erïors, lii and Eu'u,

where e'i>Eu' before z, is defined, and neither is tested by s,Þ,y. Suppose

ZL,þ,r=Z!o,þ,r=110 while Z(,U=Z|,U+11 and Zffi=l: \t'j no longer dominates I u'u

heearse. ti:j =awhile. F!]' =1"'---"- ÞI " ""-^- ÞJ
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The setof test terms, fl, which is obtained by Algorithm 5.1 may contain redundant

tests, because errors detected by tests determined in one iteration may also be covered by

tests found in subsequent iterations. A second invocation of Algorithm 5.1 on the

augmented set of outputs, Z', obta\ned by the first invocation of Algorithm 5.1, could be

used to find a solution requiring fewer tests (which is minimal for Z', but not necessarily

for Q. Lines 9 to 16 of the algorithm do not apply as .Z'is known to be unordered and

OR-3 testable.

5"f..3 ,{r¡ Ðxarnple

In this section, Algorithm 5.1 will be demonstrated on PLA "eg" (cf.Appendix A).

For this PLA, Z={5,7,11,14,20,29lr, or in binary:

There *" (t) or 15 error events to consider, no two which are equivalent. The set,

E={ fiii:(q'l,q'/)}, obtained by line 1 isï:

Zr =00101
22 =00111
23 =01011

/ =07110
Zs = 10100

26 = 7ll0I

¿1'3= 1ottt1, moot)

¿1'5= 1t0t01,00100)
¿2,s= çtotfi, oo1oo)

¿s'6= ltttol, ioloo)

¿1'6= ltttol, ootol)

Er'Z= (mttt, ootol)
_?^
¿-"= (01111,01010)

E2'4= (01111, mlto)
Er'4= (otttt, mtoo)

E2'3= (01111, motl)

¡+'s= çtn to, oolm)
91,6= çttttl, 01lm)
p3,6= çttttl, o1oo1)

92'6= çtttn, ootoi)
pf ,s= 

1tttt1, ooooo)

Only 3 of the (i) - 10 possible tests are viable (set lz on line 2 of Algorithm 5.1).

ThesetÊgine5)represents12of the 15errorevents,i.e.alllii exceptforthreeerrors:

Et'',et'u,\t'u.7,. These 12 enor events produce 5 distinct erroneous output patterns.

This yields Table{ (line 6) as shown in Figure 5.1. (Note that (1,4) is in fact a viable OR-

2 test.)

t This list is presented in an order which is useful when determining the domination relation.
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0

1

I

I
1

1

0

0

0

0
0
0

I
I
0

E,

i0111 11110 111i i
(r,2,4)
(r,3,4)
(11,s)

Figure 5.L T'ahleÏ - iteration 1.

Test (1,3,4) covers all nonzero columns of T'ableÏ (line 7), testing 3 output patterns

which correspond to 6 of the 12 error events represented. This leaves 9 error events to

consider, 6 uncovered in TahleÏ, and 3 with output patterns contained in.ã. Based on

these 9 error events, the following dominance relations hold:

01111 r0101

tt'' >E'''
et'4 > Er'z

4''t >\'''
el,4 - 22,4ç .9

Therefore E1'3 and Er'4 arcexcluded from Tablenl(ine 10 of Algorithm 5.1) shown in

Figure 5.2. All pairs of existing output positions, a,B, may be used to define a new ouÞut,

atposition y=n+|, in such a way that (s,Þ,y) is a viable test. Figure 5.2 also indicates (on

the right) how many error events (+ dominating errors) each potential viable test detects.

Ea
r,2 3,4 2,4 2,3 1,5 5,6 7,6

r,2
1,3
1,4
1,5

oq F 1:,to
)<
3,4
3,5
4,5

Figune 5.2 Table$ - iteration 1.

2
2
0
3

5+2 €u
2+2
5+2
3+2
5+2
3+2

11
11

1

1

1

1

11

I
I
I
1
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The 2,3 row is selected (in line 11) to define check bit output z6=ffiwhich results

in test (2,3,6) covering 5 errors from T'ablell plus both of the dominating errors. At this

point a cover of T'abXeI{ could be determined, using say 2,3 3,4 and 1,5, thus defining 3

check bit ouçuts and 3 tests for a final solution of 3 extra outputs and 4 tests. However,

by selecting just one and iterating, a smaller solution is found.

Two error events remain in the enlarged PLA, €1'5= 101011 and 4r'2= 22. A viable

test now exists for the former, and an additional check bit, z1=4.24, is trivialiy defined

for the latter (see Figure 5.3).

(r,2,6)
(1,4,6)
(1,5,6)
(2,3,6)

1,2

z,s
3,4

^. o 3'5(I,. L'
J,ó
4,5
4,6
5,6

a) Tableï b) Tahlefi

Figure 5.3 Iteration 2.

Therefore the PLA is made OR-3 testable by the addition of two check bit outputs. At

this point, Algorithm 5.1 returns with 4 tests: (1,3,4), (2,3,6), (1,5,6) andç3,4,7¡, and the

augmented output patterns:

Z1 =00107 lI
22:00111 10

23 :0I0Il ll

/ =0111000
25 = 10100 11

26 = 11101 01

Reapplying Algorithm 5.1 on these patterns, it is discovered that the 15 errors produce

9 distinct patterns, and only 3 of the 9 viable tests are required to cover all of them. In

fact, test (1,3,4) of the solution found above is redundant. This example PLA can therefore

be made OR-3 testable through the addition of 2 check bits and 3 test terms.
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5.["4 Expeni¡nemta[ R.esults

This section presents the results of applying Algorithm 5.1 on a number of small

PLA's which were pul into a 1-concurrent form using the techniques of section 4.2.2. For

these experiments, the RernoveÐominating function (line 10 of Algorithm 5.1) returns

.Ð unchanged, as in practice it was found that computation of the dominance relation cost

more than processing the dominating error events. In all cases, Algorithm 5.1 was

applied a second time to determine a minimal set of OR-3 test terms for the augmented

PLA.

Table 5.1 shows the number of check bit outputs, n", and test terms in T required to

make each PLA OR-3 testable. A simple chip area cost estimator is used to determine an

indication of the area overhead incurred by the OR-3 checking strategy. Equation 5.2

gives the cost estimatíonfunction used. The cost of a naked PLAT, or of a l-concurrent

PLA with no check bit outputs, is determined by using the appropriate value of p and

setting fi,"=f,-Q. The overhead of an augmented PLA relative to some reference PLA is

defined by equation 5.3.

Cost = (2m + n + nòp + (n + nr)T

Overhead= (Costorr^"*"¿+ Costreference- 1) * 1007o

(s.2)

(s.3)

Note that Table 5.1 is intended to reflect the cost of OR-3 testability and as such omits

the additional overhead due to two-rail parity check bits and false product tenns required

to ensure a complete covering.

T A normal minimized PLA, which is not augmented for testability, is refened to as a nakedPLX.
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PLA mn¡l Ílç T

oR-3
T'estability

Overhead

Algorithm 5.1 1-Concurrency
Alonevs. Naked vs. l-Concurrent

alul
altfl
apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dc1

dcL
dist
dk17
dk27
eg
n
fsml
fsm2a
fsm2b
fsm2c
gary
misexl
misex2
rd53
router
sao2

traffic
vg2
wim
z4

12880
i0867
10 12 37
435
434
448
435
52822
4710
8791
852r

l0 11 24

9938
356
4410

10613
6614
5 7 11

8724
15 11 69
8710

25 18 34
535

11 12 15

1049
578

25823
4711
7415

10 10

108
916
22
22
JJ
22
110
JJ
t2 l
98
11 25

10 20
23
54
56
5 11

611
78
16 t4
JJ
812
23
5 11

56
25
77
44
66

70597o
628
306

84

60
43
53

37

56
418
100

361

603
50

115

52
108

88

55

81

33

1882
t9
45
5t
54

1859

116

193

32Vo

3',1

¿+5

31

i5
43

31

5t
40
51

46
72
7t
50

72
34

56
88
45
46
23

i8
T9

39
24

38

t2
49
36

53327o
431
tu
40
20

0
t7
0

i1
23r

37

t72
310

0
25

13

JJ
0
6

24
8

1586
0
5

10

i1
r646

44
115

"flable 5"X, OR-3 testability results.

The attainment of l-concurrency (and in general nonconcurrency) contributes

significantly to total overhead. It is the dominant factor for those PLA's for which the

OR-3 Scheme is blatantly inappropriate, "alu1", "misex2" And "vgZ". For theSe three

PLA's, the overhead of OR-3 relative to l-concurrent is just 32, 18 and 12 percent

respectively.

In general, it appears that high overhead makes OR-3 testing unfeasible.
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5.2 OR-E T'EST"AtsNN.TT'Y - F"'OCUS TN {JNORÐÐR.EÐNÐSS

From Corollary 3.2 it is known that the set of output patterns must be unordered for

allerrors of type I to be detectable. A possible variation of Algorithm 5.1 would be to

first augment the PLA with check bit outputs to ensure unorderedness. However, once

.ã is unordered, it can be shown that the PLA is OR-¿ testable for varying k (cf.

section 5.2.2); additional check bits are unnecessary.

5.2.1 {Jnondened Codes

Consider the problem of extending a set of binary vectors, .ã, to make it unordered.

A minimal number of check bits are appended to each ZieZ. The elements of 7, form

a partial order which can be represented by a Hasse diagram ([Prat67, p.57]). For

example, the Hasse diagram shown in Figure 5.4 represents Z={3, 8, 9, 10, 12, 18, 30}.

01001

01010

r0010 01000 0001 l

Figure 5.4 Sample Hasse diagram.

A chain may be informally defined as any downwards path (eg. 11110--4110H1000

and 01010--41000 are two chains, but the latter is not maximal length). LetZi represent

any element from Z, and Zi denote any other element which follows Zt along some

chain. Each element on a chain covers all following elements. Alternatively, for arry Zi

there exists a position s such that Zi =l and, Zi =0 for all Zi which are farther down a

chain. Also Zl=g for all positions þ whereZio=0. To make a chain unordered, it is neces-
Þ''P

sary to define a new bit position y such that Zi =0 and Zi ,=7 for each / foilrowing Zi . For"t "{

11110
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any two binary numbers, a<b, there exists a position y such that O=dt ( bf|.
Therefore, appending any increasing binary number sequence to successive elements

along a chain will make it unordered. This is the sole modification required to make,õ

unordered. Sinceany increasing sequence of values will work, so will (0,1,2,...), and

thus the minimal number of bits required is h = hog2 ll, where L is the number of

elements in the longest chain. For the parrial order shown in Figure 5.4, L=3, so 2 bits are

required to make it unordered.

Three systematic methods for assigning check bit values to each element of Z are

considered here (for I and2, maximal length chain is implied):

1) assign zh-l to the bottom element of each chain, proceed in sequence upwards,

2) assign 0 to the top element of each chain, proceed in sequence downwards,

3) for each element, in any order, determine what subrange of lO.2h-tl is

admissible and select one value at random.

For method 2 (method 1 is similar), the check bit sequence 0, t, 2, ... is assigned to

elements along each chain except for the case where two or more initial subchains of

different length join together and have a common ending subchain. In this situation, the

ending subchain continues in sequence from the longest of the initial subchains. For the

example of Figure 5.4, three chains join at 01000, and since the longest is of length 2 (and

has check bits 0 and 1 assigned to it), node 01000 is assigned check bitvalue 2.

Smith [Smit84] described a related procedure for making.ã unordered. First.ã is

sorted topologically, then the sorted list is divided into partitions of contiguous elements

such that each partition is unordered, and each pafiition is assigned a check bit value.

Many topological orderings, and partitions of each, are possible. General design

strategies, such as the three unordering methods described above, are awkward to

formulate within Smith's frame of reference.
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5.2.1.1 Continuing Example

The Hasse diagram shown in Figure 5.5 is that for the ongoing example PLA of

section 5.1.3. Clearly only one check bit is required to make this set unordered; the

assignment according to method 2 (top down) is also indicated in the figure. When

Algorithm 5.1 is applied to this set of extended vectors it is determined to be OR-3

testable using 4 test tenns and no other additional output check bits are required. In

general, OR-3 testability may require additional check bit outputs. This solution with 1

check bit output and 4 test terms, in most circumstances, is lower cost than the previous

best solution of 2 extra outputs and 3 test terms, as found in section 5.1.3.

00111 (0) 11101 (0) 01011 (0) 01110(0)

00101 (1) i0100 (1)

Figure 5.5 Hasse diagram and method 2 unordering assignment
(in parentheses) for example PLA of section 5.1.3.

5.2.2 ldon-Uniform

In this section, the uniform OR-¿ checking strategy of section 5.1.2 is extended to

include test terms of varying size rather than requiring all test terrns to act on the same

number of PLA outputs. Theorem 5.1 guarantees that if ,ã is unordered then the PLA is

OR-¿ testable for some È22.

T'heone¡n 5.1 Given.ã is unordered, for any error \''t there exists a viable test of size

k22which detects it.

Fnoof: From equation 5.la l¡j=7iu/, *here zi, zjeZ. Let Y represent the

positions of the 1's in ('j. No element of Z has 1's in all these positions because if one

did then it would cover both Zi andd . Therefore Y is a viable test for ÇU. tr
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A minimal set of test terrns may be synthesized in a relatively straightforward manner

by using normal minimization methods to minimize the checker function, G(Z), defined

by equation 5.4. If the PLA output, Z, is an element of Z, then the checker should

indicate no error (0). If the output is an element of E, then the checker should indicate an

enor (1). All other output patterns may be treated as don't care minterms of G(Z). Note

thatif Z is unordered, then E, the set of erroneous output pattems, and Z are disjoint.

10, ZeZ
I

G(Z) =\ I, Z eE
I

\ X, otherwise

(s.4)

(s.s)

A positive (unate) realization of G(Z) must exist as a consequence of Theorem 5.1

and the definition of a viable test. However, a minimizer (eg. ESPRESSO) may produce a

non-positive result, possibly using fewer teÍns than a minimal positive solution. To force

a minimizer to produce a positive minimization for G(Z), redefine it as equation 5.5.

Note that no value for Z satisfi es: Zí= Z 
= 

q .

lo,
G(8 =\ 1,

1,,

)Z eZ: Z=Z

=1=8, 1ø
otherwise

In terms of cubes, equation 5.5 is rather simple. For each binary vector in Z create a

cube replacing all 1's with X's and with output0 (eg.0110 -+ 0XX0/0); for each binary

vector in E create a cube replacing all 0's with X's and with output I (eg.0111 + X111/1).

To see that equation 5.5 forces a positive minimization, suppose the contrary, i.e. that a

cube C with cr=Q is part of a minimal cover. For C to be an implicant oî G(Z) as

defined by equation 5.5, it can only cover minterms from cubes derived from equation 5.5

(as described above) whose irå coordinate is X (don't care minterms irom equation 5.4
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with z,=Q which are adjacent to an OFF-set minterm, are included in the OFF-setby

equation 5.5), hence C is not prime because Çoç¡-->X is also an implicant of G (Z).

Therefore no such cube C is part of a prime implicant cover of G(Z), and a positive

minimization is assured.

5.2.2.1 Continuing Example

The checker function (derived using equation 5.4) for the ongoing example of section

5.1.3 is illustrated in Figure 5.6. Note that the solution requires 1 check bit ouçut as

before, but now 3 test terms suffice instead of the 4 determined in section 5.2.1.1.

001011i0
ml110/0
010110/0
01 I 100i0
101001/0
I i 1010i0

mlt11/1
01 I 1 10/r
101011/1
01r111/1
10i 111/1

1 I 101 1/1

111101/1
11 I 1 10/1

111111/1

,r( )"4

l)"
I "4 t'1

;\

ffi
r T t-Tt-ttrffi
l-tr++i
FÈt"1 .1

\ zs)

z2

a,'5

G(Z) = z 42 6 * zf5z6 * 22\2425

Figure 5.6 Derivation of OR-¿ test terms for example PLA.

5.2.3 More Experirnental Results

Table 5.2 presents results for OR-k testability for the same PLA's listed in Table 5.1.

All three unordering methods described in section 5.2.I were tried for each PLA, positive

checkers were generated according to equation 5.5, and the best resuits are reported.

Resuits for OR-fr testing using modified Berger encoding (c/. section 2.3.4.3) to make

z6
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ã unordered a¡e also shown. Overhead figures for OR-3 testability from section 5.i.4

are repeated here for comparison. Note that for the OR-k scheme nc=f Logztf.

Non-positive checkers have also been generated, and generally are the same size as

the positive ones. For PLA's "dkl7", "dist", "dc2" and "gary", the positive checker is 1,

2,3 and7 terms larger, respectively; for "dkzJ" and "router" it is 1 term smaller.

U -bestunorderedencodingmethod: 1-bottom Lrp, 2- top down, 3 -random
t - minimal unordering is unique

* - all three encoding methods result in the same number of test terms

T'able 5.2 OR-¿ testability results.

PLA

OR-k Scheme Modified Berger
oR-k

Overhead
tx¿ T vs. Naked

OR-3 Scheme
(from Table 5.1)

Overhead
tt¿ T vs. Naked¡/ LU

Overhead
n¿ T vs. Naked

Overhead vs.

1-Concurrent

alul
aiuL
apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dc1

dc2
dist
dk17
dk27
eg

n
fsml
fsm2a
fsm2b
fsm2c
gary

misexl
misex2
rd53
router
sao2

traffic
vg2
wim
z4

808 T

67 8 3

31 61
5 31,3
427
84 3s3 +

2221
10 4 1,2

9t62
21 4 2,3
2443
38 52
62+

1021
134+
t442
11 33
24 51
6982
1043
3443
s2T
1531
e3+
83 3

23 1t
11 5 3

1541

5978V0

510
256

84

38

32
6t
31
59

310
54

260
493
36
88
38
80
55

3l
53

31

t705
11

28
23

54
7739

96
145

376
339
324
22
11
23
23
110
25
386
2t7
230
3 31

13
110
28
2t3
213
3t2
360
24
266
r3
29
27
25
3 11

5J
2ll

12Vo

15

25
3i
15

32
38
JI
43
42
13

32
45
36
50
22
35

55

29
23

2t

11

22
11

38
5

35

t4

76 597870
43 513
22 252
393
138
437
361
94t
5t0

89 373
18 55

30 274

34 507

350
10 88
838

15 85

15 61

15 4r
62 53

644
85 t725
3 11

t2 38
723
776

15 1739
6 118

11 r45

J
J
J
2
1

2
2
J
J
J

2
J
J
2
1
,)

2
2
J
J

J

2
I
3

2
J

J

J

2

10 10 1059Vo

10 8 628
9 16 306
2284
2260
3343
2253
11037
33s6
t2 1 4r8
98i00
11 25 367

10 20 603

2350
5 4 115

5652
5 11 108

6 11 88

7855
t6 14 81

JJJJ
8 72 1882
z3
5 11

56
25

t9
45
5t
54

1 1 1859

44116
66r93
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Generally OR-¿ performs better than OR-3. Solution size is sensitive to the method

used to make Z unordered. For example, "misex2" using method 1 requires 85 test

terms compared to the 66 terms using method 3. Some PLA's have a unique minimal

unordering, while others may be made unordered in many ways; for example, "bw" has

262,144 possible unorderings. For some PLA's, a modified Berger encoding requires

more check bits than a minimal unordering. Overhead figures for modified Berger

unordering are similar to or worse than the methods of section 5.2.1.

Nonconcurrency still remains as the dominant source of overhead. For Table 5.2, an

OR-È testable PLA is on average 27 percent larger than a l-concurrent PLA.

It is interesting to note that for one PLA,"f2", the unique minimal unordering requires

a single check bit which happens to be the parity of the original oulput bits.

5.2.4 Vaniations on OR-k T'esting

Several considerations arise with regard to the OR-¿ strategy.

5.2.4.1 Multiple Faults

The strategy is designed to detect errors of type (, that is the erroneous selection of

two product terms of an otherwise l-concurent array. However any error resulting from

the selection of any number of multiple product tefins is also detectable. From Theorem

3.2, no single fault can cause such an error, thus the strategy is capable of detecting a

large and signifîcant class of multiple faults. Note that Chen , Fuchs and Abraham

[Chen85] ascribe this sort of multiple-f error model to nonconcurrent PLA's.

5.2.4.2 Variations

A variation similar to that of section 4.1.6 may be applied to the OR-¿ strategy.

Recall that a 1-out-of-2 code and a parity check are required to detect errors other than

those of type f. Specifically, the two-rail parity check bits, which were proposed in
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section 4.L.lJ and adopted at the beginning of this chapter, may be used to advantage. If

the 1-out-of-2 encoded parity check bits are defined fîrst, then this will tend to make the

set of oufput patterns less ordered. However, single bit errors in the additional check bits

defined as per section 5.2.i would not be protected by parity. This arrangement is

depicted as Variation 1 in Figure 5.7b; the basic codeword structure for OR-¿ testing,

assumed in the previous sections, is shown as Figure 5.7a.

O unordered as per section 5.2.1

.-_--l-"1r;Ja
@ P-iry checked

a) Basic OR-¿ scheme
from section 5.2.3.

l-;-1ø@ -;-1trt-"1 tr

-

q
+

@

b) Variation 1: two-rail parity
defined before unordering.

@

c) Variation 2: arbitrary
two-rail code + parity.

Figure 5.7 Variations of codeword partitioning.

Alternatively, if an arbitrary pair of check bits is encoded in a l-out-of-2 code, and a

third check bit is introduced for the parity check, then the unordering procedure may be

simplified. The codeword structure for this arrangement is shown as Variation 2 in

Figure 5.7c. The elements of a partial order (Z), represented by a Hasse diagram such as

Figure 5.4, could then be partitioned into two sets (Zs1 and.ã19 according to the l-out-

of-2 codeword assigned) and each subproblem solved independently. However, at best,

the elements along the longest chain would be split between the two partitions and the

resulting longest chain would be half as long. This would only reduce n, by one. Since

the two-rail parity check bits are being supplanted by an arbitrary 1-out-of-2 encoding

plus a parity check bit, the net effect is no change in total number of check bits. It is

unclear how this partitioning affects the number of test terms required.

Two-rail parity check bits are more likely to be beneficial in reducing the number of

rL^- :- -^1.-^:-- .- 'FL^ ^^¡ V ^^-, f-- ^^-.;,{---.{ -o+itìn¡ar7 i¡¡n 7 ^ onÁ
lgsl !çflIlS, llf4ll ffl fçUU|r,rrr$ /¿C. ll¡ç ùçL Á', I¡¡4J Lrv vvlrJ^uvrvu Purrrrv¡¡w ¡¡¡rv.{,'01 4¡¡s
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ã1s on the basis of these check bits (even if the parity check bits are defined after

unordering). Firstly, these two check bit ouçuts alone form a viable OR-2 test, which is

checked by the checker which verifies the 1-out-of-2 codeword. All errors f'l where

ZieKu andZieZys are detectable by this test. Any other viable test including either

or both of these two outputs can not detect any other error. Consequently, the covered

errors need not be considered further, and the two-rail parity outputs need not participate

in the generation of the remaining test teûns. Secondly, errors of type Ç involving pairs of

product tefins from the same partition may in fact result in a parity effor. Such errors

need not be considered further either.T

Variation 3 continues to use the basic arrangement of Figure 5.7a, but uses a checker

design which takes into account errors detectable by the two-rail parity code. To

synthesize such a checker, simply assign such detectable erroneous oulput patternst the

value "X" instead of "1" in equation 5.4 or 5.5. For equation 5.5, only the minterm

associated with the already covered error (rather than the cube it induces) need be

considered a don't care, and that minterm may still be defined as "1" because of some

other error event.

A fourth unordering method, in addition to those defined in section 5.2.I, may now be

appropriate, specifically one which attempts to evenly split .Z into Zs1 and Zn on the

basis of codeword parity. This would tend to maximize the number of errors of type (

covered by two-rail parity. The details of such a method are not considered here.

The checker obtained in section 5-2.2.1, for the ongoing example of section 5.1.3, is

modified in Figure 5.8 to illustrate the benefit of considering the error coverage of two-

rail parity (Variation 3). Two of the erroneous output patterns are detected by the l-out-

of-2 code (denoted "C" on the map), and four others by the parity check (denoted "P" on

the map). The remaining three patterns are detectable using a single test tenn. (If we

t Multiple fault coverage as defined in secúon 5.2.4.1may be diminished.

I Z and 3 include the two-rail parity bits at this point, but they are droppui when minimizingG(Z).
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only take into account those errors detectable by the 1-out-of-2 code alone, then 3 test

terns would still be required.) Therefore the PLA is made OR-¿ testable using 1 check

bit ouçut and 1 test term in addition to the 1-out-of-2 encoded padty check bits.

z6

t_TtT:Ttt
Êtffi
lnl-lrlpl
t-t-t-t-l
t_TtTtTttffi
l-l-lclol
\ zs)

z2

z.o C - checked by 1-out-of-2 code
P - checked by parity

,r( )'o
G(Z) = zqzs

)ì

z5

Figure 5"8 Va¡iation 3 (OR-,t) checker design for "eg" PLA.

Table 5.3 shows results for checkers designed according to Variation 3 for the same

PLA's as are in Table 5.2. Note that of the three unordering methods tried, that which

was "best" for a basic OR-k checker in Table 5.2, is not necessarily "best" for Variation

3. The average overhead, relative to a l-concurrent PLA, is 15 percent for Variation 3 as

compared to 27 percent noted previously for the basic checker design. The average

number of terms for a checker is 5.6 for Va¡iation 3 compared to 19.5 for basic OR-¿.
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PLA

OR-k - Variation 3

Overhead Overhead vs.
U ttç T vs. Naked l-Concurrent

Easic OR-k
(from Table 5.2)

Overhead Overhcad vs.
U T vs. Naked l-Concurrent

alul
aluZ
apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dcl
dc2
dist
dk17
dk27
eg

n
fsml
fsm2a
fsm2b
fsm2c
gary
misexl
misex2
rd53
router
saoZ

raffic
vg2
wim
z4

T326
131
139
220
Ti0
+21
220
115

1,32t
23U
t25

r,2 2 l0
1,3 3 10

+11
T13
+23

2,323
322
134
)?))
t2l
2ZLz
Tll
222
221
+21
233

1,3 3 1

123

58887o
492
228

65

31
')')

38

20
JJ

301

51

2r3
4m

t8
5l
28
56

18

26
40
2t

1648

9
t4
20
30

1737

81

l4l

l07o
11

15

18

9

22
18

20
t9
2T

l1
15

22
18

2t
t3
T7

18

18

13

12

4
9
9
9

17

5

25

12

176
339
t24

1,3 2

T1
JJ
!a+J
110

t,2 5

286
2,3 17

330
23r
+3
T10
+8
2t3
313
1t2
260
34
366
T3
19
+r
35
1 11

JJ

r 11

5978 Vo

510
256
u
38

32
6T

5t
59

370
54

zffi
493
36
88

38

80

55

37

53

3t
1705

11

28
23

54

r739
96

t45

127a
15

25

3t
15

32
38

JI
43

42
13

32
45
36
50
22

35

55
29
23

21

ll
22
11

38

5

35

t4

U -bestunorderedencodingmethod: 1-bottom vp,2- topdown, 3 -random
t - minimal unordering is unique

t - all three encoding methods result in the same number of test terms

T'able 5.3 OR-k testability results - Variation 3.

5.2.4.3 Limited Concurrency and the TSC Goal

The OR-k testing strategy meets the TSC goal of producing a noncodeword as its first

incorrect output due to a sequence of modeled faults, for a large class of fault sequences.

The scheme is designed to detect errors produced by any Class I fault and consequently

Class II and III faults are also covered. What remains to be shown is that no sequence of

undetectable faults can result in a modeled fault prcducing an undetectable error.
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For checking schemes restricted to observing circuit outputs (i.e. no internal circuit

nodes are observed), limited concurrency is at least as effective as nonconcurrency,

because an undetectable fault which transforms a 1-concurrent PLA into one with limited

concurrency can always be found. It will be shown shortly (Theorem 5.2) that limited

concurrency is in fact more effective than 1-concurrency. Consider a 1-concurrent

realization where cubes 0X00 and XXX1 are associated with the same codeword

(illusrrared in Figure 4.10b). A fault which transforms the former cube to 0X0X

(resulting in the map shown in Figure 4.10a) is clearly undetectable but the PLA is now

2-concurrent. Therefore, the l-concurrency design criterion may be relaxed to that of

limited concuffency which is less expensive (in terms of both design effort and solution

size).

Theorem 5.2 An OR-¿ PLA realized with limited concurency is SFS with respect to all

sequences of Class I, II and Itr faults.

Fnoof: Assume the PLA is realized such that a minimal number of product terrns are

used for each ouçut pattern. Consider the product terms, C7i, associated with a given

output pattern, Zi; treat C¡ as a single output function. No sequence of undetectable

faults can transform the array such that one of the terms realizing C¡ becomes covered

by the rest. This is a result of having a minimal (irredundant) realization of C7i: a

sequence of faults producing a realization with one fewer term (the covered term being

redundant) is impossible. Therefore each product terrn in C t; must contain some

distinguished minterm which is uniquely covered by that term. Any single fault affecting

the output part of a particulff product term is detectable when the distinguished minterm

is applied at the inputs. Any sequence of faults affecting the AND-plane will either cause

a detectable error (either of type ( or producing an all 0 output), or be an undetectable

t.'ansformation of the an'av which Dreseryes the distinsuished minte[n DroÐertv. n*."-...Þ*-"..-f-.Í--.J
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When faults transform a 1-concurrent PLA to one with limited concurrency, it is

unlikely that the result will be minimal. Thus some product terrn may become completely

covered by the rest. The output pattern associated with that terrn may now be altered by a

sequence of undetectable faults each causing a single oufput to change 1+0. If another

fault causes that terrn to no longer be covered by the rest, then an undetectable error may

arise. This last fault in some sense "undoes" the effect of some of the previous faults

which caused the product term to become redundant in the first place. One may

charactenze the OR-È scheme as being designed to detect single bit 1+0 errors and

multiple 0-+1 errors.

Table 5.4 presents overhead figures for the same checking arrangement as Table 5.3,

namely Variation 3 OR-¿ testing relative io the naked PLA, except that the PLA's are

realized with limited concurrency instead of 1-concurrency. As shown in Table 4.3, both

realizations require identical numbers of product tefins for most of the example PLA's.

Therefore, overhead figures shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 are nearly identical.

A second set of overhead calculations is also shown in Table 5.4. These are based on

a more realistic chip area cost estimator, equation 5.6, which is derived from actual PLA

layout parameters taken from [Bosw85a], and explained further in Appendix C.

Cost = 64 l(zm + n + nc)p + (n + nr)Tl +

484p + l28m + (n + nr)(176¿ + 308) + 548T + 308a

(s.6)

The cost of a normal minimized

determined by using the appropriate

which is OR-k testable.

PLA, or one with limited concurrency only, is

value of p and setting ftr=f-q-Qi a=l for a PLA
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OR-k - Variation 3 - [-imited Concurrency
Overhead vs. Naked pLA

P4______"quuuon (5.2) equarion (5.

alul
alu?
apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dc1

dcL
dist
dklT
dk27
eg

n
fsml
fsm2a
fsm2b
fsm2c

cary
misexl
misex2
rd53
router
sao2

traffic
vg2
wim
z4

5433 Vo

492
228
65
3i
22

38
20
JJ

301

51

2t3
400

18

51

28

56
t8
26
40
2t

r&4
9

I4
9

30
t4t5

81

14t

4958 Vo

472
2t6
69
39
29
45
'2ß

4t
292
49

203
357

JJ

62
34

57

24
28
42
2l

1546
10

t9
9

38

1390

19

t34

T'able 5.4 oR-¿ overhead results 
- variation 3 with limited concuffency.

The simple cost estimator (of 5.2) seems to correlate well with the more realistic one.

5.2.5 Checker Ðesign

Three distinct sections comprise the checker for this on-line checking strategy. A
parity generator computes the parity of all but rhe parity check bits. The two-rail output

of this circuit is compared to the l-out-of-2 encoded parity check bits. Both sources are

verifieci as being l-out-of-2 codewords. Finally the oR-/c test terns are computed and if
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any teÍn is a "1", then an error is considered detected. Parity generators and two-rail

comparators/checkers are well-known. This section will consider the self-checking

properties of the OR-¿ section of the checker.

The checker as conceptually described in section 5.1.1, and defined as G(Z) n

section 5.2.2, consists of a ?'-input OR gate OR'ing the oufputs of 7' AND gates of

various fan-in. The AND gate inputs are driven by the PLA outputs. For an error-free

PLA, the checker (OR-gate) outputs a "0"; it outputs a"I" upon detection of an error of

rype E. A positive realization of G(Z) is desirable for two reasons. Firstly, since no

complemented literals are used, no inverters have to be implemented. Secondly, Smith

proved (Theorem 2 [Smit77]) that a two-output checker which is TSC with respect to

unidirectional faults must be inverier-free, and an inverter-free circuit must realize a

positive function.

As described above, a checker output stuck-at-O fault would mask all errors. Two

approaches are considered. The first is to redefine G(Z) as a code translator. For

example G'(Z) defined by equation 5.7 produces a 1-out-of-2 encoded error indicator.

f 
ot or to,

G'(Z) ={ 00 or 11,

l*",

ZeZ

ZeE

otherwise

(s.7)

Equation 5.7 provides considerable opportunities for choice in defining G'(Z), the

only restriction is that each output pattern, 01 and 10, is defined to appear for some PLA

codeword outputs (so that a stuck-at fault on either of G"s outputs will not go

undetected). This degree of flexibility and the fact thai two functions are actually being

defined, makes it difficult to determine low overhead designs. A checker with a positive

realization always exists as shown by equation 5.8 (a=L,2). Define G' = (gr gz),

Za={ZeZ: G'(Z) = 01}, utdZ2={ZeZ: G'(Z) = i0}.
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K-l
s"(z)=G(z)+ L II z¡

Z¡eZo Zi=t
(s.8)

The second approach is to enhance the checkability of the simple design. One

technique is described here. Suppose Zie7,,Zi=î|. Arrange that all OR-ft check bits

associated with Zi be 1's except for one, Z'r=0. Ensure that Zi =I for all i*i. Otherwise

disregard Zi while determining OR-ft check bits and test terms. When the product term

associated with Zi is selected, all test terrns should be asserted. Consider the checker

circuit outlined in Figure 5.9. Although not TSC, this design is a considerable

improvement over the simple checker for a small increase in overhead. Note that in

addition to f,rnding the OR of all test terms, the AND of all test terms is also computed.

test terms

regularcodeword 000...0
special codeword 111...1
error of type Ë 010...0
all0 output 000...0

OR of all
test terms

0
i
I
0

AND of all
test terms

0
1

zd

1

0
I
0

Figure 5.9 OR-¿ test terrn checker.

The self-checking properties of this checker may be determined for a single stuck-at

fault model. A two test tenn checker with these AND and OR gates is illustrated in

Figure 5.i0.

t If this is not the case naturally, then the system may be periodically placed into test mode where a
I ouçut is selected by 'forbidden' input vectors, as suggested by Kling and Banerjee [Klin86].
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OR of all test terms AND of all test terms

Fígune 5.L0 OR-¿ checker example.

Consider the fauits of line /¡ stuck-at-c¿, denoted l/a, for i=\..13 and o,=0,1. Stuck-

at faults on '/12 and /13 are tested by the test term outputs for regular and special

codewords as shown in Figure 5.9. The faults 16/l and \ll dominate lp/\, while /s/1

and lell are equivalent to Inll. The faults l1/0, l2/0, \/0, lal), 1510, 16/0, and I7/0

dominate /13/0, while lrcl) and 111/0 are equivalent to lplÙ. The faults l1/1, l2/L, \/1,

ly'I and I5l1 are secure in the sense that the test term they drive will be asserted

appropriately (or for some codeword outputs, but this simply signals the checker fault)

even in the presence of these faults. Only the faults Isll, ls/O, lrc/|, and l¡¡ll are

undetectable and may mask an effor indication. This may be alleviated somewhat by

duplicating the gates which compute the OR and AND of all test terrns. Alternatively, the

checker may be periodically tested off-line, perhaps using some BIST technique.

5.3 S{JMM,AR.V

This chapter presented a family of on-line checking strategies called OR-¿ testing.

These strategies are designed to detect all errors from single faults (Class I, II and III) in

nonconcurrent PLA's. In general, an OR-fr testable PLA is designed to produce

^^l^.-.^-J^ ^^--^^^l ^f ¿L-^^ ^^l^^.çuuçwuru5 uurrrpuJçu Lrl lrlrçç uuuçò.
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a) the rightmost two outputs are encoded in a i-out-of-2 code to

detect errors of type I.8 and an all 0 output,

b) a parity check bit is used to detect single bit errors, and

c) codewords are unordered to detect errors oftype Ç.

A two-rail parity code was advocated to fulfill a) and b) simultaneously.

The concept of a viable OR-fr test term was introduced. A viable test is a selection of

outputs which are normally never all 1's, such that when they are observed to be all 1's,

then it may be concluded that it is due to an error of type (. The OR-¿ checking strategy

thus is designed to recognize noncodewords produced by errors of type (, rather than

trying to verify that each output pattern is a codeword. All multiple faults where each

causes an error of type l, are detectable.

The first form of OR-¿ testing considered was one where all test terms are the same

size, specifically an algorithm was given to extend Z with check bits and determine test

terrns of size three such that all effors of type ( are detectable, í.e. an OR-3 strategy.

It was noted that Z must be unordered if all errors of type 1 *" to be detectable.

Then it was shown that if Z is unordered, then there exists a viable test of size k>2 for

each error of type ( without the need for any additional check bits, although extra check

bits may be required to ensure OR-3 testability. The approach of using test terms of

varying size was called the basic OR-¿ strategy. Methods for augmenting Z with a

minimal number of check bits to make it unordered, and for deriving OR-k test tenns to

detect all errors of type f, were presented.

Variations of OR-k testing, which take advantage of the two-rail parity check bits,

were suggested. Most benefit accrues from Variation 3 which simply specifies that all

type-€ errors which are detectable by two-rail parity need not be testable by an OR-ft test

teÍn.

Limited concurency was shown to be more secure (SFS) than 1-concumency, as well

as being less expensive in tenns of both area overhead and design effort.
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Experimental results were presented for a number of sample PLA's and several

testing strategies, including: OR-3, basic OR-k, Variation 3 with limited concurrency,

and the latter again but using a chip area cost estimator function based on actual layout

figures. The most significant component contributing to area overhead is that due to

concurrency (i.e. either l-concurrency or limited concurrency). Table 5.5 summarizes

the average number of check bits (excluding two-rail parity), average number of test

terms, and average overhead (relative to a l-concurrent PLA, or one with limited

concurrency, as appropriate) for the forms of OR-k testing studied.

Strategy Concurrency Cost Function tt6 T Overhead

oR-3
Basic OR-k
Variation 3

Variation 3

1-concurrent
1-concurrent

limiæd concurrency
limited conclurency

eqn. (5.2)

eqn. (5.2)

eqn. (5.2)

eqn. (5.6)

5.9 10.0 42.17o
2.1, 19.5 21.4

5.6 r4.9
5.6 r9.4

2.1

2.1

Table 5.5 Averages of results from Tables 5.1 to 5.4.

The number of test terrns required to make a PLA OR-¿ testable was found to be

sensitive to the actual check bits defined to make .ã unordered. For some PLA's, the

"best" unordering for basic OR-È is not necessarily the "best" for Variation 3.

The design of a practical, if not TSC, OR-ft checker was presented along with an

analysis of its self testing capabilities. The checker is a two-level circuit, and thus incurs

minimal delay overhead.
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Chapter 6

C O MP^ER,NS T N W['T'Ë{ C C} NC{JR.R.E NT' ST' RAT'E GTES

Chapters four and five dealt exclusively with nonconcurrent PLA's, or with PLA's

having limited concurency. The circuit area overhead attributed to the achievement of

such concurrency is significant, and one might use this as an argument against the use of

these techniques. In this chapter, we examine the overhead associated with on-line

checking strategies which use conventionally minimized PLA's, and compare this with

the overhead associated with OR-k testing.

6"X COMPAR.TSONS

Several online checking strategies will be compared to those introduced previously in

chapters four and five. The overhead of an online checked PLA, versus the area required

by a naked PLA, may be generally attributed to one of three sources: increased number

of product term lines, extra outputs, and checker circuitry. The following three

subsections address these in turn.

6.f,.f, Increased Number of'Froduct T'errns

Any PLA checking strategy for which normal PLA outputs are embedded in some

error detecting code, generally requires more product tern lines to realize the enlarged set

of output functions (which now include check bit oulputs defined so that each PLA output

is a codeword). Table 6.1 illustrates this increase in product terms for a set of sample

PLA's augmented by each of several checking strategies. Some of the table entries a¡e

empty because the augmented PLA's were impractical to construct using straightforward

computer progmms.
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PLA l\aked Limited ['arity

Mod 3 R.esidue Berger

Method I Method 2 Normai Modified [Fuch84]

alul
a\fl
apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dcl
dc2
dist
dk17
dk21
eg
n
fsml
fsm2a
fsm2b
fsm2c
gary
misexl
misex2
rd53
router
sao2

naffic
vg2
wim
z4

19

68
25

5

5

10

6
,1

9

39

r20
18

10

6
8

15

18

76

31

r07
t2
28
31

22
58

9
110

9
59

956
36t
100

I
8

11

10
aÁLA

t2
138

165

74
4l

6
15

27
26
22
42

147

18

472
32
26
60
10

1596
13

t28

380
183

46
6

11

7

24
11

76
148

35
29

6
ll
25
22
2l
38

130

18

181

32
25
60

9
6t9
t2
92

618
256

80
8

8

1l
l0
24
i1

t12
160

62
38
6

i5
26
26
22
4l

t4t
18

313
32
26
60
I

&9
13

r23

660
198

45
6
6
6
5

8

5

85

87

29
31

4

9
11

T7

t2
21

9t
8

203
26
18

44
7

397
8

113

956
296

87
I
8

1l
10

24
t2

114

t67
61
47

6
15

21
26
22
43

145
18

408
32
26
60
10

t596
13

105

956
296

87
8

8

11

10

24
T2

tzl
r61
&
46

6
15

27
26
22
42

r45
18

401

32
26
60
10

t596
13

105

2074
563
159
I4
t4
l5
74

32
t6

101

153

441
n1

8

15

729
46
30

195
t5534

169

32
1124
942

32

13

10

T'able 6.tr- Product terms for PLA's augmented under various checking strategies.

The column of Table 6.1 labelled "Limited" represents the number of product terms in

a complete covering realized with limited concurrency. The results shown in Table 4.3

suggest that nonconcurrency may be achieved with nearly the same number of product

terrns as is limited concurrency. Method 2 (mod 3) shows the size of the separate residue

PLA of [Saye85] (c/. section 3.2.2). Modified Berger encoding is that of [Mak82] (c/.

section 2.3.4.3). The strategy of [Fuch84] utilizes the Berger check bits of the inputs, as

well as the outputs, to derive output check bits (c/ section 2.3.4.4). All augmented

PLA's were minimized by ESPRESSO.
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All checking strategies incur an increase in the number of product terrns required to

reafize an augmented PLA. Even the strategies which provide oniy partial error coverage,

parity and mod 3 residue codes, have expensive realizations for some PLA's. Limited

concurrency compares favourably with the strategies based on Berger codes. The

explosion in the number of product terms for the scheme of Buch84], suggested in

section 2.3.4.4, may be seen to occur for several instances.

6"1.2 Ðxtna Clutputs

Check bit outputs generally must be created in addition to the PLA's normal n

ouqputs in order to ensure that each oufput pattern is a codeword from an error detecting

code. For most checking strategies considered, there are simple expressions for the

number of check bit ouçuts (or a bound on the same). Table 6.2 summarizes these

expressions for the strategies being compared here. Recall that L is the length of the

longest chain of the Hasse diagram of the pafiial order defined by Z: L < n+1. Check

bits required to construct a two-rail or two-rail parity subcode for the proposed checking

strategies, Simple Parity and OR-fr, respectively, are included in these expressions.

Checking Strategy Number of Check Bit Ouþuts

parity

mod 3

Berger

modified Berger

[Fuch84]

Simple parity (4.1.1)

oR-¿ (s.2.2)

1

2

llog2n+11

< llogt n+I]I

<llogzmax(n, ru)+l1 + iT

< n+l

[log2 L] + 2

T depends on maximum/minimum weight of patterns before encoding

Tabtre 6.2 Extra oulputs required for various checking strategies.
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Table 6.3 shows the number of extra outputs required by the above

of sample PLA's. Also shown are bounds on the minimal number

determined by the method of section 3.3. These are determined for

minimized PLA's, and for ones with limited concurency.

strategies for a set

of check bits as

both the normal

PLA n

Minimal
Simple
Parity oR.-k

Eerger

Naked LC Normal Modified [Fuch84]

alul
alu2
apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dc1

dcL
dist
dk17
dk27
eg

n
fsml
fsm2a
fsm2b
fsm2c
gary
misexl
misex2
rd53
router
sao2

raffic
vg2
wim
z4

8

8

t2
J

J

4
J

28

7

5

11

9
5
4
6
6
7

7

11

18

J
t2
4
I
8

1
4

J

2
2
J
2
2
2

J
J
2
2
2
J
J
2
J

J

2
J

2
)

J
2

4
4
J
J
2
J
J

2
J

J

J

J

2
2
J

J

J

J

J

J

2

J
J

2
A

J
-1

I1
13

13

4
2

5

2l
8

8

6
11

11

4
5

7

6
7

9

15

8

l5
4

I
5

7

9

10

5

5

5

5

4
J

4
4
J

4
5

4
4
5
J
3

4
4
4
5

5

4
4
J
4
4
4
5

5

4

4
4
4
2
2
J

2

5
J
J

J

4
4
J
3

J
J
J
3
A

J
5

2
4
J

J

4
J

J

4
J

4
2
2
J
2
5
J
J
J
J
J
2
,)

J
J
2
3

4
J
J

2
J
2
)
J
J
J

5

5

5

4
4
4
4
6
4
5

5

5

5

4
4
5
4
4
5

5

5

6
4

5

5

4
6
4
4

T'able 6.3 Extra outputs for PLA's augmented under various checking strategies.

With the exception of "simple Parity"t, all strategies shown in Table 6.3 require

similar numbers of check bits, and are nearly minimal. Conflict graph pafiitioning

T Pseudo-outputs are not included in the check bit counts for Simple Parity shown in Table 6.3.
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proposed in section 4.1.6 will tend to bring "Simple Parity" more in line with the others.

Exü'a outputs are therefore less significant of a distinguishing factor than the increase in

the number of product terrns.

6.1.3 Chec&rens

Code checkers clearly introduce a non-negligible area overhead. What is not so clear,

is the magnitude of this overhead. Several different checker designs for each code have

been proposed (cfl section 2.2.2), although some of these designs are constrained to

specific code subclasses. Additionally, clever check circuit design, layout or sharing

(with other CUC's on the same chip) make it difficult to compare results reported in the

literature. For this discussion, simple estimates of checker size based on logic gates will

be used. Checker delay will also be considered in teÍns of gate levels. An exclusive-OR

gate will be conservatively modeled as two logic gates with a delay of 2, also. For the

remainder of this section, assume that a codeword consists of n information bitsT and n,

check bits, and that k =lH, , = flogz tl and ¡' =llogz n + l]- 1+. All codes considered are

systematic (separable).

A parity checker may be implemented with n-l two-input EXOR gates arranged in a

tree stnrcture of depth llog2nl. Therefore, such a checker requires 4k-2 gates and has a

delay of 2h+2, while one with two-rail outputs requires 4k4 gates and has a delay of

2h. The layout of a tree-shaped circuit tends to require considerable additional area for

routing wires, and its triangular shape may create pockets of unused chip area which are

difficult to utilize for other circuitry. An alternate realization is a linear cascade of EXOR

gates, however the delay jumps to 4k-2 (l.e. through all n-l EXOR gates).

A checker for the mod 3 residue code consists of a residue generator and a 2-bit

comparator. Even though the comparator design must account fü two representations for

T For convenience, assume n is even as this simplifies some of the expressions which follow.

* h' = å unless n=2h+l ,then h' = h+1.
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a.zero residue, í.e. A0 and 11, its area will be considered negligible for our purposes.

Since the mod 3 code belongs to the family of "low cost residue codes", there exists an

economical method to compute the residue of an n-bit binary number. This consists of a

tree of residue adder modules, where each module is a 2-bit adder with end-around carry

[Wake78]. A straighforwardrealization of such a module in terms of full and half adders

is shown in Figure 6.1. Using textbook gate ievel designs for these adders [Diet78], a

module may be shown to consist of five EXOR gates, four AND gates and one OR gateT,

i.e. 15logic gates as defïned earlier, with a total delay of 7. The entire generator consists

of k-l residue adder modules in a tree å modules deep. Therefore, a mod 3 residue

generator may be constructed from 15(ft-1) logic gates, and will have a delay of 7h.

This is nearly four times that of a parity generator.

Figure 6.1 Mod 3 residue adder module.

The well known structure of a Berger code checker shown in Figure 6.2 is called a

normal checker. The 0's counter (or I's counter) is typically just an adder tree. Such an

adder tree requircr:f-å /Ø-j) full adder modules and has a delay of Zh-l modules

[Maro78]t. Using the same assumptions as for the mod 3 residue generator, a textbook

implementation of a full adder consists of 7 logic gates and has a delay of 4. The delay of

the 0's counter alone is nearly 4 times that of a parity checker.

T A 13 gate two-level sum-of-products realization of this module also exists.

$ These expressions are exact only when n=2h+l-1.
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Information bits

Check bits
Error Indicator

FÍgure 6.2 Berger code Normal Checker.

A /-variable two-rail comparator (or checker) may be implemented with a modular

ffee structure similar to the mod 3 residue generator. The basic comparator module is a

2-level circuit made up of fourAND gates and two OR gates [Wake78]. Therefore, a

two-rail code checker may be constructed from 6(t-l) logic gates, and will have a delay

of 2llog2rl. For the normal Berger code checker, an n"-variable two-rail comparator is

required; ftc= h'+1.

Recently, alternative structures for Berger code checkers have been proposed which

have improved delay cha¡acteristics compared to adder based designs ([Pies87, Lo88]).

These are based on the observation that a Berger code consists of the union of several

particulil m-out-of-n codes. Lo and Thanawastien [Lo88] presented a comparison of

two designs for various values of n, which is summanzed in Table 6.4. Marouf and

Friedman's [Maro78] adder based design is also shown.

n n

[Ma¡o78] tPiesSTl T tLoSSlT

Gates Delay Gates Delay Gates Delay

62
72
83

143
153
164
31 4
325

36

40
55

9L

95
113

2M
221

T2

t4
11

20
20
25
28
31

6t
87

93

26t
3i5
32r

r279
r285

I
8

10

11

11

13

t3
15

67
76

101

208
227
260
720
824

10

l0
T2

t2
T2

15

15

t]

t from tlo88l

m^L!^ I Ã 
^_,-__^,:^_ - -1 ^-J^ ^t_-^t,^_-r autc Ð.rä LUrnpilrsun ur l)gr8gr'uuu€ çilgçKtrr's.
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The designs of [Pies87] and [Lo88] exhibit improved delay characteristics

(approximately 3h'+7 and 3h'+3, respectiveiy), but at the expense of area overhead.

This is not surprising, since m-out-of-n checkers are not unlike table lookup.

Checkers for modified Berger codes and the encoding of [Fuch84] require a parallel

adder or subtracter to adjust the 0's count before comparison with the check bits.

Figure 6.3 graphically illustrates the number of gates required by each of the checking

strategies of interest, for the set of sample PLA's in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The results

shown for OR-È are based on Variation3 @f. Table 5.3).

4 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 1 7 1 7 7 7 8 8 8 9rttrr2r2l828
Sample PLA's Ananged by Number of Outputs

Figune 6.3 Comparison of checker size for va¡ious strategies.

The checker proposed for OR-È testing in section 5.2.5 effectively requires 7'+2

gates and has a delay of 2, to produce a 2-vanable two-rail error indicator. The value ?'

is function dependent. In addition to this, the two-rail parity of all n+n. outputs is

generated and this is compared with the two-rail parity prediction oufputs. Since the OR-

k portion of the checker is implemented as an array, we propose that equation 6.1 is more

_ 200
6)&o
6)

(J
É 150
Øo
(!()
o 100k
6)€

50

-o- oR-t

'-- Parity

- 
Mod3

- 
Berger [Ma¡o78]

""' Berger [Lo88]
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representative of gate overhead than is T+2. The gate overhead for the parity generator,

as described earlier, is combined with this to obtain the total gate cost for an OR-¿

checker.

oR-¿ checker size =lT(n+n'+z)ll4l (6.1)

Checker size for all strategies in Figure 6.3, except for OR-k testing, depends on n.

The size of an OR-k checker depends on fl, which is function dependent. There are

some PLA's with quite large OR-¿ checkers, for example, "alul", "dc2" and "gary".

In regard to checker delay, the parity checker is the dominant factor in the delay of an

OR-¿ checker, and a parity checker is the fastest of the checkers considered. An OR-k

checker is of comparable size to an adder based Berger checker (or a mod 3 checker,

which has very similar overhead characteristics to Marouf and Friedman's Berger

checker) but is nearly four times faster. An OR-k checker is slightly faster than Berger

checkers by [Pies87] and þo881, but it is generally significantly smaller.

Some other checking schemes which are based on nonconcwrent PLA's, use 1-out-

of-n codes. A l-out-of-n code checker design which requires 3k+2 gates and has a

delay of 3 has been developed by Izawa, and is described by Tohma in [Tohm86].

However, many of the gates in this design have large fan-in, thus this expression for gates

is not comparable to the overhead expressions for the other checkers, which are roughly

based on two-input gates.

6.2 COST OF' {JNOR,ÐER,EÐI{ESS

Table 6.1 and section 6. 1.1 suggest that the realization of a PLA with ouçuts encoded

in a Berger code is inherently nearly as expensive as limited concunency (or

nonconcumency). In this section, reasons for this will be put forth in general for PLA's

with unordered ouçut patterns. A unidirectional error detecting code must be unordered.
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Suppose l, is the cubical array specifying a minimized realization of a multi-output

function, F(X), whose set of output patterns, ,ã, is unordered. A minimal realization is

a direct result of product term sharing, i.e. finding and using product terms which

contribute to more than one oufput generally results in a smaller PLA overall than if each

output (single-output function) were minimized separately, even though some outputs

may require more terms in the shared solution than when solved separately. Suppose that

F@)-4,for some particular input vectorx.

Consider the set of product terrns selected by x: L'=(Lit,Liz, ..., Likl. Clearly,

the set of cubes C'={çiL, Ci2, ..., Cik} must intersect, and produce the output pattern

Zi =Dir v Dí2 v ... u Dik.

Theorer¡r 6.X. If there exists an input vector which selects a subset l-" of L' and no other

product terms, then the output D" (which is the OR of the ouçut parts of all product

terrns in {-") must equal Zi.

Froof: Clearly D" czi . If D" c/ , thenZ would be ordered. tr

Theone¡¡e 6"2 If there exists a subset L" which intersects with some other set of product

terms,.Lq, then either a) D"vDd =Zi, orb) D" qd and, d e D"uDo.

Froof: Clearly D" czi. Let t=D"vDd. If D"=Zi, then r must equal Zi, to keep

ã unordered (i.e. D"czi). Consider D"czi. If DaçZi then t must equal Zi,

otherwise we would have tcZj and, Z would be ordered. The case Do =Zj is not

permitted because t=y' *orld make Z ordered. If Ds ÇZi, then tc/ is impossible,

and/ ø t must be true (condition b) otherwise .ã would be ordered. tr

As a consequence of the conditions imposed by the above theorems, product term

sharing seems to be severely restricted. Consider the schematic example of this concept

shown in Figure 6.4. The input vector -r (marked with an asterisk) selects the three
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product tefins shown. Any other product terrns which cover minterms associated with the

outputvalue 0011 (other than the one marked with an asterisk) must have ourputparts

which are covered by 0011. Furthermore, minterms associated with output patterns 0001

and 0010 must be covered by other product terrns which either cause such minterms to

have value 001i or to be unordered with respect to 0011.

(0lxx,0011) (x1lX,0001)

Figune 6.4 Example of product terrn sharing restrictions - 
partial covering.

Limited concurrency is surely an upper bound on the number of product terms

required to realize a PLA with unordered ouçuts (the anomalies in Table 6.1, "dist" ard

"fsm2c", are likely due to the minimizer not finding a true minimal realization). The fact

that for normal Berger encoding, 22 of the 29 sample PLA's met this bound can not be

attributed to inadequacies of the minimizer. The remaining 7 PLA's have, on average,

4.59 times more product terms than corresponding naked realizations, while the limited

concurrency forms for these PLA's require on average 1.15 times more product terms

than the normal Berger realizations.

Figure 6.5a illustrates a small example function (unordered) which may be realized

using fewer product tefins than limited concurrency (Figure 6.5b). We conjecture that the

conditions of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 are sufficiently restrictive that it is unlikely that an

arbitrary PLA satisfies them in such a way as to result in significantly fewer product

terrns than limited concurrency.

(xxx1,0010)
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a) 6 term minimization

r01 101 110 110

r01 101 110 110

101 gj try 110

101 011 011 110

b) 7 term limited concurrency

FÍgure 6.5 Example unordered function.

6.3 SUMñ/Ï.ARY

The testing strategies proposed in chapters four and five were compared to other PLA

checking schemes which do not require nonconcurrency. Schemes were evaluated in

terrns of the overhead contributions of: increased number of product terrns, extra outputs

and checker size. Checker delay was also considered. The actual area required for an

encoded PLA and its checker may be affected by optimizations performed during mask

layout, and is not considered in this dissertation.

The OR-ft strategy fares well compared to schemes based on Berger codes. For some

PLA's, limited concurrency of the OR-k strategy requires more product terrns than a

PLA encoded in a Berger code. The OR-t scheme uses fewer extra ouq)uts in some

instances, but in general, both schemes have numbers of extra outputs which are nearly

minimal. Two types of Berger code checker were considered, one which is slow but

small, while the other is fast but huge. An OR-fr checker is faster than the latter and

generally smaller than the former.

Empirical evidence and theoretical justification were advanced in support of the claim

that any PLA which realizes an unordered set of output patterns will be as, or nearly as,

expensive in terms of product terms as is limited concurrency (or nonconcurrency).
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Ckrapter 7

CTNCT,{JSTON

This dissertation presents the results of an investigation into the on-line checking of

programmable logic affays. Computer tools which automate the logical minimization and

physical layout of PLA structures, provide designers with the leverage necessary to

achieve high productivity and quick turnaround for design revision in a fast paced market

place. For this reason, array design techniques continue to be attractive to designers. As

with integrated circuits in general, design for testability of PLA's is an important issue.

Several PLA design strategies geared towards off-line testing or BIST have appeared

in the literature. Such structures make testing easier or faster at the expense of increased

chip area and slower operating speed. Area overhead reported for the various techniques

ranges from 15 to 100 percent, but an aveÍage of 30 or 40 percent is widely accepted as

being typical. Besides the inconvenience of stopping normal system operation to perform

testing, off-line testing strategies remain vulnerable to transient failures.

On-line checking techniques continuously monitor circuit behaviour for erroneous

operation. Area overhead incurred is generally assumed to be greater than that for BIST.

Results of the current investigation suggest that overhead for on-line checked PLA's is

inherently function dependent regardless of the strategy employed. It is argued that

existing on-line checking strategies suffer from one or more of the following deficiencies:

inadequate fault model, poor error coverage, excessive area and/or delay overhead.

Additionally, it may be argued that schemes based on the unidirectionai error modelT

represent somewhat of an overkill, as a large proportion of errors that such schemes are

capable of detecting are in fact unlikely to occur according to a comprehensive fault

t PLA's realized using ihe decoder design of Figure 2.2bproduce only unidireciional erors.
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model. Initial motivation for this dissertation stemmed from mod 3 residue and Berger

encoded PLA's, and the feeling that the former might have poor error coverage and that

checkers for the latter might be too expensive.

There exist several quantitative measures to gauge the effectiveness of checking

strategies, such as mod 3, not designed to cover all errors produced by faults from a given

fault model. A measure based on the concept of an error event (EEDA) was found to

provide a useful new perspective. The proportion of faults causing only undetectable

errors, 41, also appears to be a significant property which is totally obscured by the

"averaging" type of measures proposed by others.

Error enumeration for a set of sample PLA's found that a significant percentage of the

possible errors would go undetected by a mod 3 scheme, notably, up to 9 percent of

modelled faults produced undetectable errors only. Furtherrnore, error event detection for

the same PLA varied by up to 18 percent simply as a result of different assignments of

numeric weights to the PLA outputs. Coverage in terms of canonic error patterns was

found to be even more pessimistic. On the basis of several effectiveness measures, mod 3

was judged to be only slightly better than a parity check scheme. The measure indicating

the greatest distinction between mod 3 and parity is EEDA. Determination of a

quantitative procedure for ranking two checking schemes (or two different realizations of

the same ci¡cuit under a given scheme) on the basis of a collection of effectiveness

measures is a problem for further research.

Analytic investigation of the mod 3 scheme confirmed, unsurprisingly, that 2h of all

possible error events are detectable. Furtherrnore, 2lz of unidirectional errors also appear

to be detectable, but since the class of unidirectional errors includes the subclass of single

bit errors (which are 100 percent detectable by mod 3 codes), coverage of multi-bit

unidirectional errors is actually less than 2/¡. Considering that the area overheads of mod

3 and Berger (which detects all unidirectional errors) encoded PLA's are comparable, one

may conclude that the mod 3 code is not appropriate for checking PLA's.
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Ideally, one strives to design an on-line checking scheme which is in some way

optimal for the circuit it checks. Therefore, careful chatactenzation of a PLA's erroneous

behaviour under a comprehensive fault model was undertaken. The important concept of

covered faults was introduced, which, along with the well known concept of fault

equivalency, allows one to classify modelled faults so that only a reduced subset of the

faults need be enumerated to obtain an error charactenzation. Specifically, if a checking

scheme is capable of detecting all errors due to single stuck-at faults and line break faults

(on bit and product lines), then all errors due to any single fault from the fault model are

detectable, including crosspoint and adjacent line bridging faults, which others have

shown to corespond to observed defects.

One result stemming from the availability of an error characterization for specific

PLA's, is a procedure for determining the minimal number of check bits required to

ensure detection of all error events which could arise due to modelled faults. Although

the procedure is computationally expensive and impractical for large circuits, it is

nevertheless useful to apply it on smaller PLA's to see how close various checking

strategies come to the optimal.

Another consequence of performing the analysis required to derive an error

charactenzation, is that for nonconcunent PLA's the erroneous behaviour may be

expressed as a succinct error model. Specifically, modelled faults cause three kinds of

error: a single-bit error, an error where one or more (perhaps all) rightmost ouq)uß are

zero, and an error of type E (ttre bitwise OR of two codewords).

Two new on-line checking strategies based on the nonconcurrent error model are

proposed. Both have a common base consisting of parity checked outputs (to detect

single-bit errors), and arranging that the rightmost two outputs are encoded in a 1-out-of-2

code (to detect rightmost ourputs being held at zero). These strategies are called Simple

T)^..j+-, ^-.J ^T) 
t-.r curLJ 4rrLl \Jr\-rL.
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The Simple Parity scheme demonstrates that a parity checker (which is a part of the

common base) can also detect errors of type Ç if check bits a¡e defined appropriately.

One advantage of this approach is that the check bit definition procedure is based solely

on the range of the function which the PLA implements. The problem transforms to one

of graph decomposition in terrns of a novel edge-wise exclusive-OR operator. A heuristic

algorithm to perform this decomposition was presented, and it appears to produce

minimal or near-minimal solutions. Potential future enhancements to this algorithm may

reduce its computational complexity.

However, it may be necessary to, as much as, double the number of PLA outputs and

include several of the product term lines (as pseudo-outputs) in the parity check to

achieve the capability of detecting errors of type (. Doubling the number of outputs is

still less expensive than duplicating the entire PLA. Compared to other nonconcurrent

PLA checking schemes which use a l-out-of-p or parity check on all p product term

lines, Simple Parity represents an improvement in checker size. A graph pa::titioning

technique is suggested to take advantage of the error detection afforded by the l-out-of-2

code, also in the common base. Results in terms of reduced number of check bits appear

promising, but the as yet manual (intuitive) partitioning procedure needs to be formalized

into an effective automated algorithm. All on-line checking strategies considered in this

dissertation are based on a single fault model, but it was observed that Simple Parity

provides poor coverage of multiple faults. The main contribution of this checking scheme

is that it can be done.

Rather than attempting to verify that an output pattern belongs to a particular

unordered code, the OR-È strategy is designed to recognize errors of type (. In fact, all

multiple faults causing such errors are detectable. The other errors in the model are

covered by a two-rail parity check. Any nonconcurent PLA with unordered outputs is

OR-¿ testable. A systematic methodology for defining check bits to extend an arbitrary

set of binary vectors (a PLA's original set of outputs) so that it is unordered was
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presented. For several sample PLA's, this procedure obtained slightty fewer check bits

than required by modified Berger encoding, however both OR-fr and Berger encoded

strategies result in nearly optimal number of check bits, as discussed previously. For

most PLA's, a minimal number of check bits may be assigned values in many ways.

Three methods of performing such assignments were performed experimentally on all

sample PLA's. Each of these methods was superior for some of the cases. More work is

required to attempt to design an assignment process which minimizes checker overhead.

A function dependent OR-¿ checker is straightforwardly constmcted from the set of

unordered output patterns. The method is most effective if the number of such patterns is

small; this appears to be the case for many industrial PLA's. An OR-È checker is a

positive function, thus allowing an array construction with the PLA outputs forming

checker inputs. Because it is a positive function, no negated literals are required and

hence no input decoders. A variation which frees the checker from having to detect errors

which happen to be detected by the two-rail parity check, results in a significant reduction

in checker size. Experimental evidence indicates that OR-È checker overhead is

generally less (considerably less in the case of recent "fast" Berger checkers) than that of

checkers for concurrent PLA's augmented to produce Berger or mod 3 encoded outputs.

Checker delay is essentially that of the base parity check, which is nearly four times faster

than Berger or mod 3 checkers.

Minimizing a multiple-output PLA under the 1-concurrent constraint (i.e. to achieve

nonconcurency) appears to be a computationally expensive process. The first step is to

partition the input space into groups of minterms or cubes, each group associated with a

distinct output pattern. This step is relatively easy, and an algorithm is presented

(Algorithm 4.4). The next step is to treat each group as a single output function and find

a minimal l-concurrent realization for it. A reasonably effective heuristic driven

^1-^.-.'+L* +^ l^ +L.l^ :^ -*^-^^^l / 
^ 
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minterms, it is applicable only to PLA's which have a small number of input variables.

Another algorithm which operates in terms of cubes is a potential topic for future work.

Limited concurrency is much easier to achieve. Simply use a conventional procedure

to minimize each group obtained via Algorithm4.4. Limited concurrency turns out to be

an important concept in many ways. Error event enumeration is a simple function of the

set of output patterns. Besides being less expensive to compute, limited concurrency may

require fewer product terrns than l-concurrency; in fact the number of product terms

required for limited concurrency is a lower bound on l-concurrency. Limited

concurrency is also an upper bound on the number of product terrns required for a

concurrent realization of a PLA with unordered outputs. For many PLA's considered,

both 1-concurrency and Berger encoding identically meet their respective bounds. PLA's

augmented to produce unordered outputs, and minimized conventionally, were found to

require nearly as many product terrns as nonconcurrent PLA's. Some PLA's have limited

concunency representations which are inherently much larger than that found by

conventional minimization. Such PLA's are expensive to check regardless of whether

unidirectional error detecting codes or nonconcurrent techniques are used. When a large

number of product tefins are required, techniques which use a checker on the product

term lines should be avoided.

The chip area cost estimators of Chapter 5 and gate counts of Chapter 6 provide only

approximate overhead figures. More accurate results require the consffuction of an actual

mask layout. This would take into account routing and floorplanning of tree-like checker

structures. This is a consideration for a later time.

The main contribution of this dissertation is the OR-¿ testing strategy. An OR-Ë

testable PLA was shown to be strongly fault secure if realized using limited concurency.

The OR-k testing scheme results in PLA overheads comparable to that of Berger encoded

PLA's, however the OR-È checker is smaller and faster.
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.Appendüx,A

SAMPT,E FI,A'S

Table 4.1 lists the sample PLA's used in this dissertation (see Figure 4.1 also).

PLA mnN C/D Source Comment

all4
al15

aJl6

aJlT

atlS

alul
a1u2

apla
bisl
bis2
bis5
bis6
bw
dcl
dcL
dist
dk17
dk27
eg

n
f51m
fsml
fsm2a
fsm2b
fsm2c
gary
misexl
misex2
rd53
router
sao2
traffic
vg2
wim
z4

5xp1

I

4416
5532
66&
7 1128
8 8256
12880
10867
10 t2 37
435
434
448
435
52822
4710
8797
852r
10 11 24
9938
356
4410
8 825s
10613
6 6 74 

ls 1 1r 
i8724 1

Ils il 69 
I8710 I

2s 18 34 I

5 3 sl
1112lsl
10 4 s 

Is 7 8l
2s 8 23 

I

4 1 11 I

7 4lsI
1 10128 I

D
D
C

C
C
D
C
C

D
C
C
C
C
C

D
C

c
C
C
C
D

E
E
E
M
M
M
M
F
E
E
E
E
E

Fig. A.la
F
E

Fig. A.le
Fig. A.1c
Fig. A.ld
Fig. A.lb

E
F
F
E

Fig. A.lf
F

E
E
E
E

I
I trypothetical PLA's which produce att*
I possible output patf.erns

I (r"" Table 4.1)
)

E - ESPRESSO tesr suire [Bray84]
D - data path logic
C - conrol path logic

M - McBOOLE distribution tape [Dage86]
bis2 is the PLA in Figure 1.2

F - FSM benchmarks [MCNC87]

toy example inroduced in section 5.1.3

set of PLA's designed by the author that
are used in the construction of two finite
state machines which form part of a
Video Display Conroller

part of a multiprocessor interconnection switch

traffic light controller [Mead80ì

Table A.l Sample PLA's.
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,Appendix E

MOÐ 3 C,ANONTC ER.R.OR. ,AN,AX,YSTS

This appendix gives proofs for two Lemmata, and provides detailed derivations of

equations first presented in section 3,2.2.2. The notation from section 3.2.2.2is used.

Lernma ts.1 Each BWA detects2fz of all directed error patterns.

Froof: An error pattern, E, is detected if u=12.e¡w¡\, is non-zero. Let ø112¡ denote

the mod 3 sum of all e¿ with associated weight w¡=l(Z). Hence, e=le¡2e2lr. For e

to be 0, we must have e1=e2 mod 3. Since e112¡ represents the mod 3 sum of an

arbitrary combination of nlZ digits from {0, 1,2}, it will have value 0, 1 or 2 equally

often over all possible combinations of digitsT. Since the eror pattern digits associated

with e1 and e2 are independent of each other, €1=€2=0 for tf9 of all n-digit error

patterns; likewise fot e1=€2=1 and c1=€2=2. Thus er=s, mod 3, for lz of the error

patterns, and it follows that each BWA detects2ft of the error parrerns. tr

Lern¡na ts.2 No two noncomplementary BWA's detect the same set of error patterns.

Fnoof: For any two BWA's to be distinct, at least one pair of weights must be

exchanged, and at least one weight must be the same. Without loss of generality, assume

that BWAr=LZI... and BWAy=211..., where the unspecified weights may be arranged

arbitrarily and distincrly for BWA: and.BWAz. The 3-bit error patern 2110...0

(i210...0) is detected only by BWAr (BWAù. D

t This is easily proved using inducrion.
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Ðerivatüon of (3.t3)

SCsize = (3.13)

Let a structural class be abstractly represented as a pattern made up of symbols from

{4, F,y} which are mapped onto {a,b,c} to form canonic error patterns, where no,

nB, àndn, denote the number of times each symbol appears in the abstract representation

and no>np>n . Assume that no=no,o, and nr=n^¡n. Clearly there are ("L)f-#f)
distinct ways of arranging the abstract symbols to form patterns with no c,'s, nB B's and

nr^{'s. Each of these abstract patterns corresponds to exactly one canonic error pattern

(eg' þuuþyuw -+ abbacbbc), but some of the abstract patterns produce the same CEp

(eg.YauyþuoÊ -+ abbacbbc). The situations which produce the same CEp are as

follows, where r is the maximum number of identical non-zero values contained, in the

triple (no, np, nr):

n 0 0 1 aq,a. ..u. -è aaa...a

n-k k 0 \ k * nlZ; no two abstract patterns have same CEp

k k 0 2 k = nl2; exchanging all oe+B produces same CEp

n-k-j k j 1 k*j,k*n-j-k;notwoabstractparternshavesamecEp

n-2k k k 2 k* n/3: exchanging all Beyproduces same CEp

k k n-Zk 2 k * nl3; exchanging all o<+B produces same CEp

k k k 3 k = nl3; exchanging any pair of {o, B, y} produces same cEp

Therefore, (;,*)("-r;tr)divided by r! produces rhe desired resutr.

"L)r#r)
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Ðenivation of (3"la) and (3.15)

S = { (x,y) : x+2y + 2A+B mod 3,

0<x1A,
0<y<8, e.l4)
x+y < n/2,
(A+B) - (x+y) < nlZ j

c c c size (A.r, = ;,ä Hffi(:r:;:r,) (3.1s)

A structural class represents all error patterns with nocr's, r?p B's and nr{s, and

symbols {o, Ê,y} may be mapped onto {0, r,2l in all possible ways. without loss of

generality, consider the error pattern E = 000...01 11 ...7222...2 from the structural ciass.

For any BWA (with equal numbers of 1's and 2's) we have Figure 8.1.

n#,a îî::?ä 31l1iltt L??',:??i :,

-!rr, , r- L-* "rP "-
ng trl=A tL2=B

F igure ts.1 Relationship between error pattern E and a BWA.

The following identities also hold:

ny * n11I n21= nf)

ng2-f n12+ n22= n/2

Alternatively, these identities may be expressed as inequalities:

\1+ n2y < n/2

np* n22< n/2

(8.1)

(8.2)

(8.3)

(B.4)
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consider the variable substitutions: x ror ntr,! for n21, A for n1, ãnd B for n2,

and note that n22= B-y, and ntz=A-x. Equation 8.3 becomes ;+y < n/2, and.

equationB.4 becomes (A+B) - (x+y) < n/2. Clearly,0 <x(A, and 0 <y (B must

also hold. We can redefine n=12 e¡w¡l rin terms of these variables, i.e. equation 8.5.

u=l

=l

=l

=l

n11 * 2np + 2n21 * ,22|l ,
x + 2(A-x) + 2y + n-y lz

2A+B-x+yl..

(2A+B)-(x+2Ðlz

(B.s)

(3.16)

To obtain e +0, the inequality: x+2y *2A+B mod 3, must be satisfied. For structural

class (A/), the set of solutions forr, y (given by equation 3.I4) specifies the BWA

configurations for which e +0,i.e. the BWA's which detect canonic error patterns

belonging to the structural class.

For a particular solution, (x¡y¡), the bit weights within partitions fi.s, Í11 and n2

mav be arranged arbitrarily, thus there -" É)ffi)( :o!;t*,)arransements. rhis number

includes complementary BWA's, so only half are distinct. Equation 3.15 thus specifies

the total number of BWA's which detect errors belonging to structural class (A,B>.

Ðenívation of (3.16)

cEpdetected(A,B>=å,åW)(,,?,:')((:,)(",r-å:r)

Determination of the number of CEP's detected by a BWA involves a similar

counting argument to that for equation 3.15. Figure 8.1 (rearranged as Figure B.2) and

equation 3.i4 still apply, but now we count the number of ways that the 0's, 1,s and 2,s

can be arranged within w1andw2.
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E 000...0 111...1222...2 000...0 11r...1222...2
BWA 111 111 1 11111 1 11 ...1 222222222222222...2

\-z- \-/- \-¿¿ .-_- \-- \--

nU ftII=X n21=J nOZ nt2 nz¡

w¡ w2

FÍgune ts.Z Another view of the relationship between error pattern E and. aBWA.

Note that wr = wz = n/2, fltz=A-x, and. nzz=B-y. The number of ways that

the error bits associated with w1 càn be arranged, for a given (x¡ y ¡), u (r':,N''\:),
and that for wn i, {nl2 \ln/Z-(A-x'\\

- p*,/[ -A)y¡'-" 
J. 

Each of these alrangements corresponds to exaciy

one canonic elÏor pattern, but some produce the same CEP. The factor r! accounts for

this in a manner similar to that described for equation 3.13. Equation 3.16 specifies rhe

total number of errors, from stmctural class (A,B), which are detected by each BWA.

Ilerivation of (3.n7)

SCDA=
CEPdetected CCCsize

SCsize
(3.t7)

Equation 3.17 follows from a straightforward, but tedious, manipulation of equations

3.r3,3.15,3.16and the expression 
iffir)represenring 

the numb er of BWA,s.
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^&ppendix C

PT,A ARE,E COST CA{,C{J[,,4TTON

This appendix provides detailed derivation of equation

5.2.4.3, which is a PLA area estimator based on actual

lBoswS5al.

shapes

5.6, first presented in section

PLA layout parameters from

A PLA is usually constructed as a regular arrangement of "macro cells". Only a small

number of different cell types are necessary. Most of the cells making up a pLA are

crosspoint cells. A typical layout for such a cell is shown in Figure C.1a (tDill88l). Two

variations of a crosspoint cell are used. If a crosspoint transistor is desired, then the

"personalization shapes" are included, otherwise they are omitted. The physical layout

shown in Figure c.1a corresponds to the transistor diagram of Figure c.1b.

personalization

Cost = 64 l(2m + n + nc)p + (n + nr)T) +

484p + l28m + (n + nr)(776ø + 308) + 54BT + 30ga

macro cell
..r,z bomdarV

NOR ourput line

array input line

a) Crosspoint cell layout b) Transistor diagram

Figune C.l Crosspoint macro cell.
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The set of macro cells actually used to realize a PLA, and their corresponding

dimensions, are technology dependent. Boswell [Bosw85a] presented the details for one

particular PLA implementation. His PLA model is shown in Figure C.2, and the

corresponding macro cell parameters are listed in Table C.1. Note the absence of input

decoders and output inverters.

Ground plane connection Pull-ups

Crosspoints
(AND-plane)

Input. decoders

Crosspoints
(OR-plane)

Ouþut inverters

Figune C.2 PLA layout according to macro cell type.

Macro Cell Type
Cell
Size

Number
of Cells

Crosspoint
Pull-up
Ground plane connection
Inter-plane interface
Input decoder
Oulput inverter

64
308

64
112

Zmp+np
p+n
2m+p

p
m
n

Table C.t PLA macro cell dimensions from [Bosw85a].

Figure C.2 and Table C.1 correspond to a naked PLA. The area of cells represented

by Table C.1 may be seen to be expressed by equation 5.6 with nr=[-s-Q.
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An OR-t checker basically must compute fl test terrns (product terms) from n*n,

PLA ouþuts and find the OR of all test terms. This is essentially another array with

n+n, inpats, f product term lines, and one output. Since the checker realizes a positive

function, input decoders are not required. The same set of macro ceils that are used in the

main PLA may be used to realize an OR-È checker, as shown in Figure C.3. The macro

cells required to realize such a checker are summarizedin Table C.2.

Crosspoints
(OR-plane)

Inter-plane interface

Crosspoints
(test terms)

Ground plane connection

Figure C.3 OR-fr checker layout according to macro cell type.

Macro Cell Type
Cell
Size

Number
of Cells

Crosspoint
Pull-up
Ground plane connection
Inter-plane interface

64
308

64
112

(n+nç+I)T
T+T

n+nc+T
n+nc+T

T'able C.2 OR-¿ checker macro cell requirements.

Equation 5.6 may be seen to account for all macro cells listed in Tables C.1 and C.2.

This equation may be used to compute the cost of either a naked PLA or an augmented

one (a=1). Terms in equation 5.6 which involve the variable"a" correspond to cells

which exist only in the augmented PLA (and which do not vanish by setting nc=T-}).

E
EI

f,
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A or appearance fault, 19

adjacency,9
cubes, 10
undirected graph vertices, 105

adjacency set,72L
aliasing, T9
AND-plane,8
asymmetric enor model, 22

Berger cade,24
BILBO,41
binary symmetric error model, 22
binary vecûor, 5
BIST,25
bit lines, 7
bit weight arrangement (BWA), 89
Borden's code,25
bridging fault, 18
burst enor model,22

canonic class covering set (CCC), 9i
canonic error class, 90
canonic error pattern (CEP),89
chain,142
circuit under check (CUC), 14

Class I, II, III and IV faults,63
clique, 106
code,5

Berger,24
Borden's,25
low cost residue, 53
modified Berger, 51
m-out-of-n,24
non-systematic, 6
separable, 6
systematic,6
two-ratl,24
unordered, 6

code disjoint, 14

codeword,5
compatibility relation, 6
complete cover,12
concurrency, 12

l-concurrent, 12
conflict graph, 105
contact fault, 19

cost estimation funcúon, 140
coverage (æst set), 79
covering relation

binary vectors, 5
cube of a minterm, 10

cube ofa cube, 10

faults,68
crosspoint, 7
crosspoint fault, 19

crosspoint inedundant, 38

cube,9
cubical anay,L2

Ð or disappearance fault, 19

defects, 13
design, 13
direðted error pattem (DEP), 88
disjoint cubes, 10
disjoint sharp, 11

domination õf errors of type Ç, t35

effective test Pattern, 33
embryonic test,30
equivalent errors of qt¡,eE,134
error, 13
error detection ability (EDA), 81

canonic (CEDA),93
directed error pattern (DEDA),93
error event (EEDA),83
enor pattern (EPDA),83

error event, 68
error event set, 68
error model,Z2

asymmeEic,22
binary symmetric,22
bvrst,22
independent,22
intermitÍen¡,22
mulúple bit,22
permal,ent,22
single bit,22
t¡ansient, 22
unidirectional, 22

enor of type l, 77
domination, 135
equivalence, 134

even weight intersection criterion, 103

failures, 13
fault, 13
fault adjacent, 53
fault detection ability (FDA),79
fault domination,68
fault masking, 28
fault model, 18

0(1)-contact,20
A or apPearance, 19
bridging, 18
contact, 19
crossPoint, 19
D or disappearance, 19

G or growth, 19
line break, 20
S or shrinkage, 19

stuck-at, 18
V or vanishing,20
weak 0(1), 20

fault secure, 14
folding, 7
functional anay,12
function independent test, 32
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G or growth fault, 19
G-D and S-A inedundancy,2S
grouping,6

E{arnming distance, 5
Hamming weight, 5

independenf error model, 22
inputpart, l0
intermittent enor model, 22
intersection, 10

k-concurrency, 12
È-cube, 10

timited concurrency, 122
line break fault, 20
literal, 6
low cost residue code, 53

maximal compatible,6
Method 1,84
Metlod 2,84
minærm,9
MISR,42
modified Berger code, 51
m-ott-of-n code,24
multiple bit error model,22

nonconcurrency, 12
non-svstematic code,6
normí Bergercode checker, 166
null intersection, 10

offline testing,25
on-line checking, 13, 25
OR-Ê æsting, 134

Variation 3, 150
OR-plane,8
output parf, 10
overhead, 140

parity counter register, 42
partition,6
permanent error,Z2
personality, 19

Þositive (negative) function, 6

þositive (negative) in x¡ 6
primary enor event, 8l
product ferm,7
þroduct term inedundant, 38
Droduct term line, 7
þrogrammable logic array (PLA),7
pseudoexhaustive test, 44
pseudo-nonconcurrency, 39

S or shrin!<age fault, 19
secure input fraction (S1Ð, 81
select a product ærm, 12
self-testing, 14
separable code, 6
separate, 39
sharp, I I
single bit errror model,22
strongly code disjoint (SCD), 15

strongly fault secure (SFS), i5
structural class, 91
stuck-at fault, 18
systematic code, 6

testing input fraction (I/tr'), 81

totally self-checking (TSC), 14
transient enor,22
TSC checker, 14
two-rail code,Z4

UED, t-{-lED, and AUED codes,25
unate, 6
unidirectional error model, 22
universal test sequence, 41
unordered, 5
unordered code, 6

Variation 3 OR.-k testing, 150
viable test, 133

walking 0(1)'s,41
weak 0(1) fault,20
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